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INTRODUCTION

Objectives

The research described herein is a major part of a summative-research pro-
gram to determine the impact, benefits, and consequences of Feeling Good,
a series of hour and half-hour broadca;ts oriented toward health, produced
by CTW for airing on public television, and targeted toward. the adult
viewing population.

Research Procedure

The research procedure is a variant of experimental design embedded in a

survey research context. The research was designed to:

Provide measures of effectiveness in terms of specific
havioral and cognitive goals which were identified

before any shows were broadcast.

Compensate for the small proportion of the adult popu-
lation who were expected to be viewers of the series.

Provide control features which would enable investigators
to differentiate effects of viewing Feeling Good from
artifacts of the survey procedure.

To aid-the reader in understanding thq' report, following is a summary of
the research design as implemented.* Implementation varied somewhat from
the original design because of changes in the programming of Feeling Good.

The study was conducted in four cities across the United States: Boston,
Massachusetts; Dallas, Texas;Jacksonville, Florida; And SeattAe, Washington.

a. Telephone screening to permit classifidation of
responilents in termstofitheir likelihood of viewing
Feeling Good.

To 'compensate for the small propokion of the adult
population who,W16 expected to be viewers, a
screening interview was conducted over the telephone
with a largg sample of telephone households.' Approxi-
mately 22,000 completed interviews were obtained
using quota prcedures. An estimate of likelihood of
viewing wat-derived from the screens, and high like-
lihood viewers were oversampled. Since the original
show topic list included '.a majority of items beamed
toward-women, they too were oversampled.

*Details of the design as implemented may be found in VOluthe II of this
document, Methods and Procedures.
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b. Mail questionnaires sent before the first episode to
selected subsamples identified in the telephone
screening.

A questionnaire was sent to selected subsaMples of the
screened population fotthe purpose of formulating a
baseline of knowledge and behaviOr regarding health
topics scheduled for coverage in the series. Five
thousand sixty-three respondents completed* this ques-
-Lionnaire.

c. Interim data collection points, geared to episodes of
the series.

Original* scheduled were ten interim data collection
points,*or approximately one every two weeks through-
out the first broadcast year. Each data collection
point was geared to specific, episodes of the series
and, in addition, contained several items for trending
across the season. At each point 500 responses were

r to be sought.

With the change in program format, the number of interim
data collection points was revised from ten to three.

d. POstseries data collection among identified viewers and
nonviewers of Feeling Good. ,

.A posttest evaluation instrument was sent to all respon-
dents returning questionnaires in other measures. This

wave provided an overall evaluation of changes which
took place since the pretest, and a comparative measure
of viewers and nonviewers.

e. A control panel in the same cities to estimate effects
of repeated measurements on sample response.

To'provide a basis for estimating "pdnel" effect, about
2,000 respondents from.the telephone screening interviews
were identified and matched to the main sample in terms

/ of propensity to view the series. This control sample
received only one interim measure (500 people) or the
postseries instrument (1,500 people). Panel effect is
discussed in more detail on page x.

f. Other features of the research design.

An incentive of $1 was sent with each mail questionnaire.
No incentives were.used in the followup.

No attempt was made to control attrition from the panel.
Once an individual did not respond to a measure and
followup, he or she was dropped from the experimental
group.



Modifications on the Original Design

In late January, after the preseries data collection and airing of 11 of
the 26 episodes, Feeling Good was discontinued for a period of two months.
Beginning in April, it was reintroduced in a half-hour version, greatly
changed in format and concentrating more on cognitive than behavioral
change. This hiatus in broadcast, and change in program format and intent,
necessitated some changes in the research design.**

a The number of interim measures was reduced from ten to
three, covering shows 1-4, shows 51, and shows 9-11.
One-fourth of the panel effects control sample (approxi-
mately 500 people) were sent the third interim measure
to evaluate the effects of repeated measurements:

b About 3,300 respondents remained who had been pretested
but not sent an interim measure. These were sent an
additional questionnaire in April shortly after the
series was reintroduced which baselined their responses
to specific topics covered in Season B shows 4-8."

c. The posttest, then, covered both cognitive and behavioral
items from November through January and repeated those

cognitive questions baselined in the April cognitive.,
baseline questionnaire.

* One consequence of these design changes is a paucity of pretest to post-
test measures of behavioral change -- a major part of the original analy-
sis plan.

**The modified research design covered only shows kl8 of Season B. Reasons
for covering only these five shows were as follows:

The programming schedule allowed only a 4-5 week advance
notice of show topics, barely sufficient lead time for
design of the baseline instrument.

Early Season B shows were difficult to assess with this
research design, e.g. -- aging.

We were concerned about memory decay; hence, a 4-5 week
recall period was regarded as a maximum.

Enlarging the number of shows covered would have carried
the research into late May and June, a difficult mail
response time period due to vacations.
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d. There were essentially three comparison groups within
the posttest sample:

1. Individuals receiving the preseries measure,
an interim measure, and,the posttest.

2. Individuals receiving the preseriesimeasure,
the Season B cognitive pretest, and the
posttest.

3. Individuals receiving only the posttest
(the remaining panel effects control
sample -- approximately 1,500 people). '

See page vii for a diagrammatical display of the research procedure.

8
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Summary of Design Modifications

Outlined below are the main points of the original research design and
the changes necessitated by the suspention of programming during Febru-
ary and March and resulting alteration in program format.

Original Design

Telephone screening phase

Behavioral baseline questionnaire

Ten interim data collection points
geared to episodes of the series

Panel effects control sample of
about 2,000 to be sent postseries
measure

Postseries measure sent to identi-
fied viewers and nonviewers of
Feeling Good

Modified Design

No change

No change

Three interim data collection points
covering the first eleven full-hour
productions of the series

Remaining respondents from unused
seven interim measures were sent an
additional measure baselining infor-
mation to be covered on shows aired
after production had-resumed

'Approximately -one- fourth (about 500
people) were sent the third interim
measure to establish panel effects
to that point. The remainder (about
1,500 people) were sent the post.
series measure

No major change except this mea-
sure now covered programs from both
program formats

.40
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Glossary of Terms Used in Report

Much of the research reporte4 here is quite technical and involves the
repeated use of several key words and phrases. Many steps have been
taken in this research to control key variables and to account for
differences stemming from viewing patterns. For these reasons, a"glos-
sary of key words and phrases used throughout the report has been pro-
vided to help the reader better understand the report.

Season A: Refers tothe initial 11 hour-long episodes of Feling
Good broadcast during November, December, and January.

Season B: Refers to the resumption of broadcast schedule in April
with a half-hour version featuring Dick Cavett as host.

Season A Baseline, Behavioral Baseline, November Baseline: All

refer to the questionnaire mailed to all panel respondents
in November intending to baseline health behavior, attitudes,
and knowledge scheduled for inclusion in-the planned 26
hour-long episodes of Feeling Good.

Season B Baseline, Cognitive Baseline, Cognitive Pretest: All refer
to the questionnaire mailed in April intended to baseline
specific information scheduled to be covered in the fourth
through. eighth episodes of Season B. _

Experimental Group, Pretested Group, Panel Group: Respondents
pretested in November and continuing in the panel.

Control Group, Panel Effects Control Group: Respondents not pre-
tested at any time except for the telephone screen in October.

10



Research Procedure for Feeling Good

TELEPHONE SCREENING PROCEDURE
22,000 COMPLETED_ SCREENS

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBN

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

AP,EL

MAY

JUNE

STRATIFIED SAMPLING DESIGNED TO OVERSAMPLE THOSE MOST LIKELY
TO VIEW, FEELING GOOD, AND WOMEN

( I
N = /,028

EHAVI RAL SEASON
5,0A3 compLETgm

ti

INTERIM 1
N = 705

INTERIM 2
N = 629

466
COMP

INTERIM 3
N 484

411

COMP

N = 3,325

N = 4,060

PANEL EFFECTS
CONTROL N=467

353
COMP

N = ,395

I.

eANEL'EffECTS

7/140WcomPi

*Segments do not add to total due to follow-up procedures employed. See Volume 2,

AMethodological Report, foh- full methodology.,
1 1
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Sampling and Interviewing

The cita were gathered by means of a fiiur-city sample design. Mail

procedures were utilized for all phases of data collection with the
exception of the screening phase, which was conducted via the tele-
phone.

Because of the relevance of the subject' matter of several Programs
to women, the design called for oversampling women. This was accom
plished by sampling the female population at a rate of two times that
of the male population. Also, to ensure that the research tncluded
a large sample of potential viewers, adultsNith a high propensity to
view a health'series were oversampled. The male-to-female ratio, one

to two, was the same for each of the three viewer propensity.groups.

In'addition, each propensity group was sampled at a different rate.
The high viewing propensity group comprised 43% of the safiple while
the middle group wes 28% and the low group, 27%.

Instruments*

Seven basic data collection instruments were used:

A telephone interview form for the screening procedure.

Six different self-administered mail questionnaires, which
were completed at different points in the research:

- A questionnaire baselining specific health
. behaviors and knowledge, hereafter referred
to as the November baseline.

An interim questionnaire covering the first
four Season A shows measuring cognition, be- .,

havior and viewing -- referred to as Interim I.

An interim questionnaire covering Season A
shows, 5-8 measuring cognition, behavior and
viewing. A modified version of the question-
naire used fdr followup procedures. Both
questionnatre,referred_to as Interim II.

An interim questionnaire covering tyb 1
three shows before Feeling Good wa dis
continued for two months measuring cognition,
behavior and viewing. There was also a
modified version of this quAtionnaire sent
to approximately one- fourth (about 500-people)
of the panel effects control sample. These
questionnaires are referred to respectively as
Interim III, and Interim III Panel Control.

E

.*Copies of instruments are bound into Volume II, Methods and Procedures.
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- A questionnaire baselining information scheduled
he resumed program-

ming, referred to as Season ;IP,. eline.
for inclusion,in shows 4-8 of

- A questionnaire sent to all individuals respdh&
ing to an interim questionnaire :or the Season B
baseline questionnaire. Pmteni-Covered both
Season A ane1,8 health behavior and cognition, as
well as viewing behavior over both seasons. A
slightly modified version of this instrument was
used for the remainder of the panel effects con-
trol sample.'

4

Possible Sources of Error

There are aviumber, of possible sources of error in this research which we
see falling into three categories:

Errors due to situational variance.

Errors due to method variance.

Errors due to respondent variance.

Let us consider them one at a time and thett wethave,ma to lessen
possible biases resulting from these errors. se note, however; that .

some errors span categories -- i.e., they could be placed in one category
as well as another.

O.
Errors due to situational variance refers to interactions between the
respondent and intervietter or, more directly, since this is a self-
administered questionirit process, with the research proAesT itself. The
variables of concern are:

a. Reactivity
lc

As a result of prior questioning and perusal of the
instrument itself, it would not have been difficult.
for a respondent to surmise the objective of the re.),
search. Respondents may have reported significantly
more frequent health behavtors to help "improve" the
results of the research. Although not directly meas--
urable, this would occur most frequentry in the_be-
havioral checklists in various instruments as well
as in the reported viewing section..

Reactivity,is a two-edged sword. It may also have
been an advantage. n that increased consciousness of
health matters may have stimulated some responds
to remember heath-related behavior they hed for-
gotten.

IRO
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'Verylittlecould:be'dOne to control fOr 'this type of.
behavior;saveactOmModating. soMe':ASS4OPtion-Of reactivity
intO:AnyevaluattOnsof.bOth viewing and nonviewing
publits.

Evaluation. apprehension

Sensitivity may.arise froth fear of scrutiny and the
gtheral motivation to show a socially, acceptable pat-
tern of health habits-. This may; fot,exaMple-, have
led to,overreporting of socially desitable behavior,
ostretching Of the time constraints mentioned in
theouest4ening in order to.report a patticular be-
havior.-

As a control for this type of behavior we emphasized
the time period of interest in the instructions and
On the wording of each question -- e.g., "Have you
done these things in the past two months?"

c.. Pretest sensitization and panel

The research took place over as
occasions for some individuals:
preseriei November baseline, an
Season B baseline, and the post

effects

many as four different
telephone scteening,
interim measure or

test.

Thus, there was opportunity for people in the sample
to be made more aware of health issues than they might
otherwise have been. Such heightened awareness, to
the extent that it occurred, may or may not have had
an influence on the yiewing of the series, and on
health-related behay4or and knowledge (e.g., getting:
a physical examination):

Anothertype of-Sensitization is learning from prior
questioning. Respohdents-in Season B were administered
the same questionnaire both before and after broadcast
and thus had opportunity to learn from the'instrument.

The learning effect-May be evaluated by examirlitig
respondents under Identical circumstances- with the'
exception of-pretesting, 'This design wWemployed.:
in the analysis of posttest data. ReSpOndents
interviewed. in NovemberanO'teceiving both preseries
A andipteseties B, and,Oosttest instruments, were
evaluated against respondents interviewed in November,
receiVing.an interim Measure and thepOsttest.. The
latt&- did 'not see theSeason B pretest and thus
should predi- a reliable control. *,



To provide a basis for estimating panel effect, we
identified, a segment of respondents from the tele-
phone screening interviews-and matched them to, the
main sample in terms of their propensity to view
the series.

This control sample did not receive any measures
prior to the one in,which they were the control;
about' 500 for the third interim measure, and
about 1,500 for the posttest. Data from theses
instruments (with respect to.health behavior,
attitudes and knowledge) have been compared with
findings from the main sample on the Interim III
measure and posttest, Thus, members of the con-
trol sample received only the screening and one
other measuee,Wle the main' sample was exposed
to a series of measures:

.d. Self-selection bias

In our initial research proposal we included at least
one city as a'control basis for adjusting data for
viewer self-selection the tendency of people-
to expose themselves to communications which they ac-
cept. Observed changes in viewer knowledge, attitudes
and behavior may comebout because they are the kind
of people who would watch a health show, rather than
as a result of the stimulus of the show itself. This
effect may have been exaggerated by the screening of
potential-respondents to include more high-likelihood
viewers in the research.

Since Feeling Good was broadcast nationwide, the
notion of a control city could not he implemented.-
Instead, we attenuated some of the bias from self-
selection with two different analytic models. In

the analysis of postseries data, two basic types of
comparison predominate:

Changes tabulated by level of viewing --
high, low and none -- and,

Changes tabulated-by viewing of a specific
show or stimulus.

We felt that a nonviewer who was much like a viewer
both demographically.and psychographically would serve
as a control for viewer self-selection.

15
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Fore this reason, an.attempt was made to match viewers
and nonviewers on several demographic and psychographic
variables:

1. Degree of worry about health

2. Education

3. Sex

4. Presence of ,'pre- school -'and teenage children
the home

Age

6. Race

When originally envisioned, it was expectedthat within
the expedmental group there would be many more non-
viewers 'Mail viewers to provide a pool from which to
draw "matched nonviewers." As 'data became available,
however, it became apparent that the number of viewers
of either Season A or B was about equal to the number
of nonviewers. Thus, nonviewers and "matched nonviewers"
became virtually the same population,__

We then compared frequent viewers (viewed 4"or more shows)
with les,p frequent viewers (viewed 14 shows) and non-
viewers across demographic_subgroups in an attempt to get
a. fix on viewer self-selection. If frequent viewers were ,

demographiCally different from nonviewers, it would be
eiidence of some systematic bias. There were, however,
no differences in excess of 5% between any two subgroups,
implying no demographic self-selection.

In the case of viewing' a specific show, a different tack
was taken. We believe that there is a built-in control
for viewer self-selection in the analysis of knowledge,
attitudes,and behaviors related to Viewing specific pro-
grams -- respondents who reported viewing other shows
but not the show in question. Although it is true that
viewers of a particular show are more likely to be cop-
laminated by self-selection bias than are viewers of
other shows, we belieVe the amount of control provided
to be adequate for analytic purposes. These comparisons
are made for shovOecific viewing analyses in Chapters
2, 4, and 5.

*Please see Volume II, Methods and Procedures, for demographic 'descriptions
of frequent viewers, less,frequent viewers, and nonviewers.

16



Errors, due to method variance are common to the methods used in this-re,.
Search.- Mail proceduret, self-administere0 questionnaires and,panel pro-
cedures are vulnerable to the.following ktnds of error:

a. Respondent cooperation problems

Inadequate completion rate does not see % to have been
a problem with panel completion rates at 80% and higher
for most phases of,the research. For the nonresponse
bias to be important, a large nonresponse.must coin-
cide with large differences between the responst'and
nonresponse segments.*

b. Memorycluse and telescoping connected with recall pro-
cedur

Respondents, in_some measures, were asked to recall
material presented as much as seven oreight months
earlier. Several aided recall procedures were em-
ployed to attenuate any bias which may have resulted.
Various procedures employed include: providing a
rundown of segments of each show for viewing recall,
and employing a picture of the regular cast of "Mac's
Place" to aid in recall of Season A viewing.

c. Sensitivity of the viewing measure

In some measures, particularly the interim measures,
_we chose to label a respondent a viewer if he re-
ported viewing only part of.a show. Thus, ,a reposed
viewer mayor may not have scen the segment dealfn
with a given topic and may, in fact, understate show
effect.

Errors due to respondent variance include:

a. Poor memory or lack of recall

b. Breaking of the panel sequence (different respondents
within a household responding to various measures) was
not a factor in this study. Fewer than 4% of r4spon-
dents repoiled that someone else filled out a previous
questionnaike sent to them.

et>

*Kish, Leslie, Survey, Sampling, New,York: John Wiley and Sons Inc..
1965, p, 535.
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A Review of the Expectations on Findings

In our original research proposal we stated that Feeling Good had ambitious
and laudable objectives: to induce behavior in relevant audience segments
beneficial to their health.

- We will again review with the reader the considerations which led us to
-expect only modest measurable success for the'health series during its
first season.

1. The show claimed one-half to one hour of viewer time per
week, which is not a lot of time in terms of impact.

2. Only a small proportion of the total television audience
could beexpected to attend to the health series..

3. Only a portion of viewers.Of.the health'series would be
responsive to any one show,* segmeht.

For example, the subjects of prenatal careand colon-
rectum cancer are of concern to only ktmall:portton
of the total viewing audience.'

1 4

4. Health care attitudes and values are eXtremely-vblue-
laden and_thertfore_n_q_r eadily amenable to change.

18



Report Organization

This report is organized into foilr separate volumes:

Volume I: This document. A presentati n of main findings and
conclusions, with a moderate amount of methodology.

Volume II: Methods and procedures. All aspects of research de-
sign and'interviewing experience, plus a set of the
supporting documents (e.g., interviewer training and
instruction materials, copies of queitionnaires used). 144

Volume III: Detailed tabulations. Computer printouts bound into
five documents of this size.

# of.

Pages

136

Volume IIIA.

Volume IIIB.

. Volume IIIC.

Volume IIID.

Telephone screening interview data
and behavioral baseline data.-

Interim I and II data.

Interim III data and Interim III
' panel control data.

Postseries interview data:
Questions' 1r10.

Postseries interview data:
'Questions 11-38.

Volume IV: A magnetic data tape record for use in further analysis.
el

125

342

468

198

318

Notes on Reading Tables

1. Thebases shown in parentheses in.the tables are actual numbers of re-
spbndents in each category. These bases would be used when estimating
the statistical significance of percentage differences.

. .

Percentages are 'derived from weighted .frequencies, which are .shown in. -
the separately bound 'detailed tabulations. Any repercentaging Which
the reader may wish to do should utilize these weighted frequencies.

2. All differences discussed in the report are at the 5% leverof signifi-
cance or beyond T". i.e., the chances are. less than 5 'out of 100 that
differences as large could occur by chance.

Contents of This Volume (I)

The first part of thii volume is dedicated to an expOsition on the state
of health knowledge, attitudes and behaviors existing in the four experi-
mental cities prior to broadcast of Feeling Good. Subsequent chapters
attempt to describe the problems encountered in the research, our methods
for dealing with them and, finally, meaningful findings related to view-
ing of the series.

19



Highlights Of Findings

Expectations and-Findings

Health care is externally anchored in the delivery system to which people
have become accustomed, and to social class and other factors.. Health care
attitudes and behaviors are internally anchored to one's self-image, among.
ot er relatively enduring value systems. Therefore, before the health
series Feeling Good was broadcast, our expectations were that certain
health attitudes-and behaviors would be heavily value-laden and highly re-
sistant to change. Conversely, we felt there were matters of health which,
because they were more easily dealt with by the individual, although not
less important,,/would be more amenable to change.

The series, overall, had a measurable impact on viewer be-
havior and cognition in health areas both less critical
and more deeply value-related. Beyond some predilection
-toward health-oriented media offerings, viewers consis-
Aently demonstrated more knowledge about health matters
and a greater proclivity to take steps to improve or safe-

.

guard their health than nonviewers.

Impact on Behavior

Although some results are somewhat contaminated by artifacts of the research,
viewing Feeling Good and frequency of viewing appear to be related to respon-
dent behavior. Most health areas which shOwed measurable change were those
directly under respondent control and accomplished with .a minimum of effort.
Some examples are:

Posting the local poison control center's telephone number

Having more fresh fruit or fruit juice daily

Writing down symptomsbefOre visiting a doctor

There are also examples of viewing impact on behaviors requiring more
effort:

Having a blood pressure check-up

Women examining their breasts for lumps

20



Many of the series treatments were projected'toward effecting behavioral
char' on the part of limited segments of the viewing public -- e.g., im-
p ed.prenapl care (pregnant women)., and more sensitive handling of sib-
ing rivalry toward newborn babies (parents of young children). Other
ries treatments were targeted toward effecting behaviors cyclical in

n Lure -- e.g., periodic physical and dental examinations. Still others
were intended to raise viewer awareness of such matters as the role of
paramedical personnel and mobile emergency heart teams. These and similar
behaviors and levels of awareness were difficult to assess with a survey
design of this nature.

McAt easily assessable were behaviors within health areas pertaining to a
majority of the Feeling Godd audience.

The Seas'on B show on vision and eyesight demonstrated the largest impact
on the viewing audience:

Thirty-two percent of the vision show viewers reported
having a vision check within the past two'months,lpro-
portionately double the number of nonviewers.

More than twice as many viewers as nonviewers reported
taking a pre-school child for a vision test, 9% as op-
posed to 4%.

The series also demonstrated some "pass-along" effect:

Viewers were more likely than nonviewers to suggest-
that a friend or relative have a blood pressure check!.

Women viewers were also more likely than nonviewers
to suggest a Pap test to a friend or relative.

Impact on Knowledge

Those viewing Feeling Good episodes on the following health topics demon-
strated higher knowledge of these'areas than their nonviewing counterparts:.

High blood pressure

Breast cancer, colon-rectum cancer

Teenage alcoholism

Cigarette smoking

Vision problems -- glaucoma and amblyopia

Format Pre ference

Viewers were divided on format preference. Although both formats had some
demonstrable effect, adults with lesi than a high school education,pre-
ferred the more patently entertaining "Mac's Place" version while college-
educated adults preferred the half-hour versioh with Dick Cavett.

21
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Limitations

The reader should be mindful of these considerations which prevent drawing
Of more substantive findings from the research:

4

The viewing audience of any one show averaged about 10%
of all respondents.

Much of the sample is a highly selective one having been
prescreened for interest in health matters and further
screened by selective. exposure.

The target audience. for any one show or topic ranged from
a very-small proportion of adults (prenatal care) to almost
all adults (vision).

The reader should also be aware that the research effort was intended to
assess the series' impact in a substantial number of health areas treated
during the first year's programming. We have reported here mainly those
items showing statistically significant behavioral or cognitive changes
among viewers. These results constitute a limited proportion of the items
covered by Feeling Good. Volume III of this report, Detailed Tabulations,
contains all comparisons made betwden viewing and nonviewing groups.

For these and other reasons delineated in the report findings, most of
the impact of Feeling Good was limited to that portion of the viewing
audience with a need for specific information delivered, which is, by
definition, a small proportion of the total population.

Conclusion

The research- has demonstrated that a television health series like Feeling_
Good can effect improvement in reported viewer health behavior and knowl-
edge.

Summary

With the various possible biases associated with the research and resulting
difficulty of assessing causality, the treatment of many findings has been
quite tentative. While some of the programs have not had visible positive
behavioral or cognitive impact, several shows, of both Seasons A and B,
have had clearly significant effects on some of their viewers.

Some programming treated topics which were subtle and thus difficult to
assess with a survey design of this nature -- attitudes toward doctor-
patient communication, for example. Other programming, particularly in
the hour version, treated topics targeted to very small audience segments --
also difficult to assess without larger samples.

Accordingly, we cannot evaluate the net impact of Feeling Good on viewers
beyond a simple assessment of reported selected behaviors and knowledge.
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The series has provided some benefits to viewers:

Forty-eight percent of those viewing Feeling Good found
the health information useful.

Forty-one percent of those viewing Feeling Good reported
learning something they didn't know before. .

Feeling Good has not, however, been proven effective in' delivering
specialized health information to small subpopulations in need of it,
e.g. -- information about proctoscopic examinations to men over 40,
and information about early prenatal care to pregnant women, etc. --

while at the same time maintaining an appeal to the broad majority of
the viewing audience. Whether any television series could do both
remains an open question..
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CHAPTER 1

PRESERIES BASELINE MEASURE

jhis chapter reports on-data collected in the initial
baseline study described in the introduction. The find-
ings a're intended to provide the reader with a c ear
understanding of the status of health attitudes,"knowledge
and behaviors in four cities at the time ofrthis research.
The four cities are Boston,-ballas, Jacksonvilleoand
Seattle. The data are based on 5,063 respondents who:

Completed the telephone screening interview

Complete/ the behavioral baseline questionnaire

In this cidestionnaire, people were asked to complete
series of questicins on:

General health

Physical, dental, and blood pressure examinations
and information

Health habits

Opinions about health

Sources of health information

In addition, parents of children under 18 and women were
asked to complete a series of questions pertaining to
them.

More detailed information may be found in the detailed
tabulations.

, Note on Reading Tables

Except as noted, table differences from 100% are "not reported" or
"no answer."
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Summary: Chapter 1

Health Habits

1. Four in ten.adUlts (42%) worry about their mown .or their faMily's
health. Nevertheless, a large majority believe their own health
is at least average or better (88%), and the health of their
family is average or.better (85%).

2. The population in the four survey cities is aware of the need
for various health examinations and substantial proportions re-
port having them.

Report Examinations in the Past Year Total Adults

Blood pressure 77%

Physical 50%

Dental 48%

3. Only minorities of adults report not currently practicing basic
health habits: a,king a doctor to explain something he said
which was not unde).stood; limiting alcohol consumption; having
fruit or fruit juice daily; exercising daily; and eating foods
low in saturated fat.

4

4. The majority of adults display consistently conscientious and
socially, acceptable attitudes about healthcare practices.

5. Only small 4roportions of respondents report, either trying
to get information on a variety of health care needs or
sendiftfor information offered on television in the six
months preceding the November 1974 interviews.

pie

9

12

11

13

15

16

17,18

Cancer

6. A majority of adults (76%) believe that the cure rate for breast
cancer when discovered early is very good. 19

7. Two of three women had a Pap test in the past year (64%) or a
breast examinationiby a doctor (6894. 20

*The page references are to the "Findings in Detail" section of this
report.
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Children's Health

8. A majority of parents report:

o. Removing 'poisonous materials freni children's

Page

reach.(92%)

Trying to change what their children at for

21

snacks (62%) 21

The following proportions report their children have had:

A CPT shot r86%) 21

Oral polio vaccine (82%) 21

A rubella shot (68%) 21-
1/4

*4.

A regular measles shot ('66 %) 21\J

Aneyesight test (36%) 21

A hearing test (31%) 21

26,



AL
Genetzal Health Status

V

1. A great majority' of adults
0

~eve their health. is as good as
or better than average (Table 1 -1).

Table 1-1

Status of Health

Total AdWts (5,063)'.

Personal Family '

Health 4ry Health-Is....#4

4

=,

.-

88%
Just about average 46

. Better than most

Not as good as most 7

Not sure .

42%1
85%

43

2-

4 2.

Fur ln ten adults, 42%, report worrying about their.:own health or
the health of someone in their households (Table 1-2)'.

Table 1-2 4>

Worry About Health

Total Adults -

(5,063)

Yes, worry'a lot
42%

yes, some worry, 28
,

Yes, worry a little 31

No worry tt- all /26

2

27

4

0

4



10

14

3.: A large.rnajority, 80%, receive bealth care in a'doctoe's office.
or group. ptactice (Table 1-3).

Source of Healtii.Care

Total Adults.

(5,063),

Doctorli'office or
group practice,

Hospital ,clinic

Clinic not in a

hospital

ome-other place.

Never went to doctor



.Examtnations and Health:Experience

1. Physical Exams

Half the adult population report having a physical examination in the
past year (Table 1-4).

r

Women are more likely to have been examined in the past year.
than men -- about six women in ten (58%) have Rad a physical
examination in the past year, compared with 38% of men who
have been examined in that time period. In fact, one-third
of men report that they have not hid such an exam in the
past three years.

Table 1-4

Physical Exams

70421
Adults

.0,063)

Had physical examination

0- 3 motths ago 17

3- 6 months ago 15

monthsago' 18

1-3 years ago a 22

More than 3 years ago 14

Never. IR

50%

47%

Men Women

(1,373) (3,622)

;13

11

14

20%

38% 17. 58%

21

19

33%
21 59% . 9 38%

12. 10

2. Blood Pressure Check-ups

Three-fourths (77) of adults report having had their blood 0 Aire
checked in the past year (Toble 1-5). Two-thirds (65%) say t eir
blood pressure was norbal.

Four in ten,adults (44%) say they wish they knew more about their
bl dd pressure than they were told and about half (48%) say they.

I

jp s

?
gested that someone else have a blood pressure check

29



Total
Adults

Had blood pressure checked:

0- 3 months ago

3- 6-months. ago

6-12 months ago'

Never

Vlore than 2 years ago 9 22%

1-2 years ago 12

Respondent's blood pressure was.

High

' Normal,

Low

Not told anythibg

'Do you wish you knew more than you
were told at that time?

No

Have you ever suggested a blood
pressure check to someone else?

Yes

No

30

48% 3
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3. Dental Examinations

AlMoStseven in ten adults say they have ever hid an asymptomatic
dental examination (Table 1-6). This behavior is correlated both
with education and income -- e.g., 82% with a college education

,

and 79% with incomes of $15,000 or over report dental exams versus
41% with less than a high school education and 57% with incomes
less than $10,000 annually.

Nearly half (48%) of those responding have visited the dentist in
the last year, while slightly more than half (51%) say trey go to
the dentist at least annually;

Table 1 -6

Dental; Care

a. Dental Visits

Go to dentiSt when teeth not bothering.. .

Yes

No

HaA you thought about going?*

Total Adults

(5,063)

69%

26

Yes, plan to go 6%

Yes, might go 5

Yes, don't plan to go 4

No, haven't thought about it 11

b. Recency

Whdiwas last check-up when teeth not
bothering you?**

0- 3 months ago 17%

3- 6 months ago

6-12 months ago 1.6

1-2 years ago 15

c. Frequency

Usually, how often do you go?**

Every 6 months 26%

Every year 25

Every 2 years 6

LesS''than every 2 years 2

No regular time 9

31
*Asked of those answering "no" to "gun() dentist when teethNA bothering..."

* *Asked. of those answering "yes" to "go to dentist when teeth not bothering..."
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4. pental Disclosing Tablets

The majOrity of respOndents (72%) have heard of a dental
J

"ditclosing'
tablet" but only about aourth (28%) have ever Used one (Table 1-7).

Table 1-7

Dental Disclosing Tablets

a. Have'you heard of dental "disclosing'
tablets?"

Yes

No

b. Have you ever used dental "disclosing
tablets?"*

Yes
_

No 70

*Asked of all respondehts.
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Health Habits

Table 1-8 shows,that on. five health-related items, people were asked if
they do it now, try to do it now, or do not do it now. Majorities of
adults'at least try to do something in each of the health habit items,
but action varies considerably from item to item.

Three-fourths of respondents indicate that they ask the
\ doctor to explain things they don't understand.

Two-thirds report limiting their alcbhol consumption.

Half have fruit or fruit juice and exercise daily:

One-third eat foods which are low in saturated fat.

9

Table 1-8

Health Habits

Total Adults (5,063)

Do , Try to Do Not
Now Do Now Do Now

Ask doctor to explain when he
tells you something you don't
understand 75% . 16 6

Limit alcohol consumption :66% 13 16

Have fruit or fruit juice daily 48% . 28 20

Exercise daily 48% 35 14

Eat foods low in saturated fat 35% 36 26

(Table reads across rows -- i.e., 75% of adults now ask
their doctor to explain when he tells them something they
don't understand, 16% try to do this, and 6% do not do
this.)
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'Opinions About Health

The majority of adults consistently display socially acceptable attitudes
about health care practices. They think illness can largely be avoided
and that people should have periodic dental and physical examinations.
(Table 1 -9).

Table 1-9,

Opinions About Health

Total Adults (5.063)

'NI Mostly Mostly ho '

Agree ,- Disagree Opinion

A person can have high blood pres-
sure and not know it 88% 6 .5

8eing healthy is how well you look
after yourself 82% .13

A person should visit the dentist
every six months .

74% le...,-

NO matter how careful you are, you
can expect illness in your lifetime ,_ 20% 72

Regular physical examinations. are
worthwhile only if something is. wrong

There is not much you can do to keep
from getting sick

80

11% 84

(Table reads across rows.)
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Health InfOrmatiOn"

1. Medical Emergencies c.?\

41

Most people (73%) keep a number handy which they can call-for emergency
medical help. HoWever, only'a minority (28%)have a number to call. in
case of poisoning (Table 1-10). .

talt Table 1-10

Medical Emergency, Poison Control

At

Are phonenumberS written down?

Poison control center

Yes

No

Where to get emergency medical help

Yes
No

Seeking Health Information

Total Adults

(5,063)

28%
66

73%
24

Only small minorities of adults tried to get information on a variety
of health care needs in the past six months, ranging from 3% requesting
information on a drinking problem to 12% seeking information about a
dentist (Table 1-11).

Table 1-11

Seeking Health Information

Information about. .

Total Adults (5,063)

Tried
Didn't
Try

Already
Knew

Dentist 12% 21 65

Breast self-exak. 8% 34 54

Pap test 6% 30 62

Blood pressure 5% 38 56.

Heart check-up L- 4% 42 52

Drinking problem 3% 63 31

. .

(Table reads across rows -- e.g., 12% tried to get
information about a dentist, 21% did not try and
65% already knew that information.)
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3.. Information from Radio and Television

Only a very small minority (3%) report sending for health information-
offered pn. radio or television-in the six months preceding the. Novem-
ber 1974 interview. HoweVer, nearly half .(45%).say they get more in-
formation now from the broadcast. media than they did. six months. ago
-(Table.1-12).

,

Table 1-12

Information from Radio and Television

In the last six months have you sent for
any health information that you saw offered
on television?

Total Adults

(5,063)

No

Amount of inforMation from radio and TV

More now than s1X months ago 45%

About the same . 32

Less now . . N`ir 2

36
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Women's Health

1. Brent Cancer

Most people (76%) believe that with early detectiOn, the chance of
recovery from breast cancer in women is '!very good" (Table 1 -13).

Table 1-13

Detection and Recover, from Breast Cancer

If breast cancer in women is detected erly,,do you think that
the chance of recovery is . . .

Total Adults

Very good

(5,063)

Fair 16

Poor 1

I don't know 5

Only about one-third (35%) report-recommending a friend or relative
have her breasts examined by a doctor (Table 1-14).

Table 1-14

Oecommending Breast Exams

Have you suggested to a friend or relative of yours that she
have a doctor examine her breasts?

Yes

No.

37

Total Adults

(5,063)

35%

64



to.

A majority (68%) of women interviewed report that they have had
. their breasts examined by a doctor 'within the past year (Table
1-15). 'This finding is correlated with respondent education.
Three-fourths (75%) of those with some college repOrt the be-
havior while 68% with a high school education and 55% with less
education reportis behavior.

Table 1 -16

.Breast Examinations

Total Women

(3,622)

When was last breast
examination ?*

Within last 12 months 68%

More than 12 months ago 22

2. Pap Tests

Almost all women havecheard of a'Pap test (98%), and know what it'
is for (96%). Two-thirds T64%) say they have had a P p est with-
in the past year(Table 1-16).. About the same propor on say they
have a test at least annually (68%)"..

141.pae_1-16

oc, Pap Test .

When ws last Pap test?*

Within last 12 months 64%

More than 12 months ago 24

Total Women

(3,622)

*"Never had one" excluded.



Children's Health

,41f
Respondents with children under 18 at home were asked to complete an
(additional series of questions about their children's health..

1. Children's Snacks

Most parents . .

Say they have thought. about trying to change what their
children eat for snacks (69%)

Say they have tried to effect such a change (62 %).

'o Believe the type of snacks eaten matters a lot t9 a
child's health (58%)

Say their children's snacks are at least half composed:
of sweet Foods (58%)

While men believe that their children eat mostly sweets fcr snacks
more often than women'(33% of men and 24% of women), they are less
likely to have tried to bring about a char* (54% of men and 67%
of women),

("NA

2. Keeping Medicines and Household Cleaners.from:Children's Reach

A vast majority of,parents of pre-school children (93%),say they. have.
thought about keeping su materials from children's reath, and 92%
report having removed al some of these materials.

3. Shots and Immunizations

'1 Majorities of parents of children under.six years old say (their child
has 'had:

A DPT shot (86%),

Oral polio vaccine (82%)

A rubella shot (68%)

regular measles shot (66%)

Minorities of parents say:

An eyesight test (36%)

A,hearing test (31%)

As might be expected,,the above findings are related both to income and
edutation with the upper ends of both scales reporting these behaviors
with more regularity.
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,Summary: Chapter 2

1. Every hour-long Feeling_Good episode' garnered at least 6%
ofa1 spondents as VieWers and some shows had as many
as 2,0 of all respondentt-reporting some viewing.

.

. ,Viewing of Feeling Good had a behavioral impact as evidenced
by reporting of the following habitt:. ?

,

A breast self-daminatipn was, reported by viewers
more than others.

. - .,..,
37,fL,.---,--

.Making an effort to have more fruit or fruit juic
was reported by viewers more than others, -374

Placing the telephone numberof the local poison VV

control center near their telephone wasHreported
by significantly more viewers than othe7 respon-
dents. .

1

/ >

Writing dam symptoms fore visiting ai doctor
was reported by21T% of sewers, 14%Tmor4 than
nonviewers. '' . )

3. Viewing also had ''a measurable positive effect n 1 of
knowledge concerning, various health topics. iewer new
more than nonviewerS.that: (

High blood pressure
(

is more common
blacks than whites.

Steaming vegetables is better, nutritionally,
, than boillng'them.

Fruit helps clean:a person's teeth.

Colon-rectum cancer. is diagnosed via a procto
scopic examination and has a hig0 cure'rate
with early detection.

4. At least one in five respondents reportedtbeing involvedOn
ten or more specific health behaviors during the4wo months
preceding the interview. These are behaviors most directly
iunder the retpondent's immediate control; elo,"dieting,
loo.kirMat a health pamphlet, cutting down on cholesterol,,
etc; ,

.

..
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I

5. Behaviors reported by only a small minority (less than 213%),
include:

Encouraging someone to get early prenatal care 33,43,54

, Asking for health information offered on teje1-

33,43,54

Writing down symptoms'before visiting-a doctor

6: Generally, levels of .knowledge about health matters are high,
both among viewers and nonviewers. Respondent's weee clearly
knowledgeable about all but a few health topic's. 'OnlY a
small- minority knew that:

Pa' e

V b

High blood ,pressure can occur completely with-
out symptoms. 1

Hi blood pressure is-more common among black.
people than white people:

.

Children of problem drinkers and nondrinkers,
are disproPortionately more to haVez'

drinking,problems themSelves.

4 .T

5

35,55



CHAPTER 2

INTERIM. MEASURES

Introduction to Interim Measures

The next three sections-contain data about the first-11 episodes of Feeling
,Good. Several instruments` were originally intended to provide point-in-
iTW.estimates of viewing Feeling Good and the effects of viewing on knowl-
edge and behaviors. Data on viewing of specific topics and related knowl-
edge and behaviors were to be accumulated to provide sufficient sample,
Sizes for analysis, at the season's completion.

Because the research design was altered as a result of tbe show format
change, these interim reports must stand relatively alonT to reflect the
impact'of Season A on specific health knowledge and behaviors. These data

provide:

1. An estimp.e of the level of viewing Feeling Good.

\.2....__5ome indication of the effects of viewing through the
comparison of direction f viewer/nonviewer differenCes.

Each episode was an dour long nd covered several health topics. An
instrument was designed to meal re health behaviors, knowledge and viewing
respectively for shows 1-4, 5-8 a 9-11. The three quest' nnaires were
similar in format, each containinga section on behaviors with',13 common
items), a section on knowledge items keyed to shows covered and a section
on respondent demographic information.

I

Analysis

The analysis was conducted from two directionsc:, one direction
covered a survey of respondent health behaviors and Oowledge,
and the other differences between viewers and nonviewers of
various shows. Small samples of viewers prevented further
analysis by demographic subgroups.

As discussed in-the introduction, we expected to encounter some
degree ()LAW-selection among survey respondents. We have at-
tempted Iltrktenuate the bias from self-selection in Interims II
and III with the analytic.model discussed in the introduction.

There are a number of other important conditions operatipg which
limit the inferences we can draw from the data regarding viewer/
nonviewer differences in knowledge, attitudes and behaviors.

The number of viewers of any one program is
quite small, which results in'high sampling
errors for estimating proportions.

Thentreat nt given any topic in the one-hour
show was,b a section of the hour and may
hive been ittle as ten minutes.
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Operational Definitions and Limitations.

The operational definition of "viewer" in the following sections is a,
respondent who watched an episode imparting specific information. How-

evet, this designation of respondents as "viewers" may be based on-ex-
posure to as little as :Ten. minutes of one show.. 'A designated viewer
may not, for example, have watched the particular segment we are keying
on.

The operational definition of-"viewers of other shows" is a respondent
who watched another show covered in the instrument, but not an episode

- imparting information keyed to the question.

Several items were repeated in each instrument for trending, and comparing
results with other research. Individuals reporting viewing of any show
were analyzed as viewers on these items. The latter designation is keyed
with a @.

The decision rule for designating a finding statistically significant
varied according to the viewing subgroups compared. When show-specific
items were involved, a test for statistical significance was made on
differences between, viewers of a particular show and viewers of other
shows but not that one. For general items tiot covered in the interview-
ing pretiod of a particular instrument, significance tests were performed
on differences between viewers of one or more shows and nonviewers-of
any 064.

'tJ

From the small demographic subgroup sample sizes among viewers and,non-
viewers of specific shows, it has also been difficult to determine-whether
Feeling Good reached any significant proportions of the various target
audiences. Although the research. did attempt to maximize sample sizes
among potential target audiences, the meager size of such audiences made
it difficult to extract meaningful estimates of viewing, behaviors, and
knowledge. We have therefore, when appropriate, commented on effects on
total adults dichotomized by viewing/nonviewing, and on demographic sub-
groups of the total population.

Given these-explicit limitations,, the consideration of direction and
collsistency of change across behavioral -items becomes more meaningful
than simply examining changes in individual items themselves.

Table 2-1 shows the behavioral items which appeared in each of the three
interim instruments. There are no significant differences across interim
measures on any set of items. Even though the respondent instructions ,

stressed reporting of behaviors done in the past two months, the relatively
high behavioral reports indicate that some respondents stretched the time
period to allow reporting of less recent behaviors (telescoping). Assuming,
however, that the effects of inflated self-reported behaviors are equally
evident among all demographic and viewing subgroups, these Comparison's
should'not be biased.
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Table 2

Behavioral Checklist
Interim Measures I

Total Adults*
Interim I Interim II Interim III

(518) (466) -(411)

Looked at an article or pamphlet
about health 75% 77% 80%

Made a special effort to have more Ifeor

fresh fruit or fruit juice
. . '-62%

Had. your blood pressure checked 39%

Started a diet to lose weight -38%

Increased.your.exer'cise-

Cut down on cholesterol 33%

Asked a doctor to explain' something
you didn't understand

. 33%

Gone for an-asymptomatic physical
examination 26%

Gone for an asymptomatic dental.
examination 26%

Encouraged 'someone pregnant to see
a doctor for early prenatal care 13%

Interim .I

60%

44%

44%

'46%

-39%

66%,

37%

44%

35%

42% 32%

31% ,22%

22% 25%

Total Women
Interim II Interim III

,
(378) (338) (297)

Done a breast self- examinajion .75% 72% 74%

Had a breast exami, nati by a
doctor 30% 36% 31%

Had a4 Pap test 28% . 28 %. 28%

nof total adult$ (and total women where applicable) reporting behaviors..
Interim I. covered shows from November 18 to December 15.
Interim II covered shows from December 16 to January 12.
Interim III covered shows from January 13 to February 2.
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Section A: Interim I

This section contains data covering the first four epi-
sodes of Feeling Good -- shows broadcast during the weeks
of November 18, November 25, December 2-, and December 9.
The data are based on 518 respondents to this question-
naire.* ,

Note: Analysis of,Feeling Good viewer/nonviewer differ-
ences in this section follows this model:

Viewers:. Respondents who report viewing
a show in which the behavioral
and/or cognitive item under
discussion was covered.

Viewers of other shows: Respondents who
report Viewing at least one of
the four shows covered in this
instrument but not ,the dhow im-
parting the specific information
under discussion.

Nonviewers: Respondents who report no
vi wing at all of the shows
cd7bred in this instrument.

Several behavioral items not covered in these fou.shows
were also included in the behavioral checklist. Analysis,
of th%se items is by viewers of any show versus non-
-viewers of any show. These items are clearly identified.

Included for descriptive purposes are tables of behavior
and knowledge questions for the entire sample. -4

Note on Reading Tables

Except as noted, table differences from 100% are "not reported" or
"no answer."

*Please see Volume II, Methods and Procedures, for response rates.

4
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Health Behaviors

In relating a general catalogue of their health behaviors ovethe past''
two months, demographic subgroups.varied in their reports.

Adults 55 and older were more likely than younger adults to report:

a, A blood pressure test.

Encouraging someone else to have a physical.

s Cutting down.on cholesterol.

Using_a steamer to cook vegetables.

Respondents with less than a high school education reported these behav-
iors more often than more educated adults:

A blood pressure test.

A physical exam without having symptoms.

Asking a doctor to explain something not understood.

Some other.meaningful demographic group differences are:

Younger adults, under 35, were most likely to report
taking a child under .6 for shots or immunizations.

Women were more likely than men to encourage someone
else to have a physical, make a special effort to
have fresh fruit, ask a doctor to explain something
Obt understood, and make an effort to cut down on the
amount of sweets eaten by their children.

Since the middle of October 1974, most adults (at least half) have:

Looked at an article or pamphlet about health (75%).

Made a special effort to have more fresh fruit or fruit
juice (62%).

Encouraged someone epe to have a physical examination (54%).

These three, and other behaviors questioned, appear in the table on the
following page (Table 2A-1).



, Table 2A-1

Health BehaViorsr

v.

Total Adults .(518)'

Not Sure/.
Since the middle of October have you. . : Yes . No Doesn't Apply'

Looked at an article or pamphlet,about health 75% 20 2

Made a special-effort to have more fresh
fruit or fruit juice 62% 36

Encouraged someone else to have a physical
examination 54% 44 1.

Made an effort to cut down'on the amount of
cake, cookies and candy, etc.,. your children
eat 44% 30 24

Had your blood pressure checked by a doctor,
nurse or someone else who knows how . 39% 58

Started a diet in order to lose weight 38% 59 2

Increased the amount of exercise you do 38% 61

Purposely cut down on eggs, meat, butter or
milk because they have a lot of cholesterol
in them ,33% 65

Asked a doctor to explain when he told you
something you didn't understand 33% 58'

Gone to a doctor or clinic for a physical
examination, even though nothing,was bother-
ing you 26% 70 2

Gone to a dentist for a check-up, even though
your teeth were not bothering you 26% 70

Used a steamer to cook your vegetables 221 76

Encouraged someone who is pregnant to go to

1-

1

the doctor early in her pregnancy 13% 76 10

Taken a pre-school child to get shots or
immunIzations 11% 67. 20

Taken a self-quiz on drinking habits from
newspapers, TV, or a pamphlet 9% 84 6

Asked for some information about health
that was offered on television 5% 92 2

Taken a pre-school child for an eyesight or
hearing test 5% 68 25

Total Women (378)

Not Sure/

The following were asked of women only. . . Yes No Doesn't Apply

Examined your own breasts for lumps

Had a breast examination,by a doctor

Had a Pap test

4'g
*Less than .5%.

75% 23

30% 69

28% 69

0

2
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Hehlth Knowledge
1.

Large majorities of respondents report the correct answer to .all knowledge
questions except one -- the knowledge that black people are more likely
than white people to have high blood pressure (only 21%).

Table 2A-2, on the opposite page, shows that majorities ranging from nearly
two-thirds (61%) to almost all (99%) know the information presented in the
first four episodes of Feeling Good.

Education is positively correlated with level of health knowledge on many
of these items -- more educated adults were most likely to. know:

blood pressure is more common among black people than
white people. One in six adults has high blood pressure.

The risk of heart disease is hereditary.

Steaming of vegetables provides more nutritious vegetables
than boiling them. Many fast foods are high in fat with
low vitamin levels.'

Allied health personnel can treat more than half the cases
a doctor normally treats.

The optimal frequency for women to examine their own breasts.
is once a month.

-..

Higher knowledge'of some areas is demonstrated by younger a
dents under 35 were more likely to know:

The optimal frequericy for a breast self-examination.

However, they were less likely to knoW:

Respon-

One of six adults has high blood pressure, and complications and
controlling techniques of the condition.
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Table 2A -2

Health Knowledge

Total Adults
Proportion of respondents answering'each question correctly: (518)

A pregnant woman should.
See a doctor early her pregnancy 99% J

. Watch her diet more arefully 68%

Cholesterol is found. in eg s and dairy productS 98%.

A woman:who has'already h one healthy child only needs to .

95%1see'a doctor a couple" imes when she becomes pregnant again

If discovere4 early, most cases of breast cancer can be
controlled -A. 94%

A child under six should haVe shots or immunizations-for:*
DPT (diphtheria, whooping cough, tetanus) 94%
Polio 93%
Rubella 86%

You can have high blood pressure and not know it 93%

Walking is not much good as physical exercise 86%1

Symptoms of heart problems are. . .*

Sudden chest pains 85%
Shortness of breath 76%
Pains in the chest and stomach 70%

A good weight control. program consists of' eating less and
exercising more 83%

Alcoholism is easier to treat in its later stages when
symptoms are more definite 83 %1

Meals that you get at fast-food eating places are high in fat
.

and low in vitamin content 82%

A lump in the breast almost always means a Woman has cart r 82%1

Eating a lot of,fried foods over the years can have a bad
effect on your heart 79%

High blood pressure. . .*

Can lead to stroke, kidney disease and kidney problems 76%
Can easily be controlled with medication 70%

If other people in your family have heart disease, the chances
of your having it are above average 69%

About one in six Americans has high blood pressure 61%

High blood pressure occurs more frequently among black people
than among white people 21%

*Multiple correct answers. 41

1"Mostly disagree" correct answer. 50'
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Viewing of Feeling Good

Season A -- Shows 1-4

As\expectel,'only small minorities of respondents indicated viewing any one

of the four',Feeling Good episodes reported 'on in this first interim mea-

sure; As shown in the table below, viewership ranged from a low of 6% of

the fourth' show to a.high of 14% of the first show.

There are'fewest demographic differences for the fourth show where recall

should be the highest.

It appears that the typical viewers of the first four shows were women,
the more educated, and parents of pre-school children.

Table 2A-3

Season A $how Viewing*

Show 1 Show 2 Show 3 Show 4

TOTAL (518) 14% 7% 10% 6%

Education:
College (268) 16% 8% 12% 7%

High school graduate (183) 13% 6% 7% 6%

Less than high.school
gOadiate (65) 5% 5% 9% 2%

Sex:

Male (139) 10% 2% 6% 3%

Female (378) 15% 10% 12% 8%

Children:
Under 6 (135) 19% 11% 12% gi'

6-17 (199) 13% 7%
o

9% 6%

None at home (239) 12% 7% 10% 8%

Age: _

18-34 (229) 12% 8% 9% 6%

35-54 (167) 17% 5% 10% 5%

55+ (117) 9% 8% 11% 6%

(Cell entries are percent of subgroup
reporting they watched a particular
show.)

*Shows covered in Interim I questioning instrument broadcast November 18

through December 15, 1974:
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Impact of Viewing oN!,ehaviors and Knowledge

Although only one of the'behaviors asked about in this questionnaire.
(breast self-examination) was reported by statistically-different pro-

.

portions off-viewers and nonviewers of Feeling Good, all, but a few of
these behaviors were reported by more viewers than nonviewers. It is

apparent from these findings that viewers both know. more about these
health topics and are more prone to ,practice these good health habits'.
Unfortunately, the cause of these differences cannot be totally and
finally explained by viewing of the programs. Some part of this dis-
proportionality must be traced to viewer self-selection...

The findings:*

Viewers (women) were more likely to report examining their
own breasts for lumps (87% of viewers, 75% of nonviewers,
and 64% of viewers of other shows).

'Although not specifically covered in one of these four shows,
three other items were reported significantly more often by
vlewers -- making an effort to have more fresh fruit, asking
edoctor to explain something not understood, and looking at
an article about health.

Viewers_were also more knowledgeable about:

Blood pressure -- More than a third who wat hedthe Feel in
Good blood pressure show knew that blacks a more likely
than whites to have high blood pressure, while only 19% of
nonviewers knew.

Nl4trition Nine of ten who watched the nutrition segment
knew the benefits of steaming vegetables against 77% of
those who did not watch.

The reader shou1d note that the sample sizes ofibewers are quite small
for some of these items and, although viewers appear to know more on al-
most all items, the differences -are not large enough to be found statis-

tically significant.

*All findings on this page are significant at the 95% confidence level.
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Table 2A-4-,

)4ealth Behaviors

Since the middle of October
have you . . .

Looked at an ar icle or pamphlet
about health@

,.Made a speci 1 effort to have more
fresh fruit or fruit juice@

Encouraged someone else to have a
physical exam@

Made an effort to cut down on
sweets kids eat@

Started a diet to lose weight

Asked a doCtor to explain some-
thing you didn't understand@ '

Cut down on cholesterdl

Increased your exercise

Had your blood pressure checked

Gone for an asymptomatic dental
exam@

Used a steamer to cook your _

vegetables

Gone 1bl- an asymptomatic physical
exlm@

Taken a pre-school child for
immunizations

Encouraged someone pregnant to
get early prenatal care

Took a self-quiz on drinking
habits on TV, etc.

Asked for health.information
shown on, TV @.

Taken a pre-school child for"a
hearing or eyesight test@

Total Adults 518

Viewers
Viewers.of
Other Shows

% (Base). (Bash)

-88 (141)

74 (141)

57 (141) 1110 1110

47 (141)

46 ( 49) 48 77)

41 (141)

39 ( 36) 42 ( 90)

39 ( 64). 54 ( 62)

37 ( 64) 31 (62)

32 (141)'

29 ( 83) 25 4g)

22 (141)

18°--t( 64) 20 62).

17 ( 83) 7 ( 43)

13 ( 36) 9 90)

8 (141)

4 '(141)

NonViewer

71 -677)

59 (377)#

52 (377)

43 (377)

36 (392)

31 (377)#

31 (392)

35 (392)

'41 (392)

24 (377)

21 (392)

I

26 (377)

9 ,1392)

13 (392)

8 <:(392)

4 (377),

6 (1/7)

*Percent .of subgroups (viewers, nonviewers)' reporting behavior.

@,These items were included in the checklist in order to provide a baseline

for comparison of this research with other research being conducted. ,They

were not specifically covered in shows 1-4. , /

#Differences significant.at the 95%,confidence level.
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Table 2A-5

Health Behaviors

'Total Women (378)*

$ince the middle of 'October
haVe you . . .

Examined your own breasts for

Viewers
ViewerS of
Other Shows NOnviewers.

% ISM) % fBase) % (Base)

. lumps 87 ( 52)% 64' ( 50) 75 (276)0-

Had a Pap test@
. 27 (114) 28 (264)

Had a breast exam by a doctor 2.1 ( 52) 22 ( 50) 33- . (276).

O

A-
A

*Pereent of subgroups (vieweft, nonviewers) repdrting behavior.

@These items were included in the checklist in order to provide a baseline
for comparison of this research with other research' being conducted. They

re not specifically covered in shows 1-4.

#Differ4nce significant at the 95% confidence level.



0 Settion B: Inter4 II

.

This section contains data covering the second four epi;

G%Ker
sOdes of Feeling G d 7.; shows brWcast durjng the weeks
of Decembee.16, tece 3, December 30.: and 'January 6N-...-

The questionnaire was sent in early January. The data
are based on 466 respondents to this questlonnaire*

Note: Anal.ysis of Feeling Good viewer/nonviewef differ -

ences

\N
in this section follows this mode):

Viewers: Respondents who report viewing
a show in which the behavioral
and/or cognitive item under ,

discussion was covered.

Viewers of other shows: Respondents who
report viewing at 'east one of
the four shows covered in,this
instrument ut not the Allow im-
parting t e specific. informatiOn
undeSdis ussidtr. .

Nonviewers: Respond nts who report,no
viewing at all of the shows
covered in instrument.

a
Sever4 behavioral items not covered in these four
shows were ano included,in the behavioral Checklist.
Analysis of these ite is by viewers of any show versus
nonviewers of any These items are clearly identi-
fied.

Included for descriptive p es are tables of behavior
and knowledge questions for the entire samOle.

Note on Readi Tables

Except as no e table differences from 100% are "not report " or
no answer."

*Please see, Volume II, Methods and Procedures, for response ra
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Health Behaviors%

This instrument repi-esents the first behavioral and knowledge report for
these respondents since the baseline questionnaire in November. The
reader should note that the data covered in this section are not much
different from those reported in the previous section. "

Similar patterns to those estab4ished in, the first,interim measure emerge

among these respondents.

'Adults 5 an older were aga n more, likely to report:.

A blood pressure test.
A

Cutting-down on cholesterol.

Women under 65 were twice as likelpto 'reporf having a,Pap test in the, '
past two montfis.

Respondents with less then a high school education more often than inorft,b,
educated respondents reported: / c.1

r Cutting down on cholesterol.

Making-efforts to havTore fresh fruit.

Al Moving pOisomous material; fromlchildren's reach,-

.c

Behavioral reports positively correlatitl with education are:

o- Starting a weight loss die t.

-Increasing exercise.

_Seeking Information on hospitalizati n insurance.

Some.other meaningfulffindings are:

Parents were more likely to -- placer the poiso control
center telephone number near their Ain telephone, move
poisonous Materials from children's reach.

W6men, more than men,.reported -- starting a diet,
making efforts to have More fresh fruit, moving poison-
ous materials, and cutting down on children's sweet snacks*

As was the case in the first interim report, large proportions of respon-
dents report a host of health-related behaviors during the past two months.
Again, the behaViors most frequently reported are those most easily accom
plished immediately in t home -- startirfg.a diet, increasing exercise,
lOoking'at a health pampRget, etc.

The table on the next page details proportions of respondents reporting
specific behaviors.

1
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table 2B-1

Health Behaviors
Total Adults 1466)

Not Sure/
\Since the middle of November have you. . Yes No,, Doesn',t Apply

.
As.ked a doctor to explain when he told you
something you didn't understand' -

Looked at an article or- pamphlet about health

Made a special 'effort to have more fresh '

fruit or fruit juice

Increased he amount of exercise you do

Had yourTTood pressure checked by a doctor,
nurse, or.sOmeone else who knows, how ,.

Started diet in order to lose weight

o-

Purposely cut down on eggs, meat, butter or
milk because they have a lot of cholesterol
in them

Made an effort to cut down on the amount of
cake,-coOkies and candy, etc., your children
eat

Asked for information on hospitalization or
medical insurance

Moved2bisonous and other harmful-ifiateri als
out ofibung children's reach

Gone to a doctor or clinic for a physical
examination, even though nothing was bother-
ing you

Gone to a dentist for a check-up, even though
your teeth were not bothering you

Placed the number of the local poison con-
trol center neat your phone

Encouraged someone who is pregnant to go to
the doctor early in her pregnancy

Asked for 9om.infotmation about healthalth
that was bffered onitelevision

77%, 18

60% 37

46% 53 1

44% 55 0

42% 55 3'

i

42% 49 9

4

1

39%' .58 2

37% 30 31

35% 62 2

32% 37 29

31% 67 2

22% 74

18% 79 2

12% 71

6% 91u 2

Total Women (338)

NOt Sure/
The following weave asked, of women only'. . Yes No Doesn't Apply

Examined your own breasts for lumps 72% 26 1

Had a breast-exami2a-Kon by a doctor 36% 62

Had a Pap test 28% 70 1

*Less than .5%.
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Health Knowledge

Again, large respondent majorities knew the correct answers to most of the
health knowledge questiOns asked in this instrument. Only two items were
known by fewer than half of all respondents.

Nearly half of those responding knew that children of problem
drinkers are likely to have drinking prottlems,of their °%4n'
(48%), but only 13% knew that teetotalers' children are also
more likely than normal to have drinking problems.

Fewer than one of ten (9%) responding knew that there are no
symptoms which almost always go along with high blood pressure.

Table 2B-2 on the facing page shows the proportions of respondents answering
each question correctly.

More educated and younger respondents'are most likely to respond correctly
on the majority of these questions.

Education is positively correlated with level of health knowledge on many of
these items -- college educated respondents were more likely to know that:

! High blood pressure can be totally without symptoms.

. Medical emergencies such
saving treatment outside

Cigarette smoking causes

as hearl attacks can receive life-
of hospitals.

the heart to speed up.

. There are preventive measures for heart attacks.

Younger respondents also answered a proportionally higher number of questions

3
correctly. Those aged 18-54 were more likely to know:

Which is nutritionally the most balanced meal.

0. Pregnant women need to be more careful of their prenatal diet.

_

Emergency medical-care outside a hospital can be given to a
person who has a heart. attack.

There are preVentLe measures for heart attacks.

Women should have Pap tests regularly.

5S



J
Proportion of respondents answering each question correctly:

A pregnant woman should. . .*

See a doctor early in her pregnancy
Watch her diet more carefully 79%

Fruit. . :*

Contains vitamins and minerals 97%

Helps clegri-your teeth o 42%

All Women, regardless of their age or number of childr'en,
should have a Pap test regularly 95%

N t,

You:can have_high-blood pressure and not know it 93%

A Pap test is for cervical cancer 93%

If she feels all right,a pregnant woman only!needs to see
v'doctor once or twice before she'has her baby 93%1

Babies should be talked to as grown-ups instead of in baby-
talk to stjmulate language development 85%

Besides watching-your diet, there. is not much' you can do to
prevent heart attacks, 85%1

Total Adults
,(4661

High blood pressure. . .*
Can easily be controlled with medication 83%
Can lead to stroke, kidney disease and kidney problems . 71%

Cigarette smoking. . .*

Increases chance of heart attack 81%
Cuts down on the oxygen breathed 71%

Causes the heart to beat faster 45%

Ceral'cancer caught early has a cure rate of nearly 100% 80%

The effects of cigarette smoking on the body can be reversed
when a person quits 72%

Not much can be done outside a hospital for a person who has
a heart attack

71%1

What is the best way to control bleeding from a cut. .

Apply pressure with clean cloth for 10 minutes 58%

Almost any snack between meals is bad for children's teeth 54%
1

Which of the following types of teenagers are more likely to
drink more than other. teenagers. .

Chiildren of problem drinkers
Children of people who don't drink at all

Which of these things almost always goes along with high
blood pressure. .

None-of these

*Multiple correct answers.

1"Mostly disagree" correct answer.

'50

48%
13%

9%
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Viewing of Feeling Good

Season A -- Shows 5-8

Viewership ofthese four Feeling Good shows follows a similar pattern to
the viewing of the first four shows. An average of 10% of the pre-selected
respondents watched each show. Again, there are few demographic differences
in viewing, although women and younger respondents)watched in greater num-
bers than men and those 35 and older.

Table ..213:-3

Season A Show Viewing*

TOTAL (466)

Education:
,

College (222) .

High. school graduate (176)-
Less than high school
graduate (66)

Sex:

Male (124)
Female (338)

Childien:
Undhr 6 (122)
6-17 (192)
N e at home (212)

Ag

1
4

35, i 74)

55+ (91)

Show 5. Show 6 Show 7 Show 8

8% 10% 10%

10%. 8%. 10% 11%
13% , 9% 10% 8%

11% 8% 13% 8%-

g% 4% 5% 9%

15% 10%- 13%, 11%

14% 9% 10% 12%

11% 10% 9% 8%

12% 7% 12% 12%

16% 14% 13% 10%

9% 6% 10% 11%

11% 2% 6% 9%

*Shows covered in Interim II questioning instrument broadcast December 16
through January 12, 1975.
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Impact of Viewing on Behaviors and Knowledge*

There were two behaviors which viewers, of Feeling Good reported signifi-
cantly more often than nonviewers:

Making an effort to have more_fresh fruit or fruit juice.

Placing the number of the local poison control center near
!_their phone.

Although viewers ofother shows reported these behaviors more frequently
than nonviewers, Limplying some degree of self- selections, the degree of
difference, between viewers and others is great enough to presuppose genu-
ine learning.

Even though viewers in general were also more likely to report the fol-
lowing behaviors, none were covered. in any of these four shows:

Looking at an article about health.

Cutting down, on cholesterol.

. ,Increasing exercise.

Sending for he.lith information fi-om television.

Examining their. breasts for lumps (asked of women only).

Consistent with the data covering the first four shows, viewers continue to
provide higher self- reports of behavior. Again, this indicates some viewer
self-selection but also points to some element of show effect on behavior.
For example, 31% of viewers report posting the number of the local poison
control center, as compared to 14% of Viewers of other shows, and 16% of

' nonviewers. Eighty-one percent of viewers, 38% of viewers of other shows,
and 6Q% of nonviewers report making a. special effort 10 have more.fresh
fr or fruit juice -- a clear example of show effect, without self-selec-
ion.

by respondeftt-Are those which show the greatest change among viewers. It

It is apparent from these data that behaviors requiring little initiative

is also those)less ambitious behaviors which show changes among viewers in
general. Those behaviors which may take-place over a lengthy time period
are difficult to assess with this design in that these changeswill likely
occur after the respondent completes the questionnaire.

Viewers were also more aware that:

Fruit -- Viewers were more aware that fruit helps clean
'your teeth than were viewers of otheF shows (57% vs. 38%).

*All findings on this page are significant at the 95% confidence level.' 61



Table 2B-4

Health Behaviors

dab AN

44 ( 71)

43 ( 54)

Total Adults (466)*
A

*Percent of subgroups (viewers, nonvieWers) reporting behavior.

@These items were included in the checklist in order to provide d baseline
for comparison of this research with other research being conducted. They

were not specifically covered in shows 5-8.

Om ON.

Viewers of
Other'Shows Nonviewers

% (Base)

ts (466)*
A

Viewers of
Other'Shows Nonviewers
% (Base) % (Base)% (Base)

dab AN

44 ( 71)

43 ( 54)

Om ON.

14. ( 54)

27- ( 74)

12 ( 74)

Total Adults (466)*
A

Viewers of
Other'Shows Nonviewers
% (Base) % (Base)

21 (328)

11 (328)

3 (328)#

38 (, 54)

35 ( 54)

48 ( 54)

46 ( 74)

38 (, 54)

-73 (328)#

60 -(328)#-

43_ (326)#.

43 (328)

36 (328)

35 '-(328)#

42 (328)

7 38#

6 (2)-
4_ (2).
4 38
6 (2)

3 -38#
4 38

21 (328)

11 (328)

3 (328)#

35 ( 54)

48 ( 54)

46 ( 74)

*Percent of subgroups (viewers, nonvieWers) reporting behavior.

@These items were included in the checklist in order to provide d baseline
for comparison of this research with other research being conducted. They

were not specifically covered in shows 5-8.

21 (328)

11 (328)

3 (328)#

14. ( 54)

27- ( 74)

12 ( 74)

',Differences significant at vie 95% confidence level.

6 2'

*Percent of subgroups (viewers, nonvieWers) reporting behavior.

@These items were included in the checklist in order to provide d baseline
for comparison of this research with other research being conducted. They

were not specifically covered in shows 5-8.



Table 2B -5

Health Behavjors

-Total Women' (330)*

Viewers
Viewers of
Other Shows NOnviewert.Since the middle of November

have you .

Examined your ownlbreasts for

% (Base) % (Base) % (Base)

lumps@ 82 ( 93) MP Mb 68 (237)#.4

Had a breast exam by a doctor@_ _37 ( 93) - - 36 (237)

Had a Pap test 29 ( 56) (37) 28 (237)

*Percent of subgroups (viewers, nonviewers) reporting behavior.

@These items were included in the checklist in order to, provide a baseline
for comparison of this research with other research being conducted. They
were not specifically covered in ows 5-8.

Opifference significant at the 95% confidence level.
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Section C: Interim III

This section contains data covering the last three hour-
long episodes of Feeling Good -- shows broadcast during
the weeks of January 13, 20 and 27. The data are based
on 411 respondents to this questionnaire.*

Note: Analysis of Feeling Good viewer/non1.46er differ-
ences in this section follows this model:

--lifiWers: Respondents who report viewing
a show in which the behavioral
and/or cognitive item under
discussion was covered.

Viewers of other shows: Respondents who
report viewing at least one of
the three, shows covered in this
instrument but not the show im-
parting the specific information
under discussion,

Nonviewers: rspondents Who-report no
viewing at all /of the shows
covered in this instrument.

Several behavioral items not covered in these three
shows were also included in the behavioral checklist.
Analysis of these items is by viewers of any show versus
nonviewers of any show. These items are clearly identi-
fied.

Some discussion of panel effects is included in this sec-
tion. A more complete discussion of these effects may be
found in Chapter 5 of this volume.

Included for descriptive purposes are tables of behavior
and knowledge questions for the entire sample.

Note on Reading Tables

Except as noted, table differences from:100% are "not reported" or
"no answer."

*Please see Volume II, Methods and Procedures, for response rates.
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Panel Effects*

One-fourth of the panel effects control group, 500 people, was sent the

Interim III questio-nnaire. There is some evidence of panel effe0 among
the Interim III experimental geOup respondents. On the average,'5%
fewer panel members than controls report a particular behavior.' For

knowledge items, there is little or no difference between panel and con-
trol viewers on the average. However, among viewers of other shows, 5%
more panel members than controls knew correct answers: Panel bas has
been considered in significance calculations. Panel results ebaradic-
tory to findings in the control sample have not been reported-as signifi-
cant. There wasuno difference in viewing behavior between the two groups.

The patterns, proportionately mdse reporte8 behaviors and less reported
knowledge for control respondents, hold true across all, demographic sub-
groups in roughly the same proportions: -

The higher proportion of reported behaviors among the control group as
probably a form of telescoping among those respondents. This question-
naire represents the first opportunity control respondents have had to
report any behavior. The Interim III group had already completed the
baseline instrument in which they were asked about the same or similar

behaviors. Although question wording and format were different from the
baseline to Interim III, the experimental group had, in fact, been given
an opportunity to report these behaviors and thus were less prone to tele-

scope the time period again for reporting on the interim measure. -

One other explanation of these higher control group behavioral self -
reports is that of a higher commitment on the part of the experiMental
group fespondents. The interim questionnaire is the second mail instru-
ment received by the experimental group and the second dollar, incentive.
They have already cooperated twice in the research (telephone screen and
behavioral baseline) and so feel a "part" of the research and follow the
questionnaire instructi9s more assiduously.

A more readily explicable result is the proportionately higher. ,knowledge
shown by the experimental group. These respondents had already completed
one questionnaire and had extracted some learning from many similar topics

and questions contained in that questionnaire. These examples of research
artifacts, panel learning and reactivity, can have compounded or contra-

dictory effects. Panel effect can and has been estimated from our panel/
panel control comparisons stated above. We can only infer that biases due
to reactivity contradicted themselves and had no bearing on "within group"
comparisons, i.e. -- comparisons within the panel group or panel control

group.

*A more detailed exposition on panel effects, including some examples,
may be found in Chapter 5 of.this document.
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-Health Behaviors and 'knowledge

This instrument represents the first behavioral and cognitive report for
these respondents since the baseline questionnaire in November. These
data are keyed to the last three hour-long episodes of Feeling Good
broadcast during January and February. The render should note that many
of the questions asked are similar in content to those reported in the
previous sections. Behavioral reports that.do not differ demographically
from those in the previous sections will not be repeated here.

One subject covered in this measure, hypertension, also
received considerable exposure on commercial public ser-
vice broadcasts and other media. It is therefore diffi-
cult to extract the net effect of viewing the Feeling
Good treatment of hypertension on behavior independently
from the effect of other presentations.

A majority of the demographic findings in this measure bear resemblance
to those in the previous section's. However, in this analysis, we note

that adults 35 and over were most likely to know that:

High blood pressure can usually-be controlled by medication.

Colon - rectum cancer has a high care rate.

Colon-rectum cancer is diagnosable with a proctoscopic
examination.

Respondents with less than a high school education are more likely to know
that chicken skin is high in saturated fat and not good to eat, while col-
lege educated adults are more likely to realize that colon-rectum cancer
is diagnosed through a proctoscopic examination.

College educated adults were more likely to say that a
child should be told what to expect during 'a hospital
stay than adults with less than a high school education
(86% vs. 62%).

The table on the next page details proportions of respondents reporting
specific behaviors within the past two months.
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lable2C-1

Health Behaviors

I'

Total Adults (411)

Not Sure /-
Since the middle of December have you . Yes No Doesn't Appllik

Lo an. article or'pamphlet about health .80% 17 2

Mad a special effort 't9 have more fresh
fruit or fruit juice 66% 33

Had your blood pressure checked by a doctor,
nurse, or someone else who knows how 48% 51 1

Increased the amount of exercise you do 44% 55 1

Started a diet in order to lose weight ,37% 60 2

Purposely cut down on eggs, meat,\butter or
milk because.they have a lot of cholesterol
in them 35% 63

Asked a doctor to explain when he told you
something you didn't understand 32% 59 8

Asked for information on hospitalization or
medical insurance '28% 70 1

Gone to a dentist for a check-up, even though
your teeth were 'not bothering you

.
25% 71 3

Gone to a doctor or clinic fora physical
examination, even though nothing was bother-
ing you

Started using dental floss

Encouraged someone who is pregnant to go to
the doctor early in her pregnancy

Written down your symptoms before visiting
your doctor

Asked for some information about health
that was offered on television

22% 76' 1

17% 73

13% 76

8% 83

8% 89

8

1

Taken a pre-school child for an eyesight or
hearing test 5% 82 10

The following were asked of women only, . .

Examined your own breasts for lumps

Had a breast examination by 3 doctor

Had a Pap test

*Less than .5%.
,.6 7

tal Women (297)

Not Sure/
Yes No Doesn't Apply

74% 25

31% 68

28% .70 2



Table 2C-2

Health Knowledge

Proportion of respondents answering each ques.tion correctly:

Nearly 75% of all deaths from colon-rettum cancer could be
prevented with early detection

A pregnant woman should limit the amount of salt she eats
,

High blood'pressure. . .*

Can usually be controlled with proper medication .

,Can lead to stroke, .kidney disease and kidney problems

Total Adults
(411)

82%

82%

82%
76%

Adult teeth should last a lifetiMe 81%
1 .

Children whoneed operations should be told as little as
possible about what to expect at the hospital 80%1

The proper way to brush your teeth is to vibrate brush while
brushing up and down 79%

It is sometimes hard to tell when you have high blood pressure 69%

The worst thing you can do for a burn is apply cold water or
cloth soaked in cold water 69%1

Over half the cases seen*by a doctor could be seen by an
allied health professional 65%

How many times a day you brush your teeth and the job you do
when ,brushing are equally important for your teeth 58%

Most colon-rectum cancers can be diagnosed with a proctoscopic
examination 57%

The 'follbwing foods are high in cholesterol. .
.*

Ice cream 57%
Chocolate 37%
Organ meats (heart, liver, kidney) 24%

Egg whites contain a lot of cholesterol 51%1

Allied health professionals must have a college degree to
qualify for the job . 47%1

Nearly one in five pre-school children has less than normal
hearing 43%

When clothing sticks to a burn, the proper procedure is soak
burn with clean cloth soaked in cold water and cover with a
thick clean cloth or plastic bag 38%

It is not healthy to eat chicken skin 37%

High blood pressure occurs more frequently among black people
than among white people 25%

*Multiple correct answers.

1"Mostly disagree" correct answer 4i

68
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:Impact of Viewing oniehaviors and Knowledge

ng Feeling Good appears to have had risible impact on: :

Writing down symptoms before visiting a doctor.

Although not covered in one of the final three .hour-long shows, viewers re=
ported asking a doctor to explain something they didn't understand and
sending for health information offered on television more often than non -
viewers.

As was the case of the initial eight shows, viewers of these final three it

shows also consistently report higher levels of activity for selected be-
haviors than nonviewers. Thi§ probably points to some degree of viewer
self-selection but can also be interpreted as a net effect of viewing a
'health series.

It is those behaviors which are immediately under arespondent's control
can be accomplished without much effort -- which show the greatest

impact of viewing.

Viewers were also more knowledgeable that:-'

Most colon-rectum cancers ca be diagnosed with a °

proctoscoOic examination ---76% of viewers, 59% of
viewers of other shows.*

A generalization similar to the one made bout respondent behavior'can_be'
made about resOondentcognition -- that v wers of Feeling Good demonstrate
consistently higher knowledge levels than viewers. Although only a few
of these are significant differences, th s doe indicate the impact of
viewing the series. '

cr.

*Difference significant at the 95% confidence level.

69
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ViewitiO Of. Feeling Good

Season A -= Show$ 9-11

01,

Ps noted below], the sendout for this instrument waedelayed. It is quite
possible that this delay accelerated respondent memory decay resulting:in
inflated viewing level reports:

Nearly one in' five respo entsrreportedwiewin4 show 9 (a show broadcast
nearlytmo months before questionnaire sendout).

Reported-viewing levels decreaSe for shows 10 and 11 with 3% viewing show
10 and, 8 %. of theTanel viewing shbw 11. While subgroup differences are
not consistent across all shows, it appears that lesseducated and older
respondents view morethan other subgroups.

Table 2C-3

Season A Show. Viewing*

Bites Show 9, Show. 10 Show 11
'Con- Con-

. Con- Con
Panel trol . Panel trol Panel troll trol

,TOTAL (411) (353) 20% 13%

ducation:
i

College (205) (1/6 21% 14% 11%
'High school

graduate (143) (158) 1'7% ..26%. 11%,
Less than
high school
graduate

)

v
( 63) ( 1h) 25% 15%

,

,- 28%

Sex: v
1"

Male (110) ( 98) 22% 23% 14%.
Female (297), (252) 18% 17% 14%

Children: ''' . 1.

'Under 6 (101) ( 86) 20% 13% 10%
6-17 - (151),--(109) 21% 15% 14%
None at home (207) (157) 19% 26% 14%

Age:
18-34 (169) (151) 18% 19% 9%
35-54 (143) (134) '20% 18% 10
55+ ( 92) ( ,60) 23% - 23% 22%

15%

15%
,-

15%

23%

'15%

1'S%

'

940%
13%

18%

15%
13%
17%

8% §%

7% 9%;

8%. 10% .

.9% 15%

7% '10%
9% 9%

.

7% 5%
9% 6%

7% 14%

4% 9%
8% 6%

139 IA

1Be6ause of. the series format change, the seridout for instrument was
delayed. Respondents actual,* received this questionnaire about one
month after show 11 was broadcast and six to seven weeks'after show.
9. The reported viewing levels for these three shows are-probably
somedat affected by respondent merpory decay.

*Shows coyered Th InterprII4 questioning instrument broadcast from
January 13 through Fe6ruary 2, 1975.
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Table VC-4

Health Behaviors

Jotal Adults (411)*

-VieWers of
Since the middle of December Viewers Other Show Notiviewers

have you:. . % (Base) TBase)

Looked at an article or pamphlet
about health@ 80 (118) 79 (285)

Made a special effort to have more.
'fresh fruit or fruit juice@ 72 (118) 64. (285)

Had your blood pressure checked (.61). 56 ( 57). 42 (285)

Cut down on cholesterol. 44 ( 91) 47 ( 27) 32 (281

Increased your exercise@ -43 (118.) 43 .1285)

Asked a doctor to explain some-
thing you didn't understand@ 43 (118)0 27 (285)#

Started a"diet to lose weight@ 40 (118) 37 (285).

Sought informaticm on
hospitalization insurance@ 35 (118) 26 (285)

Gone for an asymptomatic physical
exam@ 27 (118) 21 (285).

Gone for an asymptomatic dental
exam. 24 ( 91) 38 ( 27). 24 (285)

Written down your symptoms before
visiting your doctor r
pcouraged someone pregnant to
get early prenatal. care

21

'19

( 441

( 91)

6

24

(77)

( 27)

7

)1

(285)#

(285)

Sent for health'information
offered on TI@ 14 Q18) 5' (285) #

Started using d ntal floss as_ 13 ( 91) 33 1AI (285)

Taken a pre,sch of childrfor a
hearing or eyes ght test . 8 ( 61) 57) 5 (285)

° A'

C.

eraent subgroups (viewers, nonviewers) reporting behavior.

'@These items we included in the checklist in order to provide a4aseline
for.comparison of this research with otheraresearch being conducted. They
were nol specifically covered in shows 9-11.

#Dif rences significant at the 95% confidence level.

,



Table 2C-5

Since the middle of, December
,have you .

ExaMined your own breasts=JOr
lumps@ * 81 (

Had a breast, examby A doctor@-. .39' ( 85)

Had a Pap test@ 36 ( 85)

Total Women (297)*-

VieWers of
Viewers:. . Other Shows Nonviewers'.

. % (Base) % (Base) % (Base)

71 (206)

28 (206)

25 (206),

*Percent of subgroups (viewers, nonviewers),reporting behavidr.

@These items were included in the checklist to order to prOvide a baseline

\04(

for comparison of this research with other research being conducted. They
ere not specifically covered in shows 9-11.
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CHAPTER 3

The Effects of Amount of Viewing

on Reported Health Behaviors and Health Knowledge

Seasons A and B: Level of ,Viewing

This chapter presents an evaluation of viewing effects on
respondent knowledge and behaviors.

-4140

The data are based on 3,706 questionnaires, completed after
eight episodes of Season B had'been telecast.

Frequent viewers reported viewing four or More
episodes of Feeling Good since November.

Less frequent-viewers reported viewing one to
three shows since November.

Nonviewers reported. no viewing.of either Season A
or Season B.

The chapter Mso includes some report of gross changes --
data from questions asked both on the, November- baseline
and again on the posttest in June.

Note on Reading Tables

Except as noted, table differences from 100% are "not reported" or 4
"no answer."
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6. They also were more likely to recommend various medical'pro-
cedures to others.

Suggested that Someone
Frequent Non-
Viewers -viewers

o . Have .a Pap test (women) 66% 54% 76,88

Have-a blood pressure , 61% 46% 75,87 .

test

7.. Frequent viewers were also more likely than other respondents
to post the local poison control center telephone number near
their own phone, 48% vs. 36%. ,

o.

77,89



Summary: Chapte'r 3

1. Respondents re classified by the number of Feeling Good
shows view d in both Seasons A and B. Those viewing four
or more shows are "frequent viewers," those viewing one to
three shows are "less frequent viewers," and remaining re-
spondents are "nonviewers."

2. Viewing subgroups were also analyzed for pretest-posttest
changes allowing for pretest differences among groups.
The same viewing group clas-sifications were employed:
"frequent viewers," "less' frequent viewers," and "non-
viewers."

Page

61.

78

3. Frequent viewers of Feeling Good report in substantial num-
bers (70%) that they receive more health information from
television and radio than they did six months ago, as op-
poseW to 36% of nonviewers. This represents an increase of
8% between November and June among frequent viewers, a de-
crease of 6% among nonviewers during that period. 68,80

One of seven frequent viewers requested some health
information offered on television. One of twenty-
five nonviewers did this. 69,81

4. Frequent 'viewers also were more likely than others to say
they tried to get specific health information.

Tried to Get Information on
Frequent
Viewers

Non-
viewers

Where to have a blood
pressure test 10% 4%

Where to get dental care 10% 6%

, Where to get a heart
check-up 7% 3%

5. With respect to different health examinations, frequent viewers
were more likely to report having them recently.

70,82

72,84

71,83

Frequent Non-

'In the Past Year, Has Had Viewers viewers

Blood pressure test 82% % 76% 74,86

Physical exam 67% 56% 73765
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The Effects of Amount of Viewing

on. Reported Health Behaviors and Health Knowledge

Introduction

Up to now, we have concentrated on knowledge and behavioral levels keyed
t6 whether respondents watched a specific stimulus. Now we'are going to
examine some effects.of participating in the research experience on view-
ing, cognition apd health behaviors, i.e. -- panel effects, self-selection.

Rationale

The Season B posttest interviews include a set of questions about general
fiealth knowledge and attitudes. Unlike other portions of these interviews,
which are reported separately, these questions are not directly related to
the content of Season B programs. Some of the topics had been covered
during Season A, others had not In any case; we are not trying here to
relate posttest B answers to viewing of specific Season A programs.

Instead, we must be content to establish "%stances where viewing in general
is relate -to higher levels bf knowledgelfand appropriate health behaviors.
On several questions, frequent viewers are more knowledgeabqe than less fre-
quent viewers, who outstrip nonviewers. Folloing are possible ways to ex-
plain this type of pattern.

First, self-selection bias must be considered a real possibility. Data are
available for comparing results given on the pretest with results given on
the posttest within viewing groups. In order for a posttest result to be
adjudged significant it must first be established that the differences are
not attributable to viewer self-selection. If viewing subgroups started
out equil on the pretest, then self-selection can be ruled out as a pos-
sible explanation for posttest differences. _If the frequent viewing group
started out with higher pretest results, then the posttest findings should
be evaluated in light of the possibility of self-selection. Some examples
of the various possible outcomes follow.

When respondents were asked if they had ever used a "dental disclosing tab-
let"let" (question 9B), the following proportions said they had:

Table 3-1

Pretest Posttest

f Total (3706) 27 31

Frequent viewers (802) 38

Less frequent viewers (956) 27 +10% 321+9%

Nonviewers (1948) 25 29



4

66

First,flooking at the posttest results, it would appear that frequency of
viewing is related to use of dental disclosing tablets, i.e. -- 9% more
frequent viewers than nonviewers reported this behavior. However, examina-
tion of the same groups'. responses to the pretest reveals the same differ-
ence -- 10% more frequent viewers reported-ever using dental disclosing
tablets. These results, then, pointto viewer self-selection as an explana-
tion of the difference rather than show effect. >

A question on the amount of information gained from radio and television now
compared to six months ago offers another example of self-selection. Re-

spondents were asked if they got more information now from the broadc9t
)media than they did six months ago (question 3). The proportions responding

"yes" in the pretest and posttest are shown below:

Table 3-2

Total (3706) 10

Frequent viewers (802)

Less frequent viewers (956)

Nonviewers (1948)

Pretest Posttest

+34%

44

54

471+12%

42

45

70

49I-

36

Here, there is a degree of self-selection among viewers, i.e. -- frequent
viewer predilection of 12% toward this behavior, 54% vs. 42%. There is
also, however, a clear advantage of frequent viewers over nonviewers on the
posttest, more than the difference between pretest groups.

This question serves as an example of both viewer self-selection and the
effect of viewing on behavior.

Although all of the questions reported in this section contain some evi-
dence of self-selection, also among them is concrete evidence of show
effect on health behaviors. Even after considering self-selection, these
questions are statistically significant examples of show effect. For an

estimate of this effect, the reader should examine the pretest-posttest
tables corresponding to 't4bles 3-3 to 3-12 provided in the second .half of

this chapter.

Finally, we must consider panel effect (consequence of being questioned
repeatedly) as a possible bias. The health behaviors reported in this
section, although subject to panel bias, reveal little or no evidence of
panel bias either systematic or intermittent. .
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Decision Rules and Definitions

Tables reported in this chapter are of two types:

Posttest data'tabulated by deinographic and viewing subgroups

Pretest-posttest data tabulated by viewing subgroups only

We introduce 10 items generally free from self-selection and demonstrating
show effect beyond self-selection. The degree of self-selection inherent
in the demographic /viewing 'group tabulations may be inferentially estimated
from the corresponding pretest-posttest comparison.

Gross Change: The sum of respondents giving different answers
on pretest and posttest. (See page 79 -- gross
change = column 2 + column 3.)

Net Change: The difference between the proportion f respon-
dents answering correctly or in on ection

1on the pretest and answering the op to Way
on the posttest. (See page 79 -- net change =
column 3 - column 2.)

Analysis of pretest-posttest' data involved comparison :0? net change from
November to June, within one viewing subgrOup, frequent viewers, to net
change within another group,-nonviewers. Pretest-posttest comparisons pre-
sented in this chapter are all sigaificant at the 95% -confidence level or
greater. Significance of demographic tables cannot be precisely stated
from these data, only inferred.

Findings

1
There appears to have tlee- mOgnificant learning associated wi viewing of
Feeling Good. Some, undoubtedly, is from general awareness Of-health
matters that may have been created by viewing. Self-selection biases are
operative in some instances, but certainly do not' explain all the viewer-
nonviewer differences. The programs must be credited with some, of that
effect.

Examination of pretest-posttest comparisons reveals among frequent viewers
some increase on both the awareness of more health informatiOn on tele-
vision and radick. and the incidence of sending for health information
offered on television. Nonviewers were either static.or exhibited very*
little change between the measurement periods.
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A:' NET EFFECTS OF LEVEL OF VIEWING ON HEALTH BEHAVIORS AND KNOWLEDGE'

11. Sources of:Information

The most dramatic differences among this set of questions concern
television and radio as sources of health information.

High frequency viewers ge Feeling Good report in substantial
numbers (70%) that they now receive more health information
from these media than they did six months ago.

Significantly fewer (49%) less frequent viewers of the
series report this change over six months. Among non-
viewers, 36% report that media are relied upon more for
this information, butthis level is significantly lower
than for either viewer group (about half as high as for
frequent viewers).

These high viewer-nonviewerdifferences are substantial
for all subgroups we looked at within the population.
In this respect the series appearsto have had far-
reaching impact as a general source of information or
as a source of consciousness raising about health mat-
ters. The groups most affected, however, were people

'with some college education,.those over age 54, and
people with no children younger than 18 years.

Table 3-3--

Television and Radio As Sources of Health Information

Experimental Group
Viewers

Non-
viewersFrequent

Less
Frequent

All respondents 70% 49% 36%

Education -:

College 70% 46% 31%
High school graduate ,

. 73% 50% 40%
Less than hi.40 school graduate 64% . 55% 42%

Sex:
4.

Male 66% 44 %. 31%
Female 72% 52%

.

39%

Children:
Under 6 68% 51% 38%.

6-17 *69% 49% 36%
None at home 73% . 48% 36%

Age:
18-34 68% 4 45% 35%
35-54 69% . 51% 35%
55+ 78% 52% . 39%

(Cell entries are, percent of subgroup reporting they
now get more information from television and radio
compared to six months ago.-- question 3. See Table

3-23 for subgroup sample s'izes.)
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A related question was asked about the next .logical step-in this
information process -- asking for health information offered,on
television. One of seven frequent viewers of Feeling Good (15 %)-
had requested any information in the last six months that was
offered on television compared to 6%-,of-less frequent viewers
and only 4% of nOnviewers.

Again, these viewer- nonviewer differences show"up-acrost
all subgroups, especially among women and people over
age 54. They repretent groups offered information during
the series that was'directed toward them.

Table 3-4

Asking for Health Information Offered on Television

All respondents

Experimental Group

-

Viewers
Less Non-

Frequent Frequent viewers

15% 6% 4%

EduCation:
College 14% 5% 4%
High school graduate 16% 5% 2%
Less than high school graduate 16% 9% 5%

Sex:
Male 12% 6% 4%
Female 17% 5% 4%

Children:
Under 6 16% 4% 4%
6-17 15% 5% 4%
None at home 17% 6% . 3%

Age:
18-34 14% 5% 4%
35-54 15% 5% 4%
55+ 18% 7% 3%

(Cell entries are percent who asked for health infor-
mation offered on television in the last six months --
question 4. See Table 3-23 for subgroup sample sizes.)
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2. Specific Information Requested'
.

Frequent viewers of the series were more likel y to report re-'
quests for three types of.information on bTood pressure.
examinations (Table 3-5),on heart check-ups (Table'3-6Y and
on dental care (Tabler:3-7). In each. case only a Small number
of even high viewers tried to get such information (7 -10 %),
but this was 4% to 6% more often than for nonviewers.

On.blood pressure examinations more than twice as many high.
frequency viewers as nonviewers sought information.

°

-/

Low frequency viewers were not significantly different
from nonviewers; only 6% requested information. These
viewer-nonviewer differences held across all the sub-
groups. People who most o rri asked for such informa-
tionwemthosewhodidnoAuate from high school
(14% of high viewers) and tho with children under
six (13% of high viewers). The people who leaSt often
asked for blood pressure infoimation were 35 54Sfears
old (7.% of high viewers, 3% of nonviewers).

Table

Getting Information on Blood Pressure Examinations

Experimental Group
1Liewers

. Less Non-

Frequent .Frequent viewers

AlT respondents 10%

Education:
College ,

- 9%

High school graduate
Less than high school graduate

, 9%

14%

Sex:

Male 10%

Female 10%

Children:
U68er 6 13%

6-17 10%

None at home 9%

Age:

18-34 10%

35-54 '7%

55+ 12%

6%
,

r
4%

6% 4%
-' 7% 4%

5% 7%

6% 4%

6% '4%

4%' 5%b
- 5% 3%

13%

5% 5 %.

5% 3%,
10% 5%.

(Cell entries are percent who have tried to get blood
pressure. examination information in the past six

months -- `question 5A. See-fable 3-23 for subgroup
sample sizes.)
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Information on heart check-ups was requested by 7% of high frequency
viewers 'and 3% of nonviewers (

Two groups, however, showed much greater interest in heart
information: 11% of those over age 54 and 15% who were
not high scnbol graduates requested it, among high viewers.
These proportions are 9% and 11% higher than heir respec-
'tive nonviewing groups.

Table 3,6-

Getting Information on Meart Check-ups

All respondents

EducatiOn:
College
High school graduate

Q4
Less than high school graduate

Experimental Group
Viewers

Non-
viewersFrequent

Less
Frequent

7%

5%
7%

15%

4%

3%

5%

2%

3%

3%

3%
4%

Sex:
Male 8%- 2% 5%
Female 6% 5% 2%

Children: ,

Under 6 7% 2% 2% t'
6-17 6% 3% 2% 4
None at home 8% 4%

t Age:
`1, 18-34 .. 6% 3% 4%

, 35-54 5% 3%° 3%
55+ 11% 6%

1

2%

(Cell entries are percent who have tried to get in-
formation on heart check-ups in the last six monthi. --
question 5B. See Table 3-23 for subgroup sample
sizes.)
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Infortion ion where to _get dental care was sought by 10%,of
frequeFt Feeling. Good viewers, only 6% of vonviewers.-

Target audience groups: More adults 18-34 and parents
Of pre-school childrewtried.to get this information
than other subgrodps.. In fact, viewing patents of prei-
school children'were more than twice as likely as non-

, viewing parents to seek this` information.

Table 3 -7

Getting Information on Dental Care

4P

)

Experimental Group
Viewers

Nan-
viewersFrequent

Less
Frequent

All respondents 1 10% 8% 6%

Education:
College 9% 8% 4%
High school graduate 10% 7% 8%
Less than high school graduate 13% 7% 6%

Sex:
Male
Female

r.

9 %.

11%
7%

8%
6%
6%

Children:
Under 6 ( 16% 12% %

6-17 10 8% 5%
None at home 8% 6%

Age:
18-34 15% (10% 9%
35-54 49, 5% 4%
55+ 8% 7* -4%

/(Cell.entries are percerit who have -tried to get ,in-
formation on where to get dental care within the

.

last six months -- question 5C. See Table 3- 231for
subgroup sample sizes.) a

.

There were three questions asked which showed no significant
-viewer-nonviewer differences in information-seeking. These
dealt with drinking problems, female breast checks, and
children's eyesight and hearing tests. The only notable re-
'sults were for two subgroups on the breast examination ques-
tion. Significantly. more high school non7graduates and people
over age 54 asked for information,

r
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Examinations

Respondents were also asked several quettion5-AboUtifferent
types of health check -ups' physical eXaminatiOn4,tlood pres-
sure tests,.. Pap tests, recommending someone else haye a .Pap71,
test; ancLdental examinations. In the ftrst:foueAnttancet

rthere were significant viewer-nonviewee'differences.

Frequent viewers were most likely to report a phys cal exam;
followed. 'less frequent 'viewers and nonviewets.

In the case of asymptomatic physical examination's

("when nothing was bothering you"), 67% of frequent
viewers have'had one in the past year, compared to
58% of low frequency viewers and 56% of onviewers. .

Thispattern is maintained across subg and is
most pronounced among men, those over a (- 4, and
people with.some college (high viewer-nonviewer,
differences of 19%, 18% and 16%, respectively).''

Table "3-8

Recency of Physical Examinations

All respondents.

Education:
College
High school graduate,
Less than high school graduate,

Sex:
Mal e

Female

Children:
Under .6

6-17
None at howe

Age:
18-34

.10 35-54
55+

EXperimental Group
Viewers

Non-

i+ewersFObquent
Less

frequent .

67%. 58% 56%

71 %- 58% 55o
.63% 61% 57%
60% 63% 53%

60% 46% 41%
'71% 67.% 65%

65% 56% 61%.
.65% 55% - 66%
68% 63% 54%

67% 62% , 54%4
62% 56% .57%
73%- ,62ra 55%

(Celj entries are percent'whePhve had
exa nada within the pas ar even
was bothering them -- q stion 7. e
for tubgroup sample sizes.) /.

a physical \

if nothing
Table 3-23

4



More viewers than nonviewers report a blood pressure check 'within
the past year.

()

Table 3-9

All respondents

Education:
`,Colle
High s
Less th

Sex:
Male
Female

Blood Aressure Check in Last Year

1,
graduilte

,
,

high school graduate

Children:
Under 6
6-17
None at home

. Age: ,

18-34
35-54
55+

Experimental Group'
Viewers

Less Non-
Frequent Frequent viewers

82% '79% 76%

84% . 77% 74%
'82% 79% 77%
76% 82 %, 77%'-'

78% 72%
',

66%
85% 83% 82%

87% 71% 78%
79% 73% 74%
83% 84% 76%

8 77% - 72%
83 0 79% 78%
86% 81% 78%

(Cell entries are percent who have bad a blood
pressure check in the past year -- questforiff.
See -Table 3-23 for subgroup sarhple sizes.)
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With regard to blood pressure exams, much larger_ viewer-nonviewer
differences characterize suggesting to someone else.that they

have a check -up.

.Frequent viewers(of Feeling Good report this in 61% of
the cases, while only 46% of nonviewers do. so. This

viewer, advantage is. Magnified most for-people between

ages 35 and 54 (+21%), but all other subgroups.also
display this pattern.

Table 3-10

SuggestelirBlood Pressure Examination to- SomeoneElse

Experimental Group' -

Viewers",,

All respondents

Education:
College
Nigh school graduate
Less than high school graduate

eex:
Male
Female

.Children:
Under 6
6-17
None at home

Age:

18-34
35-54
55+.

Less
icFrequent Frequent PviiielWers

61%, 54% 46%

59% 50% 44 %.
ti

63% 55% 47%

63% 68% 54%

56% 38%
64% 59% 51%

57% 53%. 44%,

60%. 54% 44%
63% 56% 48%

55% 47%
68% 59%

4,13%.
47%

62% 60% 51%
.

No
(Cell entries are percent who have ever suggested
a blood pressure exam to someone else -- question

88. See Table 3-23 far subgroup sample sizes.)

Note: Question wording 'aske0 if respondent ever made such a suggestion:
This suggestion could conceivably haveRA made prior to the
series' advent; thus Ole-data'do not provide an unequivocal
measure of effect. Clearer evidence appeArs.in Table 3-20. ,

I
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Viewers were also. more likely_than others to suggest someone
else have a Pap test.

The series also appears to have had a secondary effeCt
on viewers-. Substantially more of those attending tci
the series, particularly women under 55 years,0d, say
they have suggested to someone else that they should
have a-Pap test.

Table'3-11

Suggesting Someone Else Have a Pap Test

Total women

Education: .

College \.

High schopl graduate

Experimental Group
Viewers-.

4

Non?
viewers

Less
Frequent .

66%,

64%
467%.

_:frequent

. 61%

61%
0

60%'

54% .

52%
57%

Less than high school graduate
r

-65% 61% 51%

Sex:
Male ON Mb.

Female 66% 61i 54%

Children: °Th

Under 6 70% 62% 59%
6-17 66% 63% 59%
None at,home 65% 58% 46%

Age:

18-34 68% 60% , 58%
35-54 69% 63% 57%
55+ 57,% 58%, ' . 38%

(Cell entries are percent of-subgroup reporting That
they had ever suggested to a friend or relative that
she should get a Pap test -: question. 38; asked OTT
women only. See Table 3-24 for subgroup sample sizes.)

Note: Question wording asked if respondent ever made such a suggestion.
This suggestion could conceivably have made prior to the
series' advent; thus the-data do not provide an unequivocal mea-
sure of effect. Clearer evidence appears in table 3-21.
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4. Poison Control

Adults who watched four or more episodes of Feeling Good were
substantially more likely to say they have the telephone num-
ber bf the local poison control center posted near their tele-
phone.

Table 3-12

Poison Control Telephone Number. Near Own Telephone

Ail~ respond,s

Educattion:

College
High school graduate
Less than high school graduate

o

.

Experimental Group
Viewers-

Non-

viewersFrequent
Less
Frequent,

,

48%

47%
;49%

5..L,L

38%

39%
37%

38%

36%

36%
37%

36%

Sex:

Male 50% 36% 35%
Female. 47%. 40 %- 37%

Children:
Under 6

A
' 57% 52% 46%

6-17 56% u44% 44%

None at home, 42%, 33% 29%

At3e:

18-34 46% 37% 34%

35-54 45% 40% 41%
55+ . 55% 39% 33%

(Cell entries are percent saying they have poison
control number posted *----question 10. See Table-

-23 for/subgroup sample sizes.)

ktw
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B. GROSS CHANGES, PRETEST- POSTTEST

In an effort to better utilize data developed from the anel design,
answers given on the posttest in June were compared. responses

,given by the same group of respondents on the behal, oral baseline in
November, 1974. Not all questions contained in both measures were
amenable to such measurement, however. Responses given'to questions
..not worded identically were not-strictly comparable within aponel
-analysis. Most question wording changes Came as a result of program
goal reformulatioh and programming changes. Several questions were
more appropriately recast for a post-only measurement and, as a re-
sult, were not comparable to their antecedents. .5ignificant differ-
ences were found in 10 of the approximately 25 questions amenable to
this analytic model. This is intended as a point of information
rather than as a result in and of itself. Many of the questions were
repeated more as a'check on possible biases rather than in any expec-
tation of show effect.

We were here trying to relate change -- behavioral and attitudinal --
to frequency of viewing. We believed that health items receiving
treatment in specific shows, once or twice over a period of several
shows, wou3d not effect change measurable by the number of shows
viewed. The changes in program format and approach, and subsequent
alterations in research design, precluded any attempt to relate pre-
test-posttest measurements, to show-specifie iewin . We were limited
to use of this analytic variable (level ofviewing or an assessment
of series effect. Items where change could conceiv bly be related to
frequency of viewing were: health opinions, request ng health infor--
mation from television, requesting information on whe .to get specific
health care, vari9us health examinations, health opinio , and recom-
mending various health procedures to others. These item were analyzed
with the following pre-post analytic model':

PRETEST RESPONSE X POSTTEST RESPONSE X tEVEL OF VIEWING

Findings: Seasons A and B Pretest to. Posttest Comparison

Frequency Of viewing appears to be positively .correlated with, tn-
creases in requests for health information, health examinations and
recommending various health procedures to others;
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Now to Read Tables in This Section

The following tables contain data on questiont repeated fn both November
pretest and June posttest questionnaires. The four data columns are to
be read as follows:

Column

1 Percent of subgroup (frequent viewers, nonviewers,
etc.) responding "yes" to the pretest in November
and "yes" to the posttest in June.

2 Percent of subgroup responding "yes" to the pre- c
test in November and "no" to the posttest in June.

3 Percent of subgroup responding "no" to the pretest
in November and "yes" to the posttest in June.

4 . Percent of subgroup responding "no" to the pretest
d in November and "no" to the 1posttest in June.

Table-roWs are viewing subgroups of the total population measpred..

Proportions responding "yes" to either measure may be determined by:

Percent "yes" in November -- Column 1 + Column 2
-----

Percent "yes" in -- Column 1 +-Column 3

A

p

1

F!'

1

a,
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1

Among frequent viewers there. was ,a marked incqlase in the prowtion

reporting-more information from the broadcast media.

There was a net gain of 16% saying they got more informa-
tion in June over those saying they got more information
in November.

Less frequefit viewers and nonviewers did not exhibit this
pattern. In fact, nonviewers wereoless likely to report
more information in June than they were to report getting
more in November.

Table 3-13

Get More Health Information Now ,

Compared to six months or so ago, do you get a different
amount of health information from radio and television
than you used to' ?* e

ti

Pretest:, November Yes -- November. No -- November.

.
,

Posttest: June
Yes,
June

No,

Auhe
Yes

June -A'

) NO;

,

June

(3706) Total -4 100% 27% '- 17 18 38 .,'

A( 802) Frequent
Viewers 100%_ 9% 27 19

( 956) Less
Frequent

. Viewers 100% 28% 19 21' 33

(1948) Nonviewers 100% 22% 20 14 44

Example of how to read table: In November, 42% of nonviewers reported
getting more health information from television and radio now than six

. months ago (22% + 20%); 36% reported this in June (22% + 14%). In
June, 6% fewer nonviewers said they got. more information then than six
months ago - 42% - 16% . 6%. Comparing differint viewing subgroups;
27% of the fetquent viewers reported getting more information Oom
television and radio in June but answered no to the same-question in

.November. converselY. 11% answered f November that they got More in-
forMatian and answered different) n

r
June, a net increase of 16% from

November to June (27%,- 11% = 16%f Among nonviewers, there was a 6%
- net decrease in the proportion repoeting more information, 14% - 20% .

-6,C. '..
. .

..

*Response categories: "Get more information how" "Get 'less inform n now;"
"Get about the same amount; Get no information;" Not sure." " es " mieans.
"more infdrMation now, "No" means all other answers. f.
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Frequent viewers of Feelitig Good demonstrated a substantial in-
crease in the proportion reporting a request for health1Thforma-i
tion offered on television in the six months previous -- from
7% in Wovember to 15% in June, a net increase of U.

Table 3-14

Sent for Heal .h Information in Past Six Months

In the last six month ave you sent for any health informa-
tion thatYou saw ofFere. on television?

Pretest: November yes -- November' No -- November

Posttest7--.Iine
Yes,

June
No

June
Yes;
June

No,

t.lune

(3706) Total 100% 1% 2 '5 92

( 802) Frequent
Viewers 100% 3% 4 12 8'1-'1

(-956) Less
Frequent,
Viewers '100% 1%

.,

3 5 , 91

(1948) Nonviewers 100% 1% 1 95

, Example of how to read
request, in the 1
television (I% +
crease of 2% fro
7% of, frequent vi
test in November
an increase of 8

O

table: In November, 2% of nonviewers reported a
t six months ._for health information offered on
%); 4% reported this in June (1% + 3%), an in-
November to June. Comparing viewing subgroups,
wers said they requested informatibn on the pre-
3% + 4%)'while 15% said/A-is in June (3% + 1,2%),
from November to June. ,

a2
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Among frequent viewers there was a noticeable increase in the
proportion reportinqa request for.informatiOn on blood pres-
sure tests in the"past six months -- fromr7rin November to
10% in june,.a net increase -of 3%. Among'nonviewers there

.swan no change. A very large, majority of all respondend-in-
dfcated, on the pretest-that they already knew where to get a
blood pressure check, so little increase was possible.

, Table 3-15

Tried to Get Information on Blood Pressure ExpinalPons

In the last six months, did you try to getinforAtion on
where to get a blood pressure examination for yourself or
someone else?,

I
11 Pretest: November Xes -- November No -r November

Posttest: June
Yes,
June

No,

June
yes,

June
No,

June '

(3706) Total 100% 1% .4 . - 5 90

( 802) Frequent
Viewers 100% 2% 5 - 8 85

( 956) Less
Frequent

_Viewers 100% s) 1% 4 6 89

(1948) NonviewerS 100% "1% R 4 4 91 '

.4

Example of.how to Bead table: In Novembek .5i of nonviewers reported a'
regAst on where to get a blood press re check in the last six months
(1% + 4%); 5% also reported this.ifi Jdfie (1% +.,4%)0 no net change be7
tween measurement periods. Comparing viewing subgroups, 7% of fre-
quent viewers said they requested such information in the November
pretest (2% + 5%) while 10% said this in June (2% + 8%), an increase
of 3% from November to June.
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Frequent viewers recOrded a proportional slight increase in
reporting requests for heart check-up information; nonviewers
a slight decrease.

While the intragroup changes from pretest to posttest
are not statistically significant, this table serves
as a guide to interpreting intergroup differences on
the, posttest.

Table 3-16

Tried to Get Information on Heart Check-ups

An the past six months did you try to get information on
where to get a heart check-up, for yourself or someone
else?

Pr\etest: November Yes -- November vt, No- -- November

Posttest: June
Yes,

June
No, -

June
Yes,
June

No,

June

(3706) Total 100% 1 .4 3 92

( 802) Frequent
',Viewers 100 %. 88

( 956) Less'
Frequent
Viewers 100%

---
1

.

3 3 93
.

(1948) Nonviewes/100% 1 3 2 94

ti

ExaMple of how to read table: In NovemberA, 4% of nonviewers reported re-
questing heart check-up information. (l%4 3%); 3% reported this in
June (1% + 2%), a decrease of 1% from_November to June. Comparing
viewing subgroups, 6% of-frequent viewers said they made this re-
quest in the November pretest (1% + 5%) while 7% said this in June
(l + 6%), an increase of 1% from November to June.

94,-
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A comparison of pretest and posttest self-..reports. for dental
information requests finds fewer frequent viewers'and non-
viewers reporting this request. There was,' however, 'a greter-
40Orease among nonviewers than among frequentaiewers. On the
pretest, a large majority of respondents knew where to get
dental care, so little change was possible,

'

Table 3-17

Tried to Get Information on Sources of Dental Care

In the past six months, have you tried to get information on .

where to get dental care?

I

Pretest: Novettlber Yes -- November
,

, No November

Posttests June
Yes,
Jyne

,

No,

Jun -

Yes,

June ' '

No,

June

-(3706) Total
,

100% 02 9 5 84

( 802) Frequent

ikt
Viewers 100%

.
.

4

1

10

.

. 7 79

( 956) Less

Frequent
Viewers "100% ' 3 8

a

5 84
N

(1948) NonvieWers 100% 2 9 4 85

10

.0

Example of how to read table: In November, 11% of nonviewers reperted.a re-
quest for dental care. information (2% + 9%); 6 reported this in June
(2% + 4%), a decrease of 5%. Comparing viewing subgroups, 14% of fre-
quent viewers said they requested this information in November (4% +
10%) while 11% said this in June (4% + 1 %), a decrease of 3%.

9
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Substantially more frequent viewers report an asymptomatic physical
examination in the past year in Juno than in November, 66% vs-. 52%.
There was a slight increase Tn the proportion ofnonviewers saying
this in June, 55% vs. 49% in November.

), °Table 3-18

Had aft Asymptomatic Physical in'Past Year

About how long ago did you have the last physical examination
when nothing was bothering you?

Pretest: November Yes -- November' No -- November

Posttest: June
Yes,

June
No,
June

Yes,
June

No,

June

J3706) Total 100 39 11 19 31

( 802) frequent
Viewers 100%

.

44 8

"

, 22. 26

( 956) Less
Frequent
Viewers .1,00 % 39 12 21 28

(1948) Nonvjewers 100%
a

-37

..a

12 18 33

d.

Example of how to read table: In November, 49% of nonviewers reported a
physical exam in the last year (37% 4 12%455% said this in June
(37% + 18%), an increase of 6%. Comparing different viewing subgro ,ips,
52% of frequent viewers said this in NoveNber (44%4 8%) while 66% /

said this in June (44% + 22%), an itlireasebf 14t from November to
June.

9G
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Among frequent vjewers.there was a 4% increaie.in the proportion
reporting a blood pressure check tnAhe past year, from 79% in
November to 83% in June... there was a corresponding nrincrease
fn this reported behavior among nonviewers.

Table 3-19

Had a Blood Pressure ChecOn the Past Year

When, if ever, was the last time you had your blood pressure
checked?

Pretest: -November, Yes -- November
- ,

No -- November

Posttest: June
Yes,
June

No,

June
Yes,

June
No,

June

(3706) Total , 100% 67

__.

10 11 11 ',

( 802) Frequent
Viewers 100% 71 8 12 9 lb

_..,

( 956) Less.
Frequent
Viewers 100%

A N ,

69

.

11 1Q

.

(1948) Nonviewers 100% 9 11 15.

Q fi

/ 1

Example of how.to read table: In November, 74% of nonviewers reported a
blood pressure test in the past year (65% + 9%); 76% reported this in k
Jung (65% + 11%), an increase of 2% from November tb June. Comparing -,

viewing subgroups, 79% of frequent viewers reported this in November
(71% + 8%) versus 83% to June (71% + 12%), an increase of 4%'from
November to June.

,97
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Viewers exhibited a 5% increase from November to June in ,the
proportion reporting recommending" someone ese have a blood-

- *pressure check. There was no; change on this behavior among
nonviewers.

Table 3-20

Suggested a Blood Pressure Check to Someone. Else

Have you evertsuggested to anyone else that they should get
their blood pressure checked?

Yo

Pretest: November Yes -- November No -, November

Posttest: June
Yes,
June '

No,

June
Yes,

June
No,

June

(3706) Total 100% ' 36 12 15 37

( 802) Frequent
Viewers 100% .44 12 17 , 27

( 956) Less
Frequent
Viewers, 100% 39 s 9 14 38

(1948) Nonviewers 100% 33 14 14 39

Example of how to read table: In November, 47% of nonviewers reported ever
suggesting that someone else get their blood pressure checked (33% +
14%); the same proportion said this in June. Comparing viewing sub-
groups, 56% of frequent viewers said this in November (44% + 12%) ver-
sus 61% in June (44% + 17%), an increase of 5% frOm November to June.
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Among frequent viewers there was a marked increase from November
to June in the proportion reporting they recommended someone else
have a Pap test, from 59% to 66%. There was a smaller increase
among nonviewers, from 51%.-to 53%.

Table 3 -21

Suggested Someone Else Have a Pap Smear

Have you ever suggested to .a friend or relative that Ne shouTd
_) get a Pap test?

Pretest: November Yes -- November No -- November

-Posttest: June
Yes,

June
No,

June
Yes;
June

No,
June

(2758). Total 100% 42 16 10 22

( 613) Frequnt
Viewers 100%- 49 10 17, 24

( 710) Less
Frequent
Viewers 100% 45. 10 16 29

(1435) Nonviewers 100% 39 12 14 35

9

Example of how to read table: In November, 51% of nonviewers reported
recommending a friend or relative have a Pap test (39% + 12%); 53%
gip this in June (39% + 14%), an increase of 2% from November to
June. Comparing viewing subgroups, 59% of frequent viewers said
this in November (49% + 10%) while 66% said this in June (49% + 17%),
an increase of 7% from November to June.

93
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There was a marked increase from pretest to posttest in the
proportion of frequent viewers reporting having posted the
telephone number of the local poison control center, from
36% to 48%. There was a similar but slightly smaller in-
crease among nonviewers, from 27% to 36%,.

Table 3-22

Has Poison Control Number Near Telephone

Do you have the telephone number of the poison control center
.for your area posted near your telephone.

Pretest: November Yes -,- November No -- November

Posttest: June
Y-es,,

June
No,

June

Yes,

June
NQ,

June

(3706) Total 100% 22 7 17 54

( 802) Frequent,
Viewers 100% 29 7 19 45

( 956) Les's

Frequent
Viewers 100%

.

21 6

.

18 55

(1948) Nonviewers 100% .20 7 16 57

Example of how to read table: In November, 27% of nonviewers reported
having posted the telephone number of the local poison control center
(20% + 7%); 36% reported this in June (20% + 16%), an increase of 9%

from November to June. Comparing viewing subgroups, 36% of frequent
viewers said they,did this in November (29% + 7%) while 48% said this

in June (29% + 19%), an increase of 12% from November to June.

'100

A!*
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Table 3 -23

Subgroup Sample Sizes

Experimental Group
Viewers e

Non-
viewersFrequent

Less
Frequent All

All respondents (3,706) 802 . 956 1,758 1;948

Education:
Col lege (1,821) 405 480 .885 936
High school graduate
(1,360) 297 337 634 726

Less than high school
graduate (524) 100 139 239 285

Sex:

Male (944) 189 246 435 509
Female (2,758) 613 710 ' 1,323 1,435

Children:
Under 6 (915). 212 238 450 465
6-17 (1,424) 272. 374 646 778
None at home (1;784) -403 449 852 932

Age:
18-34 (1,552) 348 411 759 793
35-54 (1,288) 266 A35 601 687
55+ (860) 186 209 395 445'

1 0 I
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Table 3-24

Subgroup Sample Sizes

(Questions asked of women only)

Experimental Group
Viewers

Non-
viewersFrequent

Less
Frequent All

Total women (2,758) 613 710 1,323 1,435

Eduction:
College (1,258) 291 333 624 - 634
High school graduate
(1,090) 246 265 511 579

Less than high school
graduate (410) 76 112 188 222

Sex: ,

Male
Female 2,758) 613 710 1,323 1,435

Children:
Under 6 (747) 173 190 363 384

6-17 (1,107) 212 290 502 605
None at home (1,250) 298 314 612 638

Age:

18-34 (1,159) 259 s 305 564 595

35-54 (987) . 209 259 468 519
55+ (609) 143 145 288 321
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CHAPTER 4

°Season B

Panel Measures

Pretest -- Posttest

This chapter reports on data collected in the final in-
terviewing wave described in the introduction. Data are
included from Season 8 only. The data are based only on
2,434 respondents completing the Season B baseline in
April and the final questionnaire in June. Adults not
responding to the final measure are not included in this
analysis.

PreteSt: Cognitive baseline administered in April
to provide an estimate of respondent
knowledge of specific topics before Feel-
ing Good episodes dealing with those
topics were broadcast.,

Posttest: Post-series measurement repeating knowl-
edge items in above and measuring respon-
dent viewing.

Note on Reading Tables

Except as noted, table differences from 100% are "not reported" or
"no answer."
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Summary: Chapter 4

1. In an example of analysis accounting for pretest difference
and bias, individuals were examined for changes in their
health knowledge over a period of about six weeks. They
were administered a questionnaire containing a test of knowl-
edge in four health areas: vision; breast cancer, stress,
and doctor-patient communications. This test was adminis-
tered both before and after Feeling Good shows covering
these topics were broadcast, and changes were tabulated by
whether an individual watched a particular show.

2. The impact of Feeling Good on viewers can most clearly be shown
by one program, on vision problems of children and adults. The
following viewing effects were evident:

Glaucoma symptoms -- among viewers, a net Q% in-
crease in the proportion knowing glaucoma e'en be
nearly asymptomatic; among nonviewers, no change.

Amblyopia definition -- among viewers, a net 15%
increase in the proportion knowing what amblyopia
is; among nonviewers, a 1% decreae.

Amblyopia symptoms -- among viewers, a 10% net in-
crease in the proportion knowing children may have
amblyopia without obvious symptoms; among nonview-
ers, a 1% decrease.

3. Also effective in improving viewer health knowledge was the
Feeling Good broadcast on breast cancer with Julia Child and
Dick Cavett.

o

-Breast self-examination -- among viewers, a ln
net increase in the proportion knowing the optimum
frequency to examine breasts for lumps; among hOn7
viewers,,a 4% net increase.

Breast cancer recovery -- among viewers,( 5% net
increase in the proportion knowing breast cancer
can be cured with early detection and treatment;
among nonviewers, a 1% net increase.
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How to Read Tables in This Chapter

The following tables contain data on questions repeated in both cognitive
pretest and, posttest questionnaires. The four data columns are to be
read as follows:

Column

1

2

3

Percent of subgroup (viewers, nonviewers, etc.)
responding correctly to the pretest in April
and correctly to the posttest in June.

Percent of subgroup responding correctly. to the
pretest in April and incorrectly to the4Osttest
in June.

Percent of subgroup responding incorrectly to
the pretest in April and correctly to the post-
test in June.

4 Percent of subgroup responding incorrectly to
the pretest in April and the posttest in June.

Table rows are viewing subgroups of the total population measured.

Proportions responding correctly to either measure may be determined by:

Percent correct in April Column 1 + Column 2

Percent correct in June -- Column 1 + Column 3

Definitions

Gross Change: For any viewing subgroup, the sum of columns 2 + 3;
.

i.e., the total proportion. of respondents giving
different answers on pretest and posttest.

Net Change: . For any viewing subgroup, the difference between
columns 2 and 3 column 3 - column 2 net change,
pretest to posttest.

Although there are many possible comparisons with the data included in
this chapter, the basis for inclusion of a finding is a significant dif-
ference between viewer net change and viewers of other shows net change.
All findings presented in the chapter are statistically significant at
a 95% confidence level or greater.
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Season B

Panel Measures

Pretest -- Posttest

One intent of the revised research design.was to assess the effects of
specific Season B shows on respondent knowledge and behavior. This in-
tent was implemdnted by an examination of respondent knowledge and be-
havior regarding specific health topics both before and after broadcasts
of shows covering those topics. The experimental design allows for an
examination of both gross and net effects of viewing.

Unfortunately, a source of error detected by Converse a few years ago --
the "non-attitude" problem, or the propensity of individuals to respond
randomly over time* -- bears heavily on this model. The analytic design
employed herein allows us to detect most differences in random changes
over time from those resulting from viewing. An examination of stayers
from time 1 to time 2, and changers -- both positive and negative re-
sults -- allows us to distinguish the net effects of viewing from random
effects.

Another 'source of error discussed earlier also confounds this data
the "self-selection" problem. We have employed the same approach used
elsewhere in this report in a survey context -- using viewers of other
shows but not the particular show as a control for self-selection.

The basic scheme consists of analysis of three subgroups
of individuals responding to both Season B cognitive pre-
test and ppsttest:**

Viewers of particular shows (Season B
shows four to eight).

Viewers of at least one Season B show
but not the one covering the topic of
interest.

Nonviewers of any Season B show.

lA

*"Attitudes and Non-attitudes: Conttpation of a Dialogue," Edward Tufte,
ed., The Quantitative Analysis of Social Problems, Reading: 'Addison-
Wesley, 1970, pp. 168-189.

*The reader should note that there were no such comparisons made on unpre-
tested respondents and therefore no estimate of panel effect. A detailed
exposition on possible panel effects may be found in the introduction and
Chapter 5 of this volume.
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Health Knowledge

0

There were 19 knowledge questions repeated on both measures
which fell into two slightly different analytic typologies:

17 questions allowed analysis of respondents'
answers on the pretest-and the posttest.

2 question( masured jntensity of a belief or
attitude and were analyzed for changes in a

"positive direction."

Changes in knowledge related to viewing or not viewing a particular show
may be assessed with the following categories:

Correct on both pretest and posttest -- 'individua/t
relatively unaffected by viewing or nonviewing.
I

Incorrect on both pretest and posttest -- individuals
relatively unaffected by viewing or nonviewing.

Correct on pretest and incorrect on posttest --

individuals who appear to regress or backslide;
could be related to nonviewing if viewers do not
have a high proportion of regression, or may be
random response.

Incorrect on pretest and correct on posttest-- -

individuals who show effect Df viewing if nonviewers
exhibit significantly less positive change. Other-
wise, this, would most likely reflect random pattern.

Findings: Season B Pretest to Posttest Comparison

The Season B show on vision, covering glaucoma and amblyopia, had a
measurable impact on the viewing audience.

Among the four Season B shows evaluated with this design, the vision pro-
gram stands out as having effected substantial and Wasurable increases
in knowledge among viewers. There was also significantly less random
change among viewers than other respondents on the vision questions. The
shows on breast cancer and stress also produced'more measurable differ-
ences among the viewer population than nonviewer, although effect was
limited to fewer topics within the broad areas of show coverage.

The doctor-patient communications program did not effect measurable dif-
ferences in knowledge across various viewer/nonviewer groups. The intent
of this program was decjdedly subtle to the degree that any change in
attitude would be difficult to detect within the context of this survey.

A

Finally, this analysis provided the one chagoe to measure learning ef-
fects of the show on individuals. The tablls presented in this chapter
provide several empirjcal examples of Feeling Good's effect on individ-
ual viewers.
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Vision

This Program had a noticeable and significant effect in improving respon-
del knowledge about vision -- both about amblyopia and glaucoma.

Although there were no clear learning effects, of viewing
associated with knowing how often adults over 35 should
have their eyes checked for glaucoma, the nonviewing sub-
groups exhibit a decrease in knowledge from pretest to
posttest.

Table 4-1

How oftenshould people pvei'''35 have their eyes checked
for glaucoma? (Q. 12a)

Pretest: April Correct -- April Incorrect -- April

Posttest: June
Correct
June

Incorrect
June

Correct
June

Incorrect
June,

(2434) Total 100% 36%
i

22 12 30

( 155) Viewed
Show 100% 38% 14

.

14 ,33

C 804) Viewed Other
' Season B but

Not This
Show 100% 38% 21

,

11

'

10

(1475) Nonviewer of N

Season B 100% 35% 23 12 30

49

Example of how to r6ad table: Among nonviewers, 58% answered the'guestion
-

correctly in April (35% + 23%); 47% answered correctly in June (35%
12%). In June,'11% fewer nonviewers answered correctly than in April
58% - 47% = 11%. Comparing different viewing subgroups, among viewers
there was,no difference between the proportion .correct in April/in-
correct.in June (14%) and the proportion incorrect in April /correct
in June (14%).
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There was a
that glauto

,gain in -the propor
can be asymptomatic.

A

. .

of viewers,0 thevision show knowing

Table 4-2'

r)

What do you think about this-statementk -.."A person can have,
Tiikoma and not know it." (q. 128)

I

Pr4etest:- April Correct -- April correct -4, April

Posttest: June
Correct'
dune

-,.
55%

Incorrect
June

11

Correct
June '

13

Incorrect
June

5
-21(A34) Total 100%

( 155) Viewed
Show 100% -Si%

L

(

10

'.'

19

eh

14

( 804) Viewed Other
Season B but
Not This
Show 100% 60% \ 0

. , .

/

')2" 18

i.

'

1475) Nonviewer of
Season B 100% 53%

/

12 12 23

,...-

4

4
Example of how to read.table: Among viewers, 1 % answered correctly In June

after an incoNct answer in April; 10%a swered incorrectly in' June
after alorrect answer in April -- 19% - 11%, a p'et gain 0.9% in!thr
proportion answeringlcorrectly.

t.

-66
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Amon viewers there was a marked increase in knowledge of what amblyopia
is. 'There was a net-gain

and answering correctly on the'posttest.
f. 15% of those viewing who did not know the

answer at the time 0 the
'

The two, nonvieing gropps showed only random change between
the two measures with nearly equal proportions gaining and
oecreasing;in knowledge on this item. .

if
Table 4-3

As far as you know, amblyopia is the cdhdition of. (Q..138)

Pretest: April Correct -- April Incorrect -- April

Posttest: June
Correct
June

Incorrect
June

Correct
June

Incorrect
June

(2434) Total 100% 25% : 8 8 59

( 155) Vievied
Shbw, 100% 28% 4 19 50

( 804) Viewed 'Other
Season B but
Not This
Show 100% 26% 9 58'

(1475) Nonviewer of
Seasqn B T00% 24%

.61

Example of how to read table: Among viewers, 1.9% answered correctly in
J ter an incorrect answer in April;.4% answered incorrectly in
Ju ter a correct-answer April. -- 19% - 4%, net gain of 15% I

in th prbportion answering correctly.

6
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Thote whd watched the vision show exhibited 4 10% net increaSeAn'.the
proportion knowing that-a chticrmAli have amblyopia and appear_t6 haVe
normal vision.

1

Table 4-4

A child with amblyopia may see well with only one eye, and
appear to have normal vision. (Q. 13C)

IJ

Pretest: April Correci-- April Incorrect -L- April

Posttest: June
Correct
June

Incorrec t

June
Correct
June

Incorrect

June

(2434) Total 100% 25% 10 10 55

("155) Viewed
Show 100% 27% 10 20 43

(':804) Viewed Other
Season B but

° Not This )
Show (100% 29% 10 10 52

(1475) Nonviewer of
Season B 100% 24% 10 9 57

1.

Example of hoWAo read table: Among, viewers, 20% answered correctly in
June aftgr an incorrect answer in April; 10% answered incorrectly
in June after a correct answer in April -- 20% - 10% a gain of
10% in the proportion answering correctly.

A



Breast Cancer

Viewers learned the optimum frequency for examining their breasts for lumps.

A substantial increase in the proportion of respondents knowing
the optimal frequency for women to examine their breasts for
lumps occurred among those who watched the,Feeling Good show on
breast cancer featuring Julia Child as guest star.

Table 4-5

How often should women examine their breasts for lumps? (Q. 14D)

Pretest: April- Correct -- April . Incorrect -- April'

Posttest: June
Correct
June

Incorrect
June

Correct [Incorrect
June

[Incorrect
June

(2434) Total 100% 50% 10 14 26

( 503) Viewed
Show 100% 51% 6

1

18 25

( 456) Viewed Other ,

Season B but
Not This
Show 100% 50% 12

.

12 27,

(1475) Nonviewer of
Season B 100% 50% 10 14 26

r

.. . .ir
. .

1

Example of how to read table: Among viewers, 18% answered correctly in
June after an incorrect answer in April; 6% answered incorrectly in
June after a correct answer in April -- 18% - 6%, a,net gain of 12%

r in the proportion answering correctly.
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Among viewers of the breast cancer show there was a 5% net increase in the
proportion-knowing there -is a high recovery rate from breast cancer with
early detection.

Table 44

Even with early Aetection and treatment, a large majority
of women with breast cancer never recover from it. (Q. 14E)

Pretest: APril. Correct -- April
,

Incorrect --,4pril

. Posttest June
Correct
June

Incorrect
June

Correct
June

'Incorrect
June

(2434) Total 1.00% 72% 10 11 8

`( 503) Yiewet
Show;. 100%

,,,,

71% 12 10

( 456) Vie0ed Other
Season B but
Not Thi§
Show . 100% 73% 11 , 8 7

.(1475)Aonviewer of
!Season B 100% 71% 10

aill
11

Example of how to read table: Among viewers, 12% answered correctly in
June after an incorrect answer in April; 7% answered incorrectly in
'June after a correct answer in April - 7%, a net gain of 5%
in the proportion,'answering correctly.

4.
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CHAPTER 5

/

'Season B

The tffects of Viewing on RespondentAnowledge and Behaviors

This section reports on data collected in the final in-
terviewing wave described in the introduction' Data are
included from Season B only. The data are based on 3,705
respondents to the' Season B baseline pretest and Sea a

posttest measure.; Data are .also included from the panel
effects control group.

Panel -- Panel respondents are of two types:

1. Non,Pretested for B -- Those receivipg
the behavioral baseline in November,
one interim measure and the posttest.

)
2. Pretested for B -- Those receiving the

behavioral baseline' in November, the
, cognitive pretest in April and the
posttest.

Control -- Respondents receiving the posttest only.

Note on Reading Tables

Except as noted, table differences from 100% are "not reported" or
"no .onswer."

Pr

4
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Summary:

C

1. The Feeling Goad show on vision had a clear effect-on/viewer
knowledge and behavior.

Twice as many viewers as nonviewers (32% vs. 16%)
reported. a vision check in the past two montht.

, 9% of viewers reported taking a pre-School child
for a.vision check iOthe past two months; 4% of
nonviewers reported this.

2. Season B shows on breast cancer and doctor-patient communica-
tions also had measurable effects bn viewer behaviors in the
past.two months.

Mdre than half (56%) of viewers asked a doctor to
explain something not understood, while only
third (34%) of nonviet4er,s reported this.

26% who viewed reported suggesting to a friend
or relative 'that she.have her breasts examined
by a doctor; 12% of nonOewers reported this.

11.5,

Page
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Viewing Season B Programs

Introduction

While the last chapter examined gross and net changes in knowledge and be-
havior over time while controlling for viewing, this section will attempt
to explain the show's impact measured by differences in viewing'and non -
viewing- atone point in time. As the last chapter attempted to dffferen-
tiate viewing effects from random effects, so here we shall attempt to ex-
plain other biases inherent ine research. The reader, will note that
while some findings of this chapter also appear in Chapter 4, there are
some different findings in each. In the last section we were concerned
with discovering gross changes, i.e. -- shifts within answer categories
by viewing_ subgroups. In this seciiori we are concerned with grbup dif-
ferences among viewing subgroups.'' While no change among viewers in the
last section could be significint (since nonviewers regressed between
measurement points), it (no change).would not be significant here: We

begin by reintroducing possible biases, giving examples of.each, and
then proceeding with the main findings.

Following the revision of the Feeling Good' format for Season B, the research
plan was modified to measure new pi'ogram content. The posttest B instrument
asked a series of questions about viewing of shows four through eight of
Season B and about possible learning from these programs. Here we will out-
line some of the effects of Season B viewing. Later we will compare the
relative impacts of Seasons A and B.

Proper inteepretation.of these data on viewing must begin with a full recog-
nition of potential biases on the results. What might appear to be learning
associated with the .programs could actually be caused by participation in
the research or other factors. We will be looking at these possible biases
and giving examples of how they affect the research findings. These biases
are panel effect and self-selection. Learning effect, having seen thes same
questions previously, is a specific form of panel effect which is also
discussed.

Panel effect -- one risk of repeated interviews with respondents is that
they maybe made more sensitive to the subject matter through mere partici-
pation in the research. In the case ofFeeling Good, it is reasonable to
expect that people continuing in the studY-would watch the programs more
than average. They could also learn more from the same amount of viewing
if the research prompted them to watch more attentively;

The best means of assessing such panel sensitlzation is through comparisons
of people who were and who were not previously interviewed. All respondents
had been interviewed in October for about five minutes by telephone, but
this should have had little impact on those who were not contacted again
before the final questioning iri June. This panel effects control group,
therefore,, can be compared to people'who were interviewed three times --
by telephone, at the A baseline and then either during Season A or Season
B.(April) --,all prior to the final'measure.

11.6



As essing this overall panel sensitization requires isolating this effect
om the effect of prior qUestioning on the specific content of the post-

(
test B Instrument. (The latter is also a form of panel effect, but one
we would like ti" treat separately.) This test, then, involves a comparison
of the panel control group (no interim interviews) to respondents who were
interviewed during Season A, but not during Season B, thus allowing us to
focus on panel effects independent of prior questioning on Season B specific
content.

From this perspective, there is no eneral panel effect.on the data. People
who were interviewed during Season A tree times) are do more likely to
know the correct answer to Season B questions or to display appropriate be-
haviors than someone who had not been interviewed since October.

Apparently, prior interviewing on general health topics did not
make people more attentive to the content of later shows. A
few examples will demonstrate this.

When respondents were asked whether they had suggested to a friend or rela-
tive that she have her breasts examined by a doctor (question 6E), the
following proportions of panel and control groups said they had:

Table 5-1

Total

Panel Control

% (Base) % (Base)

16 (1266) 15 (1066)

Viewer 29 ( 266) 26 ( 303)

Viewer other shows 20 ( 271) 13 ( 225)

Nonviewer 10 ( 729). 11 ( 538)

(Numbers in parentheses are cell'sizes
upon which percentages are based.)

Proceeding by row, nbne of these differences is meaningful (only the "viewer,
other shows" difference is statistically significant), suggesting that prior,
nohrelated interviewing did rot have an effect on this behavior. There is
significant viewer-nonviewer differenqe within the panel group, and it can-

'not be removed by controlling for panel effects.

1
4,
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Similar results were found when respondents were asked if a child could have'';
amblyopia in one eye, but still appear to have normal vision (question 13C).
Again showing panel and control groups, the following proportions give the
correct answer:

Table 5 -2

Total

Panel Control

% (Base) % (Base)

22 '(1266) 26 (1066)

Viewer 36 ( 92) 34 ( 71)

Viewer other shows 23 ( 445) 29 ( 457)..

Nonviewer 2Q ( 729) 23 ( 538)

(Numbers in-parentheses are cell sizes
upon which percentages are based'.)

Clearly, there is no advantage for thepanel group. In fact, the control
group knew the correct answer slightly more often (but not a significant
difference).

There are numerous other examples-showing very similar panel-control dis:-
tributions, all differing only slightly. The net conclusion is that there
was very little of this general panel sensitization. Merely being inter-
viewed had little impact. This is clear in the examples 'here and in other
of the detailed tables.

Effect of prior questioning -- unlike t41;bnel and control groups compared
above, another group of respondents was interviewed prior to the posttest
using the same questions. This is a more direct form of panel sensi-
tization, and had a more dramatic effect on the results, as we shall see.

We would expect that those respondents who had previously been- asked the
questions,to display higher levels,of'knowledgethan either those who had
not been interviewed,before, or.those iwho were nterviewed in Season A.
In most instances, this expectation is confirmed, especially for the set
of questions dealing with amblyopia (questions 13A-C).
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The first of, these questions asked whether respondents had "ever heard" of
this eye condition, a subject Which had been introduced in an earlier ques-
tionnaire. The results show how much more often the "pretested" panel group
answered in the affirmative. Among those 18-34:

Table 5-3

Pretested Non4Pretested . Control
Panel Group Pane Group Group

% (Base) % (Base)' % (Base)

Total

Viewer

Viewer other shows

Nonviewer

. 46

r--77

+28%
I-49

42

(1024)

( 56)

( 346)

( 622).

129

+

37

30

27

(

(

(

(

528)

38)

178)

312)

32

r-44
+6%
L-38

26

(Numbers in parentheses are cell sizes
upon which percentages are based.) /

In all three groups there'are clear viewer /nonviewer differences, but thfs.
is greatly magnified when viewing the program is combined interactively with
prior questioning about amblyopia. The effect of the latter' serves to dis-
tort the true amount of learning that can be attributed to the program.' The
non-pretested and control viewing groups tonsist,of too few cases to be
fully reliable, but probably represent more accurately the extent of learning
attributable to Feeling Good. In any event, the show did have an' effect on
viewers' knowledge.

A question on-the funCtions of stress (question 15A) offers'ancther example
of the impact of prior questioning. Respondents were asked whether stress
could be helpful as well as harmful (a true statement).. The proportions
knowing the correct answer are shoWn below:

( 433)"

( 33)

C 203)

( 19.7

Table 5-4

Total

Panel Group
Non-Pretested
Panel Group

'Control
Group

% (Base)

(2439)

%

56

(Base) % (Base)

64 (1266) 56 (1066)

Viewer r-74 ( 269) r763 ( 166) r-66 ( 146)
4=9% +9% +9%

Viewer other shows 1.--65 ( 692) L-54 ( 371) L--,57 ( 382)

Nonviewer 62 (1478) 56 .( 729) 53. ( 538)

(Numbers in parentheses are cell sizes
upon which percentages are based.)
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(ince again the specific program viewers know the correct answer signifi-
,qantly more often in all three experimental grOupi. In this.case, how-
lvd-r, the size of that difference was not magnified by the viewing/prior
questioning interaction. Notice that the unpretested and control groups
have a very similar distribution. Again, we can see that the programs
had a learning effect, but that this artifact of the research (learning
from prior questioning) must also be considered.

Self-Selection

This form of bias has been a factor in othenpsections of the report. Simply
put, people-who viewed Feeling Good may have started out more knowledgeable
on medical matters than nonviewers. In that case, the extent of incremental
"learning" must be very cautiously interpreted.

In addition .to using pretest-posttest answers (for individual respondents)
to measure learning directly, we can assess self-selection by inference.

When the two viewing groups (of a specific program or of the other programs)
are very similar in terms of knowledge, it is reasonable to infer that view-
ing of the program did not affect knowledge -- implying that the two viewing
groups started out more knowledgeable than nonviewers. When viewers of a
specific program are much more knowledgeable than either of the other groups,
there is probably some genuine learning. When the differences between viewers
of specific shows and viewers of other shows is about equal to the difference
between viewers of other shows and nonviewers, there is probably both self-
selPction and learning.

An example of self-selection and no self-selection should be illustrative.

Have you written down your symptoms before visiting a doctor?
(Percent saying "Yes," preferred answer.) (Q. 6B)

Table. 5-5

Panel Group Control Group

% (Base) % (Base)

Total 14 (3705) 1/ (1066)

Viewer 22 ( 275) 24 ( 106)

Viewer other shows .18 (1223) 20 ( 422)

Nonviewer 11 (2207) 13 ( 538)

(Numbers'in parentheses are cell sizes
upon which percentages are based.)
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The two viewing groups are not equal, but much more like each other than
like nonviewers. In both.pangl and control groups the viewers of show
B-7 did not show very much more knowledge than viewers of other shows.
Also, this latter group was farther above nonviewers than they-should'
have been, considering neither group hig seen the program on doctor- pati -ent
relations. There may have been some ginning, but self-selection seems to
be a better explanation of most of the difference.

Another example will help put-this in perspective by showing learning that
is probably not contaminated by self-selection.

Stress can be helpful as well as harmful.- (Percent saying
'Mostly agree," the correct an dyer.) (Q. 15A)

Table 5-6

Panel Group Control Group

% (Base) % (Base)

Total 61 (3705) 56 (.1066)

Viewer 69 ( 435) 66 ( 146)

Viewer other shows 61. (1063) 57 ( 382)

Nonviewer 60 (2207), 5/3Th ( 538)

(Numbers in parentheses are cell sizes
upon which percentages are based.)

In both groups the viewers of the program covering stress know the correct
response significantly more often. The other two viewing groups display
very similar levels of knowledge to each other. In this instance it is
safe to assume that there was genuine learning as a result of the program.
(Keep in mind, however, this'same question showed a bias due to prior
questiohing.)

Having considered these sources of bias, it is now reasonable to report
other data showing learning about health subjects associated with view-
ing of specific programs of Feeling Good. TO be included in this section,
viewer/viewer of other show comparisons had to be statistically signifi-
cant at the 95% confidence leVel after subtracting any panel effect.
These last few subjects are generally free of panel and self-selection
biases.

Findings

The programming broadcast in the second season of Feeling Good had a dis-
tinct impact on viewers of 'the series as demonstrated by findiKgs rela-
tively unencumbered by the various biases discussed earlier. From, the data
available, it is evident that the show on vision had the greatest measur-
able effect on both behavior and learning of all the Season B offerings.
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Vision

1. Viewers were more than twice'as likely to take a pre-school child for
a vision test since seeing this program than nonviewers, 9% vs. 4%
(Q. 60).

This show appears to have had t6 greatest impact or the
target audience, parents of children under six years old.'
Nearly .one-third of this subgroup who watched the show
reported this behaviOr (33%) while only 15% of the sub-
groupimot watching reported it. The same effect is evi-
dent among viewers with less than &high school education
with 19% reporting taking a pre-school child for a vision
test while 3% of the nonviewer subgroup reported-the be-
havior.

Tabje 5-

Vision

"Have taken pre-schooler for vision test since March."

Total*

Male
Female *.

Education:
College,
High school graduate
Less than high school
graduate*

7 ( 128)

7 ( 81)

19- ( 38)

5 ( 64)
11 ( 183)

Viewer

% (Base)

9. ( 247)

Children: ;

Under 6* t 33 ( 56)

6217
.

17 ( 78) 8
None tt home 2 ( 137)

.')
Age:

18-34* 15 ( 94)

. 35-54 6 ( 80) ,

55+ 4 ( 73)

Viewer
Other Shows Nonviewer

% (Base) % e(Base)

5 (1251) 4 (2207)

17 ( 311.)

( 453)
1 ( 61-7)

9 ( 524)

4 ( 432)

( 61,0)' 4 (1083)
( 469) 4- ( 810)

( 172) 3 ( 314)

4 ( 287)
6 ( 964)

, 2 ( 292)

,

1 (Entries are percent of viewer/demographic ,subgroup 4°

reporting they have taken pre-schooler for vision
test since March -- question 6D.)

15 ( 548) .

5 ( 893)
*6- 030

6 ( 934)

4 (46).
1 ( 495)

.

*Viewer/viewer other shows. comparison significant at 95% confidence level.

**Less thAn .5%. 7
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2.. Theirogram vas also demonstrably effective oh adAbeavior regarding
thef own vision. . ... .

. , ,

Twice as many viewers, 32%, as nonviewers,-16%, reported:,
having had their Own vision .check44 since March. This pat
tern held across all demographic subgroups exce0I. families
with children 16nder 6. However, thiskeffect ts most dra-
matic among adult viewers over 54 with nearly half reporting
a vision check. -

'

o

.1'

Table 5 -8

Vision

"Had vision checksince March."

Total*

Education.:

College*
High school graduate*
Less than high school.
graduate.

Sex:
Vale*

*4 female*/

Children:.
Under 6'1

6-17
None at homl*

, -

Agd:.

X 18-34*
35-54
55+*,

?'

<tY

Viewer
'Viewer Other Shows

% (Base) % (Base)

32 ( 247) 2.0 (1251)

29 ( 128) 17_ ( 610)
32' . ( 81) 18 ( 469)

o

40 ( 38).4 35 (.172)1

39 1r( 64) . 22 ( 287)

29 ( 183)' 19 ( 964)
.

14 (, 56) 10 ( 311d

21 ( 78J 18 ( 453

41 ( 137) 24 ( 617)

23. ( 94) 14 ( 524)

27 ( 80) -19 ( 14372)

49 (_, 73): 32 `I- 292)

Nonviewer

Q% (Base)

16 -(2207)

14

16

24

,15

16

)3
15

17

(1083)

( 810)

( 314j

(1611)

( 548)

( 893)

"(1030)

12' '( 9.M)
14-* ( 7A)
2.5 *(

(Entries are percent of viewer/demographic suOgroup
reporting they had vision check since March -, cues- '

Lion 6C.)
4

t 4

''.4114

*Viewer/viewer other shows comparison Significant
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Appreciably more vieWers alsAnew that glaucoma can be asymptomatic.

Table 5-

Vision

"A person cane have glaucoma and not know i

Total*

'Education:
College*
High school graduate*
Less than high school
graduate

Sex:
Male
Female*

Children:
;,Under 6

.

6-17
None at home*

Age:
18-34*

55+

Viewer

% (Base)

Viewer
- Other Shows Nonviewer

(Base). (Base)

(2207),77 ( 247) 70 (1251) 67

81 . ( 128) 73 ( 610) 72

( 8l 67 ( 469) 60

66 ( 38) 70 172) 65

74 ( 64) 74 ( 287)6 66

79 ( 183) 68 ( 964) 67

69 ( 56) 112 ( 311) 59

72 ( 78) 69 ( 453) , 64
82 .( 137) 73 ( 617) 70

( 94) 59 ( 524) 58

82 ( 80) ,78 ( 432) 72

74 ( 73) 77' (- 292) 73

(Entries are percent of viewer/demographic subgroup
agreeing that a person can have glaucoma and not
know it -- question 12B.) 4-

(1083)

( 810) 9''

( 314)

( 593)
'(1611).

( 548)
( 893)

(1030)

11934)
'( 776)
.(`'495)

*Viewer/viewer other shows comparison significant at 95% confidence level.
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Breast Cancer

4. The program about breast cancer featuring Julia'Child also appears 'to
have had an impact on viewer knowledge. Pt is more diffidult to have
as much confidence in this finding since the topic also received ma-
jor treatment early in Season A and in other media.. There are, how-
ever, significantly more viewers reporting suggesting that a friend
or relative have her breasts examined by a doctor.

.

This behavior was reported by a larger proportion of women than men,
BaWeiiers of both sexes reported making this suggestion more than
nonviewers.

Table 5-10

Breast Cancer

"Suggested friend or relative have her breasts examined

Nonviewer

by doctor."

Viewer
Viewer Other Shows

% (Base) % (Base) % (Base)

Total * 26 ( 771) 18 ( 727) 12 1(2207)

Education:
College* 26 ( 346) 16 ( 392) 13 (1083)
High school graduate 25 ( 299) 19 ( 251) 9 ( 810)
Less than high school
graduate 28 ( 126}. ( 84) 15 ( 314)

Sex:

Male* 22 .( 160) 14 ( 191) 9 ('593)
Female* 27 ( 611) 21 (' 530- 1.3 .(1611)

re

.Children:
Under 6* 27 ( 192)

.

15 ( 175)
6-10 25 ( 276) 21 ( 255)

10
13

( 548)

( 893)
None at home* 26 ( 3901 17 ( 364) 12 (1030)

4

Age: t

.0

18-34* , I. 28 (3t6) 18 ( 12) 11 ( 934).
35-54 23 '( 254) 19 ( 5 13 ( 776')

55+* 26 .( 209) /17 ( 1 6)- 13 ( 495)

(Entries are percent of viewer /demographic subgroup
reporting they suggested friend or r6lative have her
breasts examined by doctor -- question 6E,)

*Viewer/viewer other shows compArison significant at 95% confidence level.

r.
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Doctor-Patient Communications

5. Substantially more viewers than nonviewers said they had asked a doctor
to explaintomething the doctor said

A program with few easily measurable, effects, one on doctor
and patient communications, demonstrates some behavioral im-

.pact on program viewers. More,than half (56%) who viewed
'against a third who did not vi(ew (34%) reported asking a

doctor to explain something they.Aid not understand. This
behavior,like most of the others tested, is undoubtedly
inflated since ieis not expected that more than one-half
of all-adults interviewed would have visited a'doctor in
the past three months. The finding'is, nevertheless, a
significant one in differentiating between the relative be-
haviors of viewers and nonviewers of specific programs.

'Table 511

DoctOr-Patient Communications

"Asked the. doctor to explain'something not understood."

Viewer
Viewer Other Shows Nonviewer

(Base) % '(Base)

(1223) 34 (2207)} ,

% (Base)' %-

Total* 56 ( 275) 45

Education:
College* 60 ( 143) 42
High school graduate 50 ( 99) 48
Less than high school
graduate 55 ( 33) 48

Sex:

Male* 54 ( 61), 35
Female

khildren:

57 ( 214) 50

Under 6*
6-17*

67

55

( 73)

75)

.50,

41
None at home 54 ( 159) 47 )

Age:
18-34* A 62 ( 107) 46
35-54 50 ( 79) 43
55+ 54 ( 88) 48

( 595) 36 (1083)
( 451) 32 ( 810)

( 177) 35 ( 314)

,
( 290) 20 ( 593)
( 933) '40 (1611)

( 294) 42 ( 548)
( 456) 32 ( 893)
( 595) 34 (1030)

4
( 433), 31

8

( 776)
( 277) 34 ( 495)

(Entries are percent of viewer/demographic subgroup
reporting they asked the doctor to explain when he
said something they didn't understand -- question
6F.)

IViewer/viewer other shows comparison significant at 95% confidence level.
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CHAPTER 6

Evaluation of Feeling Good:

Impact and Benefits
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Summary: Chapter 6

1-
1. More than six.of ten viewers found the series, as'.a whole,

entertaining. Viewers of only the hour-long,-Seasbn A
offerings: were more than twice as likely to rate them enter-
taining as those viewing only the Season B one-half hour ver-
sion (42% vs. 19%).

2. A minority of Season-A-only viewers thought "Mac's_Place" was
entertaining (42%) and 10% thought the hour dhows geared to
children. Only 1% of Season-B-only viewers' thought Feeling
Good-was geared to children.

3., Those viewing only Season A shows were twice as likely to
report:

o Viewer Viewer
Season A Season B
Only Only

Page
1

122,124

122,124

Finding the health infor-
mation useful 43% 21% 123.124

Learning something not )
known before . 33% 17% /V23,124

4. Net' half the people who reported no viewing of Feeling Good
reported not knowing it was on the air (54%). 125,126
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Viewer Evaluations of Feeling Good-
.

The findings reported here are viewers' impressionistic reports of their
reactions to Feeling Good. There exists, as a result, some error variance
from memory decay as well as other sources. This is best exemplified by
instances where events occurring in one season were evaluated by those not
viewing in that season.' For example, more than one-fifth of the Season A
only viewers reported Dick Cavett a good host. This finding implies re-
actions to Cavett from sources other than Feeling Good and/or some memory
decay among viewers.

In terms of both sheer entertainment value and impartation of new and use-
ful health information, viewers highly rate the original hour-long version
of Feeling Good over the revised version.

Entertainment

While more than six of ten viewers of both versions found the show
entertaining, viewers of the hour-long shows only were more likely
to rate them entertaining than viewers of the half-hour shows, 42%
vs. 1,9%. There were few demographic differences among the viewers
finding the hour version entertaining. However, among viewers of
Season B shows only, college educated and younger viewers were more
likely than less educated and older viewers to.report Feeling Good
as entertaining; 25% vs. 12%, and 23% vs. 15%, respectively.

2. "Mac.' s Place"

About four in ten of the Season A viewers (42%) said that they found
"Mac's Place" entertaining. Younger and less educated respondents
were the most likely to agree with this.

While a large percentage of viewers of both hour and half-hour ver-
sions found Feeling_Good (63%) and "MaC.s Place" (48 %.) entertaining,
only 14% said they liked it better with "Mac's Place" than with Dick
Cavett. Similarly, 46% of these viewers said they liked the show
better with one topic per show than with several topics. College
educated viewers were most likely toagree with this (52%), followed
by high school 'graduates (42%), and less than high school graduates
(33%).

1 2 9 I



3. Guest Stars and Dick Cavett as Host.

Nearly to-thirds of viewers of both show versions found Di k
Cavett a good host, particularly more educated respondents. A
greater proportion of hour-version viewers, 39%, say the guest
stars were enjoyable-compared-to 17% of viewers of the half-hour
version. A note of iiiterest here is that guest stars played a
greater part in Season A broadcasts'although they did appear in
Sedsdn B shows also. Nearly three times as many college edu-:
cated adults as less than high -school graduate viewers pf only
Season B found the Season B show stars enjoyable. m

4. Evaluation of Maturity Level of Show Material

Significantly, only 1% of viewers of the half-hour version only
said the show was geared more to children. About 10% of those
viewing only the hour version said this 7- mostly college edu-
cated and high school graduates.

5. Usefulness of Health Information and Self-Report of Learning

More than two-thirds of those viewing, both versions found the
health information useful; nearly'three- quarters of those who
are college educated and parents of children under 6 report.
"mostly agree." Viewers of Season A only report the health in-
formation useful and learning_somethintnew nearly twice as
often as Season B only viewers, 43% vs 'l% and 33% vs. 17%, re-
spectively.

The table on the opposite page shows proportions of viewers
agreeing with some evaluative comments on Feeling Good. Only
percentages agreeing with the comment are shown -- "not sure"
and "no answer".-,categories have been omitted.

A
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Table 6-1

Vtewer Evaluations of Feeling Good

Total T1 ewers

Comment About
Feeling Good:

1 found the health-informa,
ti on useful 69%

The gdest stars were enjoyable 64%

it was entertaining 63%.

Dick Cavett was a good host
.

I,learned something I didn't
know before

"Mac's Place" was entertaining

Viewed' Viewed. -Viewed
Seasons Season Season
A and B A Only B Only,

(913) (260) (585)

1/11

Feeling Good was better with
one topic per show than with
several

I preferred Feeling Good with
"Mac's Place" more than with
Dick Cavett

The show was geared more to
children

60%

43%

-39%

42%

21%

33%

17%

9%

9%

(Cell entries are percent of total viewers
who checked each comment. Respondents could
check as many categories as they agreed with.)
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Reasons for Not Watching Feeling Good

More than half of all respondents (53%) reported no viewing of the entire
hour-long series or the initial eight half-hour episodes of Feeling Good.
Over half of these nonviewers say they did not know the show was on the
air. This rationale was given almost uniformly across demographic sub-
groups (Table 6-2).

The next most frequent mention was "I don't watch much TV at all" by 32%.
This response was positively correlated with education, being given by col-
lege educated twice as often as those with less than a high school educa-
tion (37% vs. 18%). ,About the same proportion of Season B nonviewers men-
tion: "I don't watch the public TV channel,", 14%; "Y watch a different pro-
gram at the same time Feeling Good is on," 12%; and 'I am not at home when
it is on," 13%.

It appears from these findings that the audience potential for Feeling Good
was unrealized in large part because respondents did not know it was on.
Although the program received considerable promotion for both Seasons A and
B, heavy promotion did not necessarily guarantee awareness of the series.

1.3 2
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sr

Total non -

viewers (1947)

Table 6-2

Most Frequently Mentioned Reasons
'

for Not'Watching Feeling Good

Didn't
Know It
Was On

Education:
College (936) 52%
High school
graduate
(726) 60%

Less than high
school gradu-
ate (285)

{03
Sex:

Male (509)
i

52%
Female (1435) 56%

Children:
Under 6 (465) 62%
6-17 (778) 54%
None at home
(932) 52%

Age:

18-34 (793) 57%
35-54 (687) 54%
55+ (465) 52%

Don't
Watch
Much TV

Don't
Watch
Public TV
Channel

Not at
Home
Then

Watch a
Different
Program
At That Time

32% , 14% / 13% 12%

37% 10%. 14% 12%

31% 17% 11% 11%

18% 19% 17% 15%f
31% 18% 14% 12i
33% 11% 13% 12%

33% 9% 10% 13%
36% 14% 13% 13%

.

31% 15% 15% 11%

39% 15% 15% 12%
32% 15% 13%' 11%
23% 12% 12% 13%

(Cell entries are percent of subgroup giving
each response. Question asked of nonviewers
only -- question 2613.)
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Table 6 -3

Less Frequently Mentioned Reason's

for Not Watching Feeling Goodt,

Total non-
viewers (1947)

Education:
College (936)
High school
graduate
(726)

Less than high
school gradu-
ate (285)

Sex:

Male (509)
Female (1435)

Children:
Under 6 (465)
6-17 (778)
None at home
(932)

Age:

18-34 (793)
35-54 (687)
55+ (465)

Show Didn't
Sound
Interesting

Don't get
a Good
Picture on
ETV Channel

Not
Interested in
Health Things

None of
These

5%

7%

2%

2%

9%

2%

2%
5%

5%

4%
6%
3%

..

3

3%

3%

2%

4%

3%

3%

3%

2%

3%

..4%

2%
3%

2%

2%.

1%

2%

2%
2%

1%

3%

1%

*

3%

2%

5

8%

8%

9%

10%

9%
8%

6%.
8%

9%

7%
8%
11%

*Less than .5%.

I,
(Cellntries are percent of subgroup giving
each esponse. Question asked of nonviewers
only -- question 26B.)
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of Survey Results
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A. Guide 'to Statistical Significance'

of Survey Results

)

Results oftall surveys based on a sample of a population are subject to
sampling tolerances: The probable limits bf such tolerances. can be esti-
mated by standard statistical methods. The sampling tolerant's -Vary with
the size of the sample and.the size of the percentages. For example,-in
a sample of 1,200 _interviews, if an observed percentage result is 60%, the.
chances are approximately 95 in 100 that the range 57%-to 63% includes the
true percentage for the entire universe.,

Approximate Sampling Tolerances

Size of Sample

10%
or
90%

20%
or
80%

30%
or
'70%

40%
or
60% 50%

5,000 1% 1% 1% 1% 1%

3,700 1% 1% 2% 2%4 2%

$42,700 1% 2% 2% 2% 2%

2,400 1% 2% 2% 2%. 2%

1,900 1% 2% 2% 2% 2%

1,800 1%. 2% 2% 2% 2%

1,700 ,?% 2% 2% 2% 2%

1,500 2% .2% 2% 3% 3%

1,400 2% 2% 3% 3% 3%
1,300 2% 2 %. 3% % 3%

1,200 2% 2% 3% 3% 3%

1,100 2% 3% 3% 3% 3%
1,000 2% 3% 3% 3% 3%
900 2% 3% 3% 3% 3%

800 2% 3% 3% 4% 4%

700 2% 3% 4% 4% 4%

600 3% 3% 4% 4% 4%

500 3% 4% 4% 4% 5%

400 4% 5% 5% 5%

300 4% 5% 5% 6% 6%
200 4% 6% 7% 7% 7%

100' 6% 8% 9% 10% 10%
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Tolerances are also involved. in the comparison of results froetwo sub-
groups of respondents covered by the study, such as adults with less .than
a high school education,1900) and those with a high s,e11-160. edbution (1800).
'frail observed percentage.result is at or near 60% ler one group and 50% for
the other, and one wanted_to Comparethe two groupsi, there would have.to be
a difference of at, least 4% in Order for it to be considered d=real differ-
ence anebatbased on chance alone.' The reader ,should note that all, -s-ub-
group comparisons were made using-two-tailed tests of sigilificanc

.

Differences Required for,Significance^

-

50%

Size;of Samples
Compared

10% 20% 30% \40%
or or or
'90% 80% 70% 0%

3,600 and 1,300 2% - 3% 3%
..-

2,700.and 900 2% 3% 4% .1(4%.

2% 3% 3% 3%
2% q 3% 3% 3%,

2% 3% .3% 3%

2,300 and 1000
r1,80o
.1,300

,800

2,100 and 1,400

1,960 and 1,700
1,300

900
BOO,

1,800 and 1,400
1;300
900
800
500

1,700 and 900
800

4%
5%

5%

3%

2% , 3% . 4% 4%
-....

2% ' 3% 3%

2% 3% ? 3%
2% 3%. 3% 4%
3% 3% 4% 4%
3% 3% 4%J 4%

1,300 and 800 3% 4%
700 3% 4%
600 ," ' 3% 4%
500 .3%

,k.

4%

2% 3% 3% . 4%[.

2% 3% 3% 4%.
3% 3% 4% 4%
3% 3% 4% 4%
3% 4% 5% 5%

3% 0 3% 4% 4%
3 %. 4% 4% .4%

1,600 and 1,200 2% 3% 4% 4%
1,100 2% 3% 4% 4%

. .

1,500 and 1,300 2% Pm 4% 4%
800 3% 4% 4% 4%

1,400 and 1,400 2% 3% 4% 4%
1,300 2% 3% 4% 4%

900 ti 3%
700 3% .

g . 4% 4% :

4% 5% '.°-

600 3% 4% 5 5%

5%

5%

5%

5%

3%

4%

4%

4%

3%

',,4%

4%

.4%

4%
4%

4%

4%

4%
4%

4%

5%"

, 5%

137
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1

Di fferences Requi red. for Significance
10% , '20% 30% 40%

size of Samples or or or or
Compared 90% 80% 70% '. 60%

1,200 and 1,200 3% 3%. 4%' 4% 4%
1,100. 3% 3% 4%

700 3% 4% 1. 4% .

400 . -4% 5% . 5%

1;1)0 and 1,000

'64

1,000 and

900 and

700 and

500 and

:400' and

300 and

700
600
400

600

800
400

600
200

300
100

200

100
;

.% 4% 4%
3% 4% 5 %.

3% 4% 5%
4% 5% 5%

3% 5%

3 %. 4% 5%
4 %. 5% : 6%--'

3% 5% 5%
5% 7% 7%

l, 4% 6%
7% 9%

5% 7%

7% 9%

l'3B

4%

5%

'4%
5%

6% j--, \ 6%

4 4% 4%
5% fil- 5%
5 %.' 5%
6% - 6%

,5% 5%

5% 5%
-.6% 6%

6% 6%.

8% 8%

7% 7% 7%
10% 11% 11%

8% 9% '9%

11% 11% . 12%



Notes on Volume III, Detailed 'Tabulations.

Volume me this report consists of five volumes Of data tables reduced
to page size. They - contain the source data for assessMent of Feeling Good

,

upon which the: main report is based.

As an orientationQ the reader, these are the separate volumes which con-
.stitute the total report of this. research:

Volume I: Main findings

Volume II: Methods and procedures

Volume III: Detailed Tabulations

Afr ,

Volume III-A: Telephone screening interview data
and behavioralfiaseline data

4

Volume III-B: Interim I and II data

Volume III-C: Interim III data and loterim III
panel control data'

Volume III-D: Postseries interview data:
Questions 1-10

Volume ILI-E: Postseries interview data:
Questions 11-38,

Contents of these detailed volumes ( olume III) show the findings for all
questions against a number of analytrq variables, grouped into "banners"
of several variables at once. Eaq such bapner is run agaiPast appropriate
questions comprising that volume.

Organization of Tables to Volume LL. CAA/

1. Each data page includes the question numbers and text, with the text oc-
casionally abbreviated for simplicity. The complete text of each ques-
tion is supplied in the questionnaires bound into Volume II of this report.

2. Vo IIIA consists of

a. Telephone screening interview data

Banner
City:

Boston
Dallas
Jacksonville
Seattle'

Sex
Education (3 levels)
Chi dren (3 levels)
Lik hood to view (3 levels)
Refuse name
Bad picture -on ETV
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Behavioral baseline-data from questionnairesent

Banner

riTyr
Boston
Dallas
Jacksonville
Seattle

''Sex

EVocation (3 levels)
Chi16.en (3 levels)
Likelihoa0,to view (3 levels)
Income (3 levels)

3. Volume IIIB consists of

a. Interim I data:

in November:

Banner 1 Banner 2
ex Iiiewed any show:

Age (3 levels) Yes
Education (3 levels) No
Children (3 levels) Viewed show :

Likelihood (3 level's) Yes
Who answered: No

One respondent, Viewed show 2:
More than one respondent Yes

No
Viewed show 3:

Yes
No

Viewed show 4:
Yes
No

b. Interim II data:

Bannee 1
A71-7iiTiondents:

Education (3 levels)
Sex
Children (3 levels)
Age (3 levels)

The following banners have the same,banner points as ,
Banner 1:

Banner 2 -- Nonviewers

Banner 3 -- Viewers of show 5

Banner 4 -- Viewers of show 6

.Banner 5 -- Viewers of show 7
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Banner 6 -- Viewers of shot." 8

Banner
/
7 -- Viewers of shows 6

Banrier 8 -- Viewers of shows 5

Banner 9 Viewers of shows but not thOW 7

Barker 10 Viewers of shows 5 -7, but not show

Banner 31 -- Viewers-of shows 5-8

Not all question& were run by all banners.

Volume IIIC consists of

a. Interim III data:

Banner 1
All respondents:

Cducation (3 levels)
Sex ,

Children (3 levels)
Age (3 levels)

he following banners have the sbanner points as
Banner 1:

Banner 2 -- Nonviewers

Banner 3 -- Viewers of shows 9-11

Banner 4 -- Viewers of*"show 9

Banner 5 -- Viewers of shows 10 or 11, but not show 9

Banner 6 -- Viewers of show 10

anner 7 -- Viewers of shows 9 or 11, but not show 10

Banner 8 -- Viewers of show 11

Banner 9 -- Viewers of shows 9 or 10, but not show 11'

b. Interim III, panel control. data:

Same 9 banners as above
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Volume III, D and E*

Volumes III D and E contain data from the,postseries interview.
In table titles, retested refers to respondents receiving
November baseline quest onnaire.. ,Not pretested refers to panel
control respondents.

Numbers in table titles mean:

2 - November baseline.

3 -- Interim I

4 -- Interim II

5.-- Interim III

6 -- April cognitive baseline

7 -- Postsertes interview

Except for question 26A, "no answer" respondents are combined
with "not sure."

6. fanner 1: Questions 1-5, 7-10,

Pretested:
All adults
High viewers
Low viewers
TotAll viewers
NoniTewers

Not pretested:
All adults
High viewers
Low viewers
Total viewers
Nonviewers

Each question run by Banner
demographic subgroups:

Education (3 levels)
Sex
Children (3 levels)
Age (3 levels)

O

*4

l ?is repeated for each of the following.

*Volume IIIE, Table 25, question 25 from posttest defines high viewers as
viewers of 3 or more Season B shows, low viewers as viewers of 1 or 2
Season B shows, and as nonviewers of Season B programming.

'
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Banner 2: Questions 6, 11-16, 25, 26a

Each table is divided into four sections.

1. Total pretested -- individuals completing Ndvember
'baseline, cde interim or B baseline, and postseries
interview.

2. Interim -- individuals completing November baseline, 0
one nterim, and postseries interview.

3. B baseline n- individuals completing November base-
line, B-Siseline, and postseries Interview. AN,

4. Not pretested -- panel control individuals completing
only postseries interview.

For each of these four categories, the following breaks are
provided:

Total
Viewers
Viewers of other shows
Nonviewers

Each table is repeated for the same dembgraphics asrfor.Banner 1.

c. Banner 3: Season B viewing; summary of questions 17-24, 26b, 27-36
Education (3 levels)
Sex
Children (3 levels)
Age (3 levels)

There are four tables:
Total pretested
Interim pretested
B baseline pretested

4 Not pretested

6. Immediately below the banner headings in each table are two rows ex-
pressing the number of respondents or cases in the banner category.
The first row, "unweighted base," shows the actual number of respon-
dents interviewed. These figures would always be used as the sample
size to estimate the statistical significance of percentage differences
between subgroups, or cells.

The next row, "weighted base," reflects the sample size after adjust-
ments were made to account for features of the sample design. This
is the base against Oich all frequencies in the table are calculated.

7. Each cell entry has two figures entered. The top number is the weighted
frequency, and the bottom number is the percent figure carried _out to

.

one decimal point (rounded to nearest whole percent in postseries tables).
All percents are calculated up the column, using the weighted column to-
tal frequency. Any repercentaging the reader may wish to do should em-
ploy these weighted frequencies.
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INTRODUCTION

Objectives %0

The researchdescribed herein is a major part of a summative research pro-
gram to determine the impact, benefits, and opseqUences of Feeling Good,
a series of hour and half-hour broadcasts oriented toward health, produced
by CTW for airing on public television, and targeted toward the adult
viewing population. As much as possible, events are described chronologi-
cally. A more detailed declaration on the'study may be 'found in the Main
Findings, Volume I of this document.

Research Procedure

The research procedure is a variant of experimental design embedded in a
survey research context. The research was designed to:

Provide measures of effectiveness in terms of specific
behavioral and cognitive goals which were identified
before any shows were broadcist.

Compensate for the small proportion of the adult popu-
lation who were expected to be viewers of the series.

Provide control features which would enable investigators
to differentiate effects of viewing,Feeling Good from
artifacts of the survey procedure.

To aid the reader in understanding this report, following is a summany of
the research design as implemented.* ImpleMentation varied somewhat from
the original design because of changes in the programming of Feeling Good.

The study was conducted in four cities across the United States: Boston,
Massachusetts; Dallas, Texas; Jacksonville, Florida; and Seattle, Washington.

a. Telephone screening to permit classification of
respondents in terms of their likelihood of viewing
Feeling Good.

To compensate for the small proportion of the adult
population who were expected to be viewers, a
screening interview was conducted over theNtelephone
with a large sample of telephone households. Approxi-
mately 22,000 completed interviews were obtained
using quota procedures. An estimate of likelihood of
viewing was derived from the screens, and high like-
lihood viewers were oversampled. Since the original
show topic list included a majority of items beamed
toward women, they too were oversampled.

*Details of the design as implemented may be found in Volume II of this
document, Methods and Procedures.
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b. Mail questionnaires sent before the first episode to
selected subsamples identified.in the telephone

A questionnaire was sent to selected subsamples of the '

screened population for the purpose of formulating a
baseline of knowledge and behavior regarding health
..topics scheduled for coverage in the series. Five
thousand sixty-three respondents completed this ques-

.

tionnaire.

c. Interim data collection points, geared to episodesof
the series.

Originally scheduled were ten interim data collection .

points, or approximately one every two weeks through-
out the first broadcast' year. Each data collection
point was geared to specific episodes of the series .

and, in addition, contained several' items for trendin.g
across the season. At each point 500 responses were
to be sought.

With the change in pi-ogram format, the number of interim
data collection points was revised from ten to three.

d. Postseries data collection among identified viewers and
nonviewers of Feeling Good.

A posttest evaluation instrument was sent to all respon-
dents returning questionnaires in other. measures. This
wave provided an overall evaluation of changes which
took place since the pretest, and a comparative measure
of viewers and nonviewers.

e. A control panel in the same cities to estimate,ffects
of repeated measurements on samples response.

To provide a basis for estimating "panel" effect, about
2,000 respondents from the telephone screening interviews

identified and matched to the main sample in terms
o propensity to view the series. This control sample
(500 people) received only one interim measure or the
postseries instrument (1,500 people). Panel effect is
discussed in more detail on page x, Volume I, Main Findings.

f. Other features of the research design.

An'incentive of $1 was sent with each mail questionnaire.
No incentives were used in_the followup.

No attempt was made to,control attrition from the panel.
Once an individual did not respond to a measure and
followup, he or she was dropped from the experimental
group.
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Modifications on the Original Design

As indicated earlier, FeelinGood-ran fbr eleven weeks, then went off the
air for eight weeks, during which time significant thanges were made in the
series;

. ,

1.' the length of the show Was reduced from an hOUr to a half-:
hour;

2. the "Mac's Place" segments were dropped;

3. Dick Cavett was added as the host;

4. each show treated a single topic rather than multiple topics;

5. coverage of the original list of 70+ beha0oral gdals was no
longer mandated;

6. primary emphasis was shifted from behavioral change to
affectitre impact and information gain;

7. greater stress was given to topics believed by production to
0 be most suitable for interesting tetyision treatment.

With its new format, Feeling Good came back on the air April 2. It con-
tinued for a 13-week period which ended six weeks later than the originallp-
planned-end of the series%

What follows is a summary ofthe original design, a summary of the revised
design, and a summary of the. rationales,for the design modifications.

Original Design -- Summary

The study was conducted in Boston, Dallis, Jacksonville (Fla.i, and Seattle.
The design developed before the beginnfli of Season A is shown in Table 1.
Random-digit dialing in the four cities generated the 22,000+ screening in-
terviews which provided a basis for stratifying respondents into three
levels of likelihood of viewing Feeling Good.

Likelihood Level N

High 'Loop

Moderate 2,000

Low 2,000

From this sample of 7,000, 5;000 people were mailed baseline questionnaires,
and 2,000 were assigned to a panel control group. The interim measures were
designed to track specific behavioral measures over time, in comparison with
baseline levels, as well as to cover show-specific content.
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Before Season A was taken off the air, this design hdtprogressed to the
second interim measure (after show 8). In order to accommodate the new
schedule, the revised design shown in Table 5 was developed. This revised
design committed an additional 500 respondents from the panel control
group, to serve as an "end of Season A readout."

Rlonale

Wevill not go into the seve al .alternative designs that.were considered\1

before,,arriving at the Table 2 design, but the major factors affecting
that, decision were as follows:

1. Need to obtain some interpretable data on Season A
without jeopardizing the interpretability of Season B
data.

2. Need,to have larger sample sizes than the 500 sCheduled
in the original design. After ceiling effects, low
viewership, show-specific content, relevance of certain
goals to only subgroups of"the audience', etc., 500 re-
spondents were not generating stable and sufficiently
interpretable data patterns. Interim measures were
abandoned-ent4rely for Season B, in order to maximize
sample sizes Aor Season B are-post measures.

TELEPHONE
PRESCREEN
N=22,0p0+

Table 1

Original Design

111

(mail)

PRESERIES
BASELINE
MEASURE
N=5,000*

PANEL
CONTROL
UNPRE- A

TESTED
N=2,000

*Expected sample sizes

mai

'INTERIM
MEASURES**
N=500 EACH

#1

.#2

#3

#5

#6

47

#8

#9

#10

400*
------,

o

**Spaced throughout the 26 weeks of the series

149

(mail)

POSTSERIES
MEASURES

4,000* mailed
3,200* returns

A

'2,000* mailed
1,400* returns



OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMB

JANUARY.

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

Table i

N Modifieesign

-TELEPHONE SCREENING PROCEDURE
22,000 COMPLETED SCREENS

STRATIFIED SAMPLING DESIGNEDOTO OVERSAMPLE THOSE MOST LIKELY
TO VIEW FEELING GOOD, AND WOMEN

N /,028

INTERIM 1
N 1705

INTERIM 2
N =1 629

[71COMpl
INTERIM 3,
N 1484

411

COMP

N = 3,325

N = 4,060 II

*Segments do not add to total duelLa follow-uplrocedures employed.

1`50

PANEL EFFECTS
CONTROL-N=46?
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Since Season B was covering only one topic per-show, it was
even more necessahy to index show-specifiy viewing patterns 4

for.each respondent. Maximum ability ofia respondent to re-
call show-spectfi&viewing (witlycontent descriptim pro-
Oded) was estimated at 6 shows,

'4. Theopioblem of-significantly decreased lead time in (knowing

the content of Season B'shows made it impossible.to cover
all of Season B, and it was deemed important to have essen
tially the same cluster of shows covered in.both-ioluntary
viewing and directed viewing studies. It decided to.
cover Season B. shows 3-8.

,

5. .Even with an exceptionally short turn-around time in ques-
tionnaire construction/mailing;-CTW was unatle. to specify

NN the content of Season B shows 3-8 with enough lead time to
have the pretest cover shows.. -Therefore, the baseline

measure covered shows 4-8.

Design Change -- Summary

In late January, after
the 26 episodes, Feel
Beginning in Apri , t

changed in format and
change. This hiatus
necessitated some than

the preseries data collection and airing of 11 of
Good was.discontinued for a period of two months.

was reintroduced-in a half7hour version, greatly
oncentrating more on cognitive than behavioral_ ,

broadcast, and change in program format and intent,
the research design.*

'a. The number of interim measures was reduce(ffrom tenJo
threei covering shows 1-4, shows 5-8, and shows 9,11. .

One-f urth of the panel effects contro sample (approxi-

mat 500Jebple),were sent the third nterim measure
the effects of repeated measu nts.

vf

*One conseqUence of these design changes is, a paucity of preteitto post-
test measures of behavioral change -- a major part of the original analy-

sis plan.
,
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About 3,300 respondents remained who had-been pretested
, but not sent an interim meastire. These were sent an
additional questionnairein April shortlY after the
series was reintroduced which baselined their responses
to specific-topics covered in Season B shows 4-8,*

The,posttest,then, covered both cognitive and behavioral
-items from November through Januany and repeated those
cognitive questions baselined in the April cognitive
biseline questionhaire.

There were essentially three comparison groups within
_Posttest samOle:

1. Individuals receiving the preseries measure,
an _interim measure, and the posttest.

2. Individuals receivin the preseries measure,
the Season B cogs eve pretest, and the
posttest.

3. Individuals,receiving only the posttest (the
remaining panel effects control sample-

approximately 1,500 people).

See page'S for a diagrammatical displ' of the tesearch procedure.

the

ti

-*The-modified research design covered only shows 5,8 of Season B. Reasons
for covering only these fourshows were as follos:

,

The programming schedule allcld only a 4-5 week advance-
notice of -show topics, barely sufficient lead time for
design of the pretest instrument.

Early Season B shows were difficult to assess with this
research design, e..g. -- depression. .11Ik

We were concerned about memory decay; hence, a 4-5 week
recall period was selected.'

o - Enlarging goe number of shows covered would have carried
the research into late May and June, a difficult mail. .

response time period due to vacations.

p
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Summary of Design Modifications

Outlined below are the main points of:the !rill al research design and
the Changes necessitated by the suspension p Ogramming during :Febru-
ary 'and March and resulting alteration in format.

Original Design

Telephone screening phase

Appavioral baseline questionnaire

Tern interftdta collection points
geared to episWdes of the series

Panel effects control sample Of
about 2,000 to be sent postseries
measure

Postsertes measure sent to identi-
fied viewers and,nonviewers of
Feeling Good

ti

15'3

No hange

No change

Three'interim data collection points
covering the fArst eleven %Ill-hour
productions of the series

Modified Design.

Remaining respondents from unused
seven interim, measures were sent an
additional measure baselining infor-
mation to be covered on shows aired
after production had resumed

Approximateiy one-fourth (about 500
people) were sent the Wrd interim
.measure to establish panel effects
to Out point. The remainder (about
1,500 people) were sent the post-
series measure

No major change except this measure
now covered programs from both pro-
gram formats
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Glossary of Terms Used in Report

Much of the research reputed here is quite technical and involves,the re-
peated use of several key words and phrases. Many, steps have been taken
in this research to control key variables and to account for differences
stemming from viewing patterns. For 'these reasons, a glossary of key
words and phrases used throughout the report has been provided to help the
reader better understand the report.

Season A: Refers to the initial 11 hour-long episodes of Feeling Good
-----ETEadcast during November, December, and January.

Season B: Refers to the resumption of broadcast schedule in April with
a half-hour version featuring Dick Cavett as'host.

Season A Baseline, Behavioral Baseline, November/Baseline: All refer
to the questonnaire mailed to all panel respondents in November
intended to baseline health behavior, attitudes, and knowledge
scheduled for inclusion in.the origin' 26 hour-lonb episodes of
Feeling Good.

Season B Baseline, Cognitive Baseline, Cognitive Pretest: All refer
to the questiOnnatre mailed in April intended to baseline specific
information scheduled to be covered in the fourth through eighth
episodes of Season-B.

Experimental Group, Pretested Group, Panel Group: Respondents pre-
tested in November and continuing in the panel.

Control Group, Panel Effects Control Group: Respondents not pretested.
at any time except for the.tel,ephone screen in October.
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I. TELEPHONE SCREENINGS

Objective and Overview

The identifitation of our pool of pot6itial viewers was accomplished
through telephone, screenings. The objective of, this procedure was to
identify a sample of likely viewers of a health-oriented televisionprogram. There were two feasible approaches to the screening phase--
one by telephone, anoIher by mail. To use mail procedures for this
screening, we would.haverequired a mailing list of possible respon-dent names and addresses, or addresses only. The problems inherent in
using this sort of sampling frame -- incomplete lists, large'nonre-
sponse, expense of repeated mailings, incomplete questionnaires -- were
strong inducements toward telephone screening. Throughout the courseof the show, samples were selected from the pool and sent mail ques-tionnaires.

I
Instrument Development

The instrument used in this data collection was developed with the
-assistance of Children's Television Workshop personnel. Two waves of
pretests were conducted by Response Analysis staff members:

a. Mid-September, 1974: 25 interviews 'conducted in Central
New Jersey

b. Late September, 1974: 100 interviews conducted in Central
New Jersey

Sample Design

We first determined in which of a possible four to six cities we would
conduct the study. Criteria for selection included a stronb broad-
casting sigmex relatively high PBS viewing rates, and central tele-phone faciliti6. In addition, some geographic dispersion was desir-able. The objective of these criteria was to maximize' the potential
viewing population so that the sample pool of viewers whould be large
enough to support the various study phases. Accordingly, four cities
were chosen by mid-September, 1974: Boston, Dallas, Jacksonville, andSeattle.

. In each city, numbers were selected from telephone books covering the
metropolitan area defined by the SMSA -- Standard Metropolitan Statis-
tical Area. (Any exchanges that covered areas outside the SMSA were 'eliminated from the sample,) SMSA's as defined by the Bureau of the
Census consist of a county or group of contiguous counties which con-
tain one city with at least 50,000 inhabitants or _more, or "twin
cities" with a minimum combined population of 50,000 or more. Contig-
uous counties are included in the SMSA if, according todcertain cri-
teria, they are essentially metropolitan in character and economically
integrated with the central city.
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For example, in the Boston area, the Boston SMSA includes theowellc
area,,Frami.ngham, Beverly, and Marlboro-Concord, as well as center
city Boston and'Cambridge. ,These could be considered outlying areas,
but they are part of the Boston.SMSA.

Dallas and Seattle are similarto Boston, whereas the Jacksonville
SMSA consists of Jacksonville proper. with no outlying areas.

Sampling Procedure

The sampling procedure utilized a method of random digit dialing which
accommodated unlisted numbers and new listings.

The procedure employed random seleCtion of five-digit residential
telephone-numbers, the five digits being the exchange and the next
two,numbers. Duplicate numbers did appear and were dealt with sys-
tematically. After all numbers were selected in a given city, they
were numerically ordered and any more than five duplicates were re-
moved. We used up to five duplicates because there were five forms
of the call record sheet.

Each duplicate number was identified.by a letter (A-E) corresponding
to the forms of the call record sheet. After the duplicates were
identified, the selected numbers were randomized.

O

The selected numbers were transferred to call record sheets, each form
having a different set of 10 pairs of random numbers. Thus, the se-
lected number in combination with each of the 10 random pairs of num-
bers created 10 full residential telephone numbers. Each of the dupli-
ca/e numbers was placed on a different form of the call record sheet
as'suring that telephone numbers would not be repeated.

The first stage of selection yielded between five and six thousand call
record sheets per city, or between fifty and sixty thousand telephone
numbers. Interviewers were instructed to use the sheets in numerical
order *so geographic dispersion of telephone exchanges would be main-
tained.

Interviewing Procedure

The call record shdk provided the telephone number, an introductory
greeting, and instructions for reaching the right respondent. If
there was no television set in working order in the household, the tn-.
terview was terminated.

Interviewers were instructed to ask to speak to the youngest male, age
18 or over, who was at home. Iflapre was no male at home at the time,
they spoke to the youngest female, age 18 or over, who was presently at
home.
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There were two reasons for this instruction;

1. 'To meet the interview quotas by. sex (we wanted about
equal numbers of male and female respondents). Males
are less likely to be at home than females; thus
interviewers asked for males first.

2. To obtain a reasonable distribution of age groups.
Since young people are less likely to be at home
than older'people, we instructed interviewers to
ask for the youngest male/female.

One callback was made during the next interviewing shift to initial
"no-answers" and to numbers where no regular household member was at
home (i.e., a baby sitter answered). Busy signals were tried twice
during a shift and, if necessary, again during the next shift.

To facilitate control over the quotas, two interviews were completed
per call record sheet, one male and one female. These screening
interviews provided the pool of potential respondents for the mail"
sample; a screening interview was considered complete only if the
name and full address, of the respondent was obtained.

Members of the Response Analysis staff trained and supervised the
first'day's work in each of the four cities. Interviewing began oh
October 1 and was comPleted.by October 13, 1974.

We obtained 22,120 completed telephone screenings which became our
pool of potential respondents for the next phases of the study.

II. SAMPLE FOR THE MAIL SURVEY PHASES

The objective was to array the 22,120 completed telephone screening
interviews so that we would end up with three groups which would pro-
vide our sample for the mail survey.

Again, as in the screening phase, an interview method had to be se-
lected. There were only .two feasible approaches:. telephone and mail.
Personal interviews, due to large sample size requirements, were eco-
nomically unrealistic. Telephone interviews, too, were considered and
abandoned for several reasons. Chief among these reasons were:

Much of the information required was sensitive, with
a corresponding respondent reluctanCe to talk about
it on the telephone.

Y ,Several instruments required a tot,of information,
too much for a telephone interview.

Telephone procedures increase dramatically in expense
when one respondent must be reinterviewed periodically.
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The screening interview had been designed so answers could be scored
and respondents placed in three viewing propensity groups. In'addi-
_Mon to these key questions, demographic items were included for pur-
poses of sample stratificaton.

A battery of questions to determine propensity to view was asked,
with the following content:

How many days did you watch television during the past week?

Did you watch Marcus Welby, M.D.;'VD Blues; The Great
American Dream Machine; Upstairs Downstairs; Medical
Center; The Killers during the.past six months?

Are you available Wednesday evenings from 8 to 9 o'clock?

Do you watch some television shows for healtn information
given?

How likely would you be\to watch a new television health
series in the variety style?

. Would you be more likely or less likely to watch this new
show because it is on,the Public Broadcasting System?

Are there any children under 6 years of age living at home
with you? Under 17?

In evaluating what the respondent currently does during, the Wednesday
evening time slot,me hoped to, in part, be able to determine his
likelihood to view. Particular attention was paid to the extent to
which a respondent indicated receiving health information from tele-
vision.

To determine respondents' intensity of feeling toward. a prospective
show, we asked several qUestions about viewing intentions: If you
would want to watch, would you definitely watch, probably watch, or
aren't you sure? To learn why he said he would watch, he was asked
if it was because it was about health or entertaining, or because
it was about health and entertaining, or for' some other unspecified
reason.

We also wanted to know if a respondent had any positive or negative
bias toward PBS or the "educational station."
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Availability Groups

In seeking to array the completed telephone screenings so that we
would have three groups from which to draw our preseries mail sample,
it was evident that certain groups of respondents needed special
consideration.

Some respondents would be less likely to watch simply because their
chances of watching were determined by their availability, Accord-
ingly, respondents were placed in three Availability Groups.

Availability Group 1

Availability Group

Respondents who were not always
available on Wednesdays at 8 p.m.

Respondents who couldn't watch be-
cause the PBS reception was poor on
their sets.

Availability Group 3 Resplbdents not in Groups 1 or2.

Availability Group 2 respondents were unlikely to watch the program
even if they indicated a high interest in the show. Consequently,
this availability group was entirely eliminated from the selection
pool

Availability Group 1 respondents were not always available for the
Wednesday evening show, but their situations could change orthey
could view the program at some other time during the week. Because
their chances of viewing were reduced, they were placed in the low
likelihood category regardless of their score.

In addition, the 22,000 screening interviews included those 'people
who had refused their name and/or their address. These respondents
could be placed in'one of the three anticipated groups, but with no
name and/or address they could not be part of a mail sample.
Therefore, we eliminated these people from the selection pool.

The following table illustrates the disposition of the refusals and
Availability Group 2 over the four cities. Percentages show which
proportion of the subgroup falls in each of the four cities.
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Table 3

Completion Experience --

Preseries Telephone. Screening Interviews

Total screening
contacts--

Refused name
and/or address

Total usable
screening (total
contacts -
refusals)

Ineligible
Availability
Group 2 (re-
ceive bad
picture)

Total eligible
for mail sur-.

vey sample

Note:

Total Boston Dallas Jacksonville Seattle

24120_
100%

'10%

5,545
100%

14%

5,519
100%

5,558
100%

4,498
100%

11%

90 86 95 91 89

5 2 5

85 :85 89 88 80

Cell entries are percent of respondents falling
into availability group within each.city.

In this and the following tables, differences
from 100% are due to rounding methods.
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Scoring Procedure
r-

A score was developed that would enable us to arrovrespondentt!nto
three viewing likelihood groups. Score items were assigned point
values and each resppndent received a total score. Thislotai score
determined into which group he/she would fall. ^

,..

Scoring key 6Oital

In the last six months,-watched:

VD Blues- \.

The Great American Dream Machine
Upstairs DownSiairs
The Killers

Marcus Welby, M.D., for health information and
entertainment or health information only

Medical Center for *health information and
entertainment or health information only'' .'

Do 'not have a "regular" show to watch on Wednesday
from 8 to 9 p m

Would definitely watch the health show
Would probably watch the health show
Not sure what would do

If would watch:
Because about health
Because it combines health information and is
entertaining
Because it is entertaining

Knows correct PBS channel
More likely to watch because show is on PBS
Network makes no difference
Not-sure what difference network makes

Presence of children under six
Presence of children 6L11.

MAXIMUM SCORE = 27 POINTS

The score limits chosen for each likelihood group were:

High likelihood: 12 or more points
Ir

Moderate likelihood: 8 to 11 points

low likelihood: 7 or less and AvailabilityGroup 2
respondents regardless of score..

6i

22,120
Pointt- 100%.

3 6%
' 2 14%
2' 20%
3 12%

1

69%

1 46%

5 16%
3 44%
1 8%

3 19%

2 24%
1 18%

1 83%
3

. 28%
2 40%
1 4%

2 21%
1 14%



The following table shows the likelihood group distribution by city.

Table 4

*Telephone Screen Sample Arrayed

by City and Likelihood Group

Total Boston

Total eligible
for mail sur- 18,895 4,691
vey 100% 100%

Propensity
groups

High
likelihood 23% 25%

Moderate
likelihood 29 29

Low
likelihood 47

15

Alas Jacksonville Seattle

.

4,927
100%

4,891

100%

.

4,386

100%

CZ

22% 25% 20%

26 ' 32 30

52 .43 50

Note: Cell entries are percent of respondents falling
into "likelihood" group within each city.
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Outcome of Scoring ocedure

The following tableshows that the-propensity group assignments worked
well in the high probability group but were not successful in differen-
tiating moderate from low likelihood viewers.

Table 5

Viewed One or More of the First Four.

Feeling Good Shows

TOtal Yes No Not Reported

Total respondents (518), 100% 18 81
1

2

Propensity groups

High likelihood
(211) 100% 27 72

Moderate likelihood
(145) 100% )5 84

Low likelihood
(162) 100% 15 84 2

Note: Table is read across. rows. For example,,
27% of the high likelihood respondents
reported viewing one or more of the first
four shows-.

III. PRESERIES AND INTERIM MEASURES, MAIL SAMPLE

When the scoring procedures were completed, we sampled for the mail
phases of the study. Each propensity group was sampled at a differ-
ent rate, and these rates were the same for each sample city.

To maximize the number of potential viewers in the sample, the high
likelihood group was sampled at a rate approximately twice that of
the other two'likelihood groups. As a result, about 43% of the..total
mail sample was selected from the high propensity group.

The sampling was also stratified by sex and by the presence of chil-
dren in respondent households. Strata were:

.- Households with youngest child less than six years
old

- Households with youngest child aged six to eleven,
and

- Households in which the youngest child' was twelve
years or older and those which gave no answer to
the question
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Since many program segments were geared to women, particularly women
with young children, we oversampled women in each propensity froup.-
Women comprised two- thirds of each likelihood group.

Table 6*

Mail Sample Arrayed

by City and Likelihood group

Total Boston Dallas Jacksonville Seattle

Propensity to
watch health
series

Total

High

7,028
100%

1,772
100%

1,796
100%

1,879
100%

1,581
100%

likelihood 43% 46% 41% 45% 39%

Moderate
,likelihood 28 28 26 30 30

Low
likelihood 29 26 33 25 31

Note: Cell entries are percent of respondents falling
into likelihood group within each city.

4

lk

*This table appeared in "Assessment of Television Health Series, Report
of Initial Screening Phasgo" Response Analysis Corporation, November 12,
1974, Scoring Procedure, Further analysis and refinement of the
sample accounts for the difference of 23 in the two reported totals.
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Table 7 shows the demographi distributioh of respondents tabulated by
self-reported viewing from the gostseries instrument. -Frequent
viewers were more likely to be female than male, under 35 than 15 or
Oder, and to have children under 6-years old living at home.

( .

Table 7

Distribution of tiewers --

Season A and B

Education Sex

Total
(4771) 100% 50 36 14

Frequent,

viewers.
(1077) 100% 49 36 14

Less

frequent
viewers

cr

Less

Than
High High
School School

Col- Gradu- .Gradu-
Total lege ate ate

(1253) 100% 51 35 ;14

Non-

viewers
(2441) 100% 50 37 14

M F

37

Ns 67

36. 64

39 61

Table reads across rows: AN

631, 36 50 41 36 2c

Children Age

6- 18- -354*.
-6 17 None 34 54 55+

25 31 ' 51 44 34 21

22 37 48 .42 37 21

20 37 51 39 36 25

All percents based on row totals at left (combined totals for'panel
and panel control respondents)

Frequent viewers = 4+ shows during Seasons A and B

.Less frequent viewers = 1-3 shows during Seasons A and B

Nonviewers = 0.shows during Seasons A and B

,3"
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Panel Effects Group*

At about.the same time.as the pregeries measure sample was selected,
the panel effects group was also selected. The same stratification
procedures were uied and women/Were similarly oversampled.so that the
panel control group would be-tomparable,to the preseries sample.

These names were retained with 500 sent-the Interim III measure, and
the remaining 1,500, the postseries measure. ,

The follows table shows the distribution of the panel control grbup
by city an0 by likelihood group:

Table 8

Panel Control Mail Sample Arrayed

byTity and Likelihood Group

Total. Boston Dallas Jacksonville Seattle

Total 2,003 513 522 540 428
100%, 100% 100% 100% 100%

Propensity to
watch health
series

High
likelihood 40% 42% '38% 42%

O
37%

Moderite ,-

likelihood 30. 29 27 31 34

Low
likelihood 30 28 35 27 29

Ngte: Cell entries arepercent of respondents falling
into likelihood groAilp within each city.

*See Main Findings, Volume I, for full rationale of panel effects
group.
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As part of the preserie sampling stage, eaCh respondent was assigned
4 unique identification number that would enable us to track
ual ,respondents throughodt the entire study.

This identification number was comprised Of the five-digit telephone
screening interview number and an additional digito identify re-
spondent sex and propensity group.

A control book was designed,to track completion rates. Control books
were organized overall by city, and within-leach city, bythe three pro-.

'ipensity groups. A separate control book was used for each phase of the
mail survey.

Control books provided completion expetience for each phase. These re-
sults will be explained in detail as each phase of the work is
cussed.

IV. MAIL PVASES

A. Procedure

'Generally, all of the mail ph$ses were handled in a similar
manner; however, not every step in the procedure was used in
every phase.

As each phase'is detailed, any changes or additibns to the
standard procedure will, be discussed..

Some cOmmonfeatuces were --

1. Commemoratiye postage stamps on all outgoing
envelopes for initial and follow -up sendouts

r'

2. Initial questionnaire with a new dollar bill
And a postpaid envelfte enclosed

3. Cover letter introducing thee purpose of the
survey without aqy mention of the specific
series' name

4. ,Reminder postcard 4:5 days after initial
sendout

5. Follow -'up questionnaire.to nonrespondents
10-12 days after initial sendout

- The same questionnaire with a
follow-up letter attached

- A post paid return envelope en-
closed but no incentive
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B. Weighting

At each phase of the mail survey, mechanical weighting procedures
welintroduceS'in the tabulation of the results to compensate for
diff rences in sampling rates. The weights are reversely propor-
tional to the subgroup sample representation in the original screen-
ing pool.

t.

Main Sample

As mentionfd earlier in this report (Preseries and
Interim Measures Mail' Sample, p. 13), the sampling
rates differed by sex and by propensity group.
When results were tabulated, six unique weight fac-
tors were introduced to adjust for the sampling
variances.

Propensity Group

Moderate

Loy/

Weight Factor-
-

'Male ' 1.8
Female 1.3,

Male 3.8
Female 2.2

Male. 7.0'

Female 3.0

Panel Control Sample

. Following is a list of the weight factors used in tabulating
the results from the Panel Control sample.

Propensity Group Weight.Factorl\

, Male 1.44
Female 1.00

Male 2.64
Female 1.54

High,

Moderate

Low
Male 5.25
Female 2.12

C. Pretesting

Each mail questionnaire was pretested by the Response Analysis
staff. About ten days before scheduled sendouts, pretesters
administered the questionnaire, and after completion, debriefed
respondents. Interviewers were debriefed following pretesting,
'and questionnaires were revised accordingly.
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. Preseries Measure

Field 'Period --

Sendout:

Reminder postcard:

Qctober 30 - November 1, 1974

November 1 7 November 5, 19741

Follow7up questionnaire: November 13 - November 15, 19742

Cut-off:

Table 9

November 20, 1974 for Boston,
Jacksonville and Seattle

November 23, 1974 for Dallas

Completion Experience --

Preseries Measure

Total sent

Not delivered (-)

7,025

307

Adjusted base 6,718 100%

Total used 5,063 75%

Initial wave 4,115 61%

Follow -up 948 141

Total not used 1,655 25%

Late3 467 7%

/ Incomplete 149 2%

No response 1,039 16%

1Reminder postcard was.sent to one-half of all respondents as a
field experiment. Results are shown on the following page.

2The follow-up questionnaire differed from the initial sendout in
two respects: (a) no incentive, (b) different cover letter.

3Received after Feeling Good broadcast season was under way.
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Table 10

Reminder Postcard Experiment:

.Preseries Measure,

Postcard
Sent. No Postcard

Total sent 3,469 3,556

Not deliVeredi (-) 150 157

Adjusted base . 3,319 100% 3,399 i00%

Total used 2,629 79% 2,434 72%

Total not used 690 21%, 965 28%

E. '4hterim Measure Samples

The next step in the research design was to take the pool of re-
spondents from the preseries measure and divide it into TO groups,
each of which would be sent an interim questionnaire covering the
individual shows.

Accordingly, the 5,063 respondents were assigned to 10 gro ps.
The sample group for the first interim measure was the largest
containing 710 people.

Each of the remaining interim measure groups contained approximately
480-495 people.

At this point, the research design called for interim measures
at approximately two week intervals. At the conclusion of the
broadcast year, the people who had responded to both the pre-
series and an interim measure would be sent a posttest evalua-
tion questionnaire. The panel control group was scheduletto
receive only this posttest questionnaire.

The original design was modified to accommodate changes in the
broadcast schedule of Feeling_Good. (See "Modifications on the
Original Design, p. 3.)

lNo effort was made to record receipt of postcards, only question-
naires themselves. These results are somewhat confounded with
interaction from follow-up procedures. Further analysis removing
this' interaction effect supports the positive effects of the re-
minder postcard on. response patterns.
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This design modification resulted in use of three of the original
interim measures, a new preseries B measure, and the posttest

,measure called for in the original design.

The Panel Control Group was set Interim Measure III and the post-
test qyestionnaire. The preseries B respondents were those people .

origtnally-sOeduled for interim measures 4-10, the remainder of
the 5,063 pre rtes A respondents. Posttest respondents included
all people who 'responded to the first preseries measure and to either,
an interim measu or the second preseries measure (preseries B).

Interim Measure I

The foln ow -up to the Interim I nonrespondents occurred'at the same
time as the Interim II initial sendout. The nonrespondents (Interim
I) were mailed an Interim II questionnaire with a follow-up letter
attached rather than an incentive.

The Interim I follow-up respondents shown in this table represent
part of the Interim II data. Thus they are represented in both
the Interim I and II completion information tables.

Field Period --

Sendout:

No folfow=4*

Cut-off:-

December 10 - December 11, 1974

January 10, 1975

Table 11

Completion Experience -- Interim I

Total sent

Not delivered (-)

710

5

Adjusted base 705 100%

Total used 518 74%

Total not, sed 187 26%

Late 2. 4%

Interim II follow-up 51 7%

Not usable 21 3%

No,..fesponse 86 12%

*Interim I nonrespondenti,were followed up with an Interim II
questionnaire on January 8, 1975.
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Interim Measure I'

Field Period --

Sendout: January 8, 1975

Cut-off: March 13, 1975

Table 12

Completion Experience -- Interim II

Total sent

Not delivered (7)

\
493

5

Adjusted base 488 100%

Total used /14 415 85%

Total not used 73 4 15%

Late 2

Incomplete 9- . 2%

No response 62 13%

Total sent to .

Interim I npn-
respondentsr 137 100%

Total complete 51 37%

Total used in analysis -- 415 + 51 . 46t

Note: A field experiment was conducted wherein non-
respondents to Interim I were followed up with
Interim II questionnaires. This experiment
was terminated with'the program hiatus in Feb-
ruary and March.

*Less than .5%.
t
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28

Interim Measure III; Interim III Panel Control

Field Period --

Sendout: February 24, 1975

Follow-up: March 10, 1975

Cut-off: April 13, 1975

Table 13

Completion Experience --

M

Interim III

Total sent

Not delivery (-)

489

5

Adjusted base ..
- 484 100%

Total complete 411 85%

Initial wave 390 81%

Follow-up 21 4%

Total not used 73 15%

Late 4- 1%

Incomplete 7 1%

No response 62 13%
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Panel Control Group

Approximately one-fourth of the panel control group (not pre-
tested) were sent a questionnaire nearly identical to that sent
to-Interim III respondents.

Table 14

Completion Experience -- Interim Ins

Panel Control Group

Total sent

Not, delivered (-)

499

32

Adjusted babe 467 100%

Total complete 353
--?

76%

Initial wave 323 69%

Follow-up 30 6%

Total not used 114 24%

Late 1 *

Incomklgte 15 3%

No response 98 21%

*Less than .5 %.
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F. Season B Baseline

This measure was sent to those respondents originally scheduled
to rcceive interim measures 4-10. Since four and one-half
months had Oapsed since the last contact, we sent a postcard
reminder to the sample. The postcard mentioned their earlier
participation 10 encouraged further cooperation.

Field Period --

Reminder postcard: April 10 - April 11, 1975

Questionnaire wave: April 14 - April 16, 1975

Follow-up postcard: April 17 - April 18, April 21, 1975

Cut -off: April 23, 1975

(Because response rates following the postcard send-
out exceeded 80%, there was no follow-up questionnaire.)

Table 15

Completion Experience -- Season B Baseline

Total sent

Not delivered (-)'

3,369

44

Adjusted base 3,325 100%

Total complete 2,702. 81%

Total not used 623 19%

If Late 134 4%

Incomplete 15

No response 474 14%

*Less than .5%.
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G. Overall Completion -- Postseries Measure

Field Period --

Sendout: May 27 - May 28, 1975

Reminder postcard: June 5 - June 6, 1975

Follow -up: June 164- June 17, 1975

Cut-off: June 30, 1975

Table 16

Completion Experience -- Postseries Measure

Total sent

Not delivered (-)

4,111

63

Adjusted base- 4,048 100%

Total complete 3,709 . 92%

Initial wave 3,506 .--) 87%

Follow-up* 203 5%

Total not used 339 8%

Late 27 1%

Incomplete 22 1%

No response 290 7%

*The follow-up questionnaire often served as a catalyst toward')
completion of/the initial questionnaire. The table showS only
the incremental return solely attributable to the follow-pp.
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Table 17

Overall Panel Effects*

6

Total sent

Not delivered

1,499

104 \
Adjusted base 1,395 100%

Total complete 1,066, 76%

Initial wave 99; \ 72%

Follow -up 68 5%

Total not used 329 24%

Incomplete 19 1%

No response 265 19%

Unusable 45 ,3%

ti

\s,

*Since no contact had been made with these respondents after the tele-
phone screen in October, 1974, a postcard was sent several days prior
to this measure alerting them to expect,the questionnaire in a few
days (May 22 - May 23, 1975).
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PPUIPIL-AWALT5157CORVUKAIIUN
hinCeton9 New Jersey ,

tudy 03791-- October 1974
Assignment Page_

SK FOR YOUNGEST MAN/WOMAN AGE' 18 OR OVER
HO IS AT HOME.

NTRODUCTION:

and; I'm working on a studtfor RespOnseAnalysis Corporation of
rinctUalt New Jersey. We are doing a survey about the things peo)le watch on television::
he.illifLiew will take only a few minutes and we think you4ill enjoy it.,

First, do you have a television set in working order in your household?

DYES-, CONTINUE WITH INTERVIEW

ONO DISCONTINUE - NOT QUALIFIED

A

TELEPHONE NUMBER

FIRST CALL SECOND CALL

DATE' TIME RESULT DATE TIME RESULT

31 %,

:53

87

73-`
0.

82<
TP Ivtiar. tl

33

28

98

70
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INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTIONS

HEALTH SERIES INTERV?EW

OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY

t4

This study is sponsored by Children's Television Workshop, CTW. You maYnot tell

the respondent this, hOwever. Ptograms that have been created,by CTW include,

'Sesame_Street', and 'The EleCtricCompany'.

Childrer-'s Teev. ion,Wor4hup ha,s created a' new series geared- to adults which

highl ights °are-a40, personal heal th, child care and family nutrition. The' for-

mat is more..§imi '"'to that of 'Sesame Street' than it is to-oite.usual type of
.

%

health or health related program. 4

The series will be aired once a week, on Wednesday evening at148:00 p.m. (or 7:00"

for the Central Time Zone) beginning in November. It will be sbOwn on the local

1Public'BradddIsting Service station, sometimes known as Educational Television

station. -

You will be calling- a random sample of telephone numbers in your area in order to

identify likely viewers. Then, several times before and during the series run,
Response Analysis will be sending ,out a mail questionnaire to porttions of the

view sample.. ,r

We have sent some materials to yoii which relA to CTW and their new series which

the Response Analysis representative, his. -If you're interested, you may take a

look at them.

These Instruttions will cover several points:

The Call Record sheets.

o Who the Respondent is

Procedure for using the Call .Re cord Sheet

Questionnaire Instructions

Using the Call Record Sheets

)

The call record sheets provide' the telephone numbers .for the s udy and the space to

record the result of each call.. It is important that the procedures for using

these sheets be followed. They are designed to make intwiewing as_efficient as
possible while ensuring, a valid 'sample of telephone houtrOlds..

Ilt,the beginning of the shift, your new call 'record sheets should be given to yOu

in order. They are ordered by the Assignment Page Number in the upper right corner.

You will be given six, (6), use them in order -You should finish (more on what we

Mean by 'finish' later) one sheet before wing on to' another.
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- Using the Call Record:Sheets (Con't.)

-There are two columns on'the sheet: First and Second call. Only one of these
columns is used during one shift. (This procedure is explained later in these
instructions.)

Forms

These are fiv forms of the call record sheet: .A, 8; C, D and E. These forms
area printed n five different colors of :paper and represent five different sets
ref random digits used as the final two digits orthertelephone numbers. You
,would use the sheets in Assignment Page Number order regardless of the color or ,
form groupings.

Telephone Number:

You will notice on the,top line
dumber. The first five (5) pig:

the.CalT Record Sheet a seven (7) digit phone
are written in; the laststwo (2) are printed.

U§e the same first five digitsafor every telephone number the page -- chadge,
only the last two digits: as you go from line to line,

, -.......

li

Always start with the telephone numbers at' the top. of the page and move down the,
t.page without skipping around.1 ,

, .,,
---\,.::A

JPFRESPONDENT
,

.,-

For this study, we are interested in talki.nj#to a. random sample,of adults, men and .

women age 18 and over.. The way we go about it when we do .a telephone study, is to
vi have the interview completed with the youngest man or woman age 18 or over, who is

at hOr.( - - .

. _ ,

You will always begin. each new Call Record Sheet by asking o speak with the young-
est male, age 18 or over who is at home when you call. If there is no main at home,
.ask for the youngett woman-age 18 or over. We want you.to interview no more than
one man, and one woman. on each Sheet. If your first completed interview
on a Can" Record Sheet is With a man, then,,from that point on'just ask,for women.
.If your first interview is with a'woman, then just ask for men' after that until'yoU
have completed a, male interview on that Call Record Sheet. After you have completed
both a male and female interview fran a given Call Record Sheet, then you are
'finished' with that sheet. You go on to the next one-, again first asking to speak.-
winth a man.

We want to complete an equal numbar of intery?ews with men and women. Som etimes
the supervisor will need tOrTlav more male.fhterviews done than female ones during
a particular shift. You may get an instruction to,ask only for men-for a certain
leng6.of time, or until you get a certain number of tee respondents. The super7
visor will tell you if this situation arises.



the Respondent (Con't.)

The maximumr number of completed interviews per Call Record Sheet is two (2).
/.

When you fintsh an interview with'a man, look at the top of the Call Record
Sheet, right under _the Assignment Page Numar, and please check, the box next,
to MAW. Then, when the female interview is completed, check the boxTnext to
WOMAN.

Introduction and First Question

The introduction is printed on the Call Record Sheet. Please use it each time
you begin an interview. Then go right into the first question. It is printed
on'the Call Record Sheet right below the introduction.

If the respondent answers "No" to Question 1, thank,him and terminate the inte'r-
view. Dial the next number. A "No" in Question 1 does not count as a completed
interview.

If the respondent answers "Yecilio Question 1, move right into the body of the
interview. The question on the Call Record Sheet is just, a script; you don't
mark anything in the boxes. ,

Please remember to ask every repondent the screening questipn on the Call Record
Sheet.

PROCEDURES FOR USING THE CALL RECOPW'SHEET

Work in only one 'call' column per shift. Start and work with a Call Record Sheet
until it is ready for one of two piles:

1 - Retired. No more. calls to be attempted from that Sheet.

*
2 - Call,badk another shift.

A sheet is retired:

a. As soon as two interviews are completed from the sheet.

b. When there are no numbers to be call back. All numbers are C, NQ; R, X,
or 0.

c. The maximum of two calls have been made to all numbers.

A sheet is put in the callback pile:

When all "first calls:" have teen made without obtaining the two interviews, and
there are numbers on the sheet to be called back during another shift (NA, R:4,
Busy twice'in one shift.)
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Procedures For Using the Call Record Sheet (Con't.)

Typically, gallbacks will be-handed out after 5:00 p.m. When you receive
callback sheets, complete the Call Record Sheet you are working with; then'
work with the callback sheets until they all have been retired.

,Codes for Result

These codes are used to record the result of your calls on the Call Record Sheet.
They are printed on a card that you should have handy while'you are working.

Complete. To be complete an-interview must/

1. Have all questions answered - that is, none refused.

2. Have respondent's flaw and a complete mailing address, including
the zip code. 4

B Busy. Call beck during the same shift. Do not count as a "call."
Record the date and time of the busy signal and the result as a 'B'.
Go back to the busy numbers and try them a second time only after
you have tried all the other numbers, on the Sheet. Record the
r?et.)hl,t in the same space as the original busy notation.

Do not try busy-numbers more than two tines during one shift.

NA No answer. Let the phone ring eight times. Then hang up. Numbers
where there As no answer will 'be called again during another shift.
Do not call them twice during the same shift.

4

RN Respondent not home, not available. These numbers will be called
back during another.shi ft. Do not call, them twice during the same
shift unless it is suggested that you call back in fi to ten
minutes.

NM There is no male living °in the house age 18 or over. Use this code
only yhen you have al ready completed an interview mith a women and
are just looking for men.

NF There is no female living in the house age 18 or over. Use this
code only when you have already completed an interview with a man.

This code is for "no television" households. The respondent answer-
ed a 'No' to the screening question on the Call' Record Sheet and
therefore does not qualify for the rest of the interview.

NQ

Refused.

Nonworking ritjpber. Usually you will hear a recording.
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Codes for Result.(Con't.)

0,

4

Business number.

Other (describe). This includes early terminations of the interview
And people who refuse their name0and/or mailing address.

QUESTIONNAIRE INSTRUCTIONS

Go from the introducti-On directly to the first question. Most respondents simply
start answering the questions. If a respondent asks you what this all about, use '

the first question asan example. Other things you may wart to say to_reassure
spme respondents:

Response Analysis.is a survey research company from Princeton, Nev Jersey
no selling -- we have nothing to offer for sale.

The interview is brief and interesting.

YOur teleplvne number was randomly s ted using computer-type procedures
(People with unlisted numbers are ometim concerned about this).

0

You are an important part-of a small sample of this area.

Asking Questions. and Recording Answers
-

'Throughout this questionn4ire, questions to be asked of respOndents are in lower'
case type. Instructions to interviewers are in upper case type of all caps aid are
not be mead to respondenls.

Read the questions fzltten, clearly and at a speed that is comfortable foc you
And your respondent on't rush; don't drag.

keep in control of the interview. Try not to let the respondent take over the
interview or digress do to the weather, last night's,TV special or local politics.
Be 'polite, but stay in Coil rol.

Most questions have pre.7eo answer categories. Please circle the number in front
of the responses. Disregard e smaller numbers in the margins which ire used in'
data processing,

top

The Interview is straightforward, interesting and brief. It should take about five
minutes to complete. There are no long answers to record, each question is pre-
coded and required that you just circle the appropriate number.

Following are specific notes op sumo questionS:

Riacar4 the tiMe,sta9,ted bn the upp left corner. Ile

4

sure to have asked the
screening question about working te evisiOns in the households:

. Q. 2 PleaSe read each show name carefully. You should have a Yes
ow No'fqr each one.
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Questionnaire Instructions (Con't.)

Q. 3 - Ask Q. 3 only when a respondent haS watched either or both
,Marcus Welby or Medical Center on- Q. 2.

Q. 4 - If the respondent cannot watch television on Wednesday ,night,
jot .circle precode 2. We don't need to know why they cannot
watch it on that particular night.

Q. 6 - Go over the skip pattern' carefully:

If the respondent answers precode 1, then o to Questions 7
and then 8.

If' the respondent answers. precode 2, then to to Q. 9.

Finally, if the Respondent is not sure, (precode 3), skip
Questions 7, 8 and 9 and skip to Q. 10. ,

Q. 10 - You have a, card on which is printed the call letter and channel
number of the local Public Broadcasting Service station. If the
respondent gives the call letters, then probe for the channel
number. A respOndent answers Yet 0 Q. 10 only if he gives the
correct channel number. You should check .your card as the re-
spIndent gives his answer. -Probe un4 for. channel do,,

give the respondent any help in arriving at the correct answer.

When you read the question, please fill in the blank. (chann
'number ) with the number from your exhibit card.

Q. 1N3 - These are the background questions. These should al 1:be answered
Q. 18 in order to call an interview complete.

Q. 11 -

Be sure to ask Q.17 if you get a2 or 3 precode on Q. 16.
1

Be sure to read the paragraph that is written before the name and address lines.
Please write the name and address carefully and 'clearly.. - Check the spell ing,with
the respondent.

Also, please write in the city or town, the state and the zip code. This study is
being done in four major Netropol itan areas, and we must be able to keep them
separate when the interviews arrive in ),Ii.inteton. The only way that we can be sure
to du this, is if you have supplied this irl4onnWon.

. Q

The respondent's name is absolutely,essenttal. Avoid abbreviatiOns in names,

street adoresseR and towns. Write everythihg out
;

Don't fora thethe West f the information, including your name and the total time

it took to d? the interview. '



A

CODE FOR RESULT

C - Complete
4

B - Busy ---+ Call back during same shift;
.do not count as a "Call"

NA - No answer
, .

RN - eespondent act home;
not available

Call back
different shift

4

NM - No m....le 1S+ )
.

NF No female 18+

NQ - Not qualified (no television)
A

R - Refused
.

X Nonworking number.

Z - Business number

.

0 Other Describe- ---,

187
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HEALTH SERIFS INTERVIEW

Supervisor Instructions

SHIFT SCHEDULES

The interviewing period is scheduled from Tuesday, October 1, throughFriday,
October 11. On weekdays (Nonday thru Friday) e&ch.-day's shift is scheduled
from 3:30 p.m, to 9:30 p.m. There will be one.shift per weekday.

On weekends (Saturday and Sunday), the shift hours are different. They are
as follows:

Saturday -- 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Sunday -- 12 p.m. to 9 p.m.

#
There should be sixteen interviewers (sixteen telephones) working at all times.

'QUOTA PER SHIFT

On wef1J.L1y5, we are expecting 480, completed interviews per 6-hour hift.

We expect 5 completed interviews per hour from each interviewer. There should
be 16 interviewers workino each shift; that means we should be getting 80 com-
pleted interviews pnr shift hour. A weekday shift is 6 hours; therefore we
expect 480 interviews comI'ieted on each shift.

On the weekend, the quotas will be different.

Saturday

The Saturday shift (10 a.m. to 6 p.m.) is 8. hours long. We expect to have
640 interviews completed during the Saturday shift, We have computed this
qu6ta in the same.way as we did the weekday quota.

5 completed interviews per interv4ewer per hour
16 interviewers times 5 completes gives us 80 per hour
80 times 8 hours (one shift) gives us 680 corpeted interviews

Sunday

The Sunday shift (12 p.m. to 9 p.m.) is 9 hours long. Wri expect to have
720 interviews completed during 'the Sunday shift. This quota was computed
in the same way-as the weekday and Saturday quotas. '

The qUot s presume that all telephones will be in use for
the enti c shift. If you will not be able to do this for
a Oven hift!, please let us kn,
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Male a4)-d- Female Quotas

Each shift's total quota should be comprised
one half men 'and the ether half momen.

The male-female quotas are as follows:

Weekdays:

Saturday:

Sunday:

interviews completed. with

480 completed interviews
240 men
240 women

Ab

640 completed interviews
320 men
320 women

. 720 completed interviews
360 men
360 womeh

This is the ideal situation. You will have to monitor each shift. Ask for
periodic counts and keep running totals for males and females.,.

If there are m-)re male interviews completed than fetnale ones., have the inter:
viewers ask for women until the balance is adjusted. If the reverse is true,
use the reverse procedure. You should try to adjust the balance during the.
same shift., if you ar, unable to do so, you way begin a new shift by
interve,..vs to ask, for eitch.er males or, females, depending en which total you
need to correct. Try not, to have the problem go beyond one. shift. . -

You will have a form on which you must keep' record of the male-female quotas
by shift. This will ailso help you to make sure that your total quota is met.
You will need to fill out this form in order to make your daily telephone
call to -Response Analysis.

Definition of a Completed Interview

An inte;ryiew is completed only if we have the respondent's name and address.
Interviews where name and/or address are refused do not count as part of
your quota.

4

DAILY PROGRESS REPORT

We are exgekcting to hear from you each day, tith a, progress report on the pre-
vious day 'T work., If we don't hear frog4 you by the end of the day, we will be
call ingqfbr the report.

We will want to know how many interviews `have been completed, as well as totals
by male female counts.
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MAKING COMPLETED INTERVIEWS

Completed interviews must be Mailed datly_. Do not hold any completed interviews
for any reason. Count them and then enter the totals on the form. Mail them
*cdiately.

If you are going to have some problem meeting your
quota, no matter what the reason, please call us.
We- are on a very tight schedule and we must be in-
formed'of any problems. ti

tall station-to-station collect. After the call
has been accepted, as to speak to someone about
Study #3791.

The telephone number,is:. (609) 921-3340-

CALL RECORD SHEETS

The call record sheets, providing the telephone numbers for the study, are
numbered consecutively. This number is in the "upper right corner, and is
called the "Assignment Page Number.",

Hari nut the sheetr in As-ignment PE,go _order. .Give to uch intlervier in turn
six Call RecordSheets. In other words; you will take the first six and give
them to an interviewer. Then take the next six and pass those to the next in-
terviewer. Always take from the top of the Call Record Sheet stack.

Do't 16ek, through thetack and pull out all the toll-fre numbers.-- The sheets
must be dome in gtrict numerical order.

There bre fiveforms of the Call Record Sheet. They are forms A,B,C,D and E.
They are printed on different colors and represent five different sets of random
digits used as the final two numbers of the telephone numbers. You can disre
gard the form designkion. The sheets are to be usel in numerical order, re-
gardless of the color or form groupings.

/

Each Call Record-Sheet'has room for an initial call and one callback. Codes
to be used in recording the result of a4call are printed on card stock. Each
interviewer should get at.card.

Using the Call Record Sheet

Interviewers begin each sheet by dialing the first number and asking for the
yOungest male, age 18 or over, who ik at' home. If there is no male at home,
they ask for the youngest female age 18 or over.

'1

The -next question on the Call' Record Sheet is a screening question which must.
be asked of each respondent. If the-respondent says "no," then the call
yields a "Not _Qualified" result and the inLerviewer goes to the next number.
Please be sure that intervidwers are asking this question. they don't record
'the answer and there may be a tendency to forget to ask the question.
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.The maximum number of interviews completed from a given Call Record/Sheet is

two (2) -- one male and one female. When a sheet has yielded two elompleted'
intealijews, it is finished and, put

IA the upper right corner, under the Assignment Page Number, there is a box
that should be checked by the interviewers. Each finished Call Record Sheet
should have two 'checks on it, one for the interview completed with a man and
one for the interview completed with a woman.

Callbacks

Busy signals-should Rot be recorded-as-a call. They should be called back dur-
ing the same shift. Interviewers should call the busy numbers aciain only after
trying the rest of the numbers on the Call Record Sheet.

Callbacks should be made to numbers yielding three kinds'of results:.

NA No answer
Wigs- Respondent not a home, not available
B - Busy signal twice in one shift

These callbacks should be madeeon a different shift, after 5 p.m. Hopefully
most of the household members-are home at this time rather than at 3:30 p.n.,
the beginning of the shift.

In order to keep track of the statusAf various Call Record Sheets, you will
probably want to have (everal nile into which the Coll Record Sheet( can b'
sorted:

1 - Completed Call Record Sheets (Two checks in the right corned_

.1- This group should contain only the Call Record Sheets where an inter-
view has been completed with both a man band 6 woman. There are two
checks (or. x's) in the box in the upper right corner,' and no-more
calls can be made to numbers on these sheets.

2 - Retired Call Record Sheets

The quota has not been obtained, but two calls have been made to all
possible numbers, on two different shifts.

3 Call Record SheAs with callbacks
to,

This stack contains all the sheets that have definite fallback situa-
, tions. They may have one of the interviews completed, or none.

These are the Call Record Sheets that you hand out beginning at 5 p.rit..

Interviewers should be instructed to keep their sheets organized in the same
way.

Plea;,e read the section pertaining to the Call Record Sheet in the Interviewer
Instructions.' /
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THE INTERVIEW

The interview is straightfor0b.rd an easy to a.dminister. It should take about_
five Minutes to complete. There ar specific notes on-some questions in the
Intervjewer Instructions.

Part of the supervisor's responsibility it to do some editing before the work
is mailed to Response Analisis.

We want you. to check eac-R. completed interview, circling precodes where neces-
sary. Skip patterns should also be corrected if possible. (Each shift will
yield a great nu.dher of dcimpieted interviews, so the checking might well be
started before the shift is over. Periodic collections of the completed work
should make the editing,step easier.) 1

Check on the back to csee that there is a name (unless it was refused) and that
there is a gible address. Please put in the city or town, the state and zip
code if it's missing.

Interviews should have every, question answered and have a name and address in
order to be considered completed.

If you find as-you are checking and editing that there are/some interviews that
could be completed with one more call, take them out .and have an interviewer
try to complete tnem.

When yno preir%ve the interviews.fnr mailing, pleo.ce sepal-alto the ctarks arrnrd-,

ing to their completeness. It will be easier for us if wacan have all fully
complete interviews in one group rather than interspersed with partial corn:-

pletes. The partial completes will have to loe looked over carefully and require -
some kind of decision. (Partial completes does not include terminations. Don't
mail any terminated interviews to us.)

Please try to mailigily. We may find that vie will need to air freight the
last of the wor,k, but we will eall you regarding this decision.,

This set of instructions supplements the Interviewer Instructions. You need To

read both in order to be fully prepared for the job.

SHIFT SUPERVISOR'S ASSIC;;;',ENT IN BRIEF

1 - Be sure that there. are 16 telephones working at all times.

2 Hand out Call Record Sheets correctly, in numerical order.

3 - Monitor the interviewers to see that Call Record Sheets are used correctly,
that the' stionnaire is dOne properly, and that tha ma19-female quotas
are being met.

4 - Collect all Call Record Sheets at the end of the shift and have them in
their appropriate

-
stacks.

5 - Edit and check all cdivleled intAviews. Sort into proper piles (if neces:
sary) for mailing. Enter totals for the day on your Progress Report.

6 - Mail the interviewS, or make arrangements for them to be Call
Response Analysis with your Progress Report, or make arrangements for that
call to be made.

o
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HEALTH SERIES INTERVIEWS

PROGRESS REPORT FORM

Total
Completed

'Interviews
Total
Male

Total
Female

1 Date
'Mailed
clo RAC

Date
Callk In
to RAC

TUESDAY, OCT. 1 .

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 2.

%.
. .

w

THURSDAY 7 OCT. 3 ,

.

FRIDAY, OCT. 4
-

SATURDAY, OCT. 5

SUNDAY, OCT. 6

. .

MONDAY, OCT. 7
.

TUESDAY , OCT. 8 .
,

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 9 or

THURSDAY, OCT. 10
.

FRIDAY, OCT. 11
't .

Q
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TIME BEGAN:

4

HEALTH SERIES INTERVIEW

1. .During the past week, on 'how many different
days did you watch any television at all,
even for a few minutes?

;773,
2. I am goihg to read you the naM65-Of some tele4iSion shoWs. Please tell me it you

remember watching them within' the pastSik months:or so.

YES,' NO, 1600
WATCHED THINK WATCHED

1 NO DAYS
2 1-5 DAYS
3 6 -7 DAYS,
_4 NOT SURE

A. Marcus Welb$, M.D.

b. VD Blues

c. The Great American Dream
Machine

d The Emerald

e. Upstairs bownstairs

f. Medical Center

g. The.Killers

1

1

IF_"MARCUS VELE,Y" OR "MEDICAL CENTER" WATCHED ON Q. 2, ASK:

3. Do you watch (Marcus Welby)(Medical
Center) entirely for: entertainment,
or do you get any information out
of it about health that you want to
know about?

2 07

2 08

2

2

2

2

09

10

11

12

-1?

I WATCH ENTIRELY FOR ENTERTAINMENT
2 GET HEALTH INFORMATION
3 BOTH ENTERTAINMENT AND HEALTH

INFORMATION "- 14
4 OTHER ANSWER
5 NOT SURE WHY WATCH

4. I'd like to ask you about elevision shows that are seen
on Wednesday, nights at 8 o'clock.-.. Is that a time when
you can watch television if you want to?

Three of the shows on Mednesday nights at 8 o'clock are
"That:s My Mama," "Sons and Daughters" and "Little House
on the Prairie." Is any of these a show that you watch
regularly?

6. Starting in November there will be a new television show about health that will be
on Wednesday nights from 8 to 9 o'clock. It will be different from other health
shows because it will have comedy, songs and drama like a variety show, but with
useful information. Does that sound like the kind of show.you would want to watch
when if comes on, or would'you probably not want to watch it?

1 YES, KIND OF SHOW WOULD WANT 10kWATCH, OR
WOULD TRY ONCE OR TWICE ASK Q. 7 AND 8

' 2 PROBABLY NOT WATCH IT GO TO Q. 9
3 NOT SURE GO TO Q..10

IF- "YES" ON Q. 6, ASK:

7. Do you think you definitely will watch
it, or probably will watch it, or aren't
you sure what you would do?

8. If you watch this new show when-it comes
on, would you watch it mostly because it
is about health,or mostly betause it is
entertaining, or what?

1 YES, CAN WATCH
2 NO, CAN'T WATCH. !*

3 NOT .SURE

1 YES
2 NO
3" NOT SURE

1 DEFINITELY WATCH
2 PROBABLY WATCH
3 NOT SURE, DON'T KNOW

1 BECAUSE ABOUT HEALTH
2 BECAUSE ENTERTAINING
3 BECAUSE COMBINES HEALTH AND

ENTERTAINMENT
4 OTHER ANSWER
5 NOT SURE

IF "PROBABLY NOT WATCH" ON Q, 6, ASK:

9. It the reason that you would not want to 1 BECAUSE ABOUT HEALTH
match this show because it is about 2 OTHER REASON
'health, or for some other reason? 3 NOT. SURE, NO ANSWER

194 #
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new entertaihMent,shoW about health will be
shown on a publiC bro4dCasting,,Or educational
television, station. Can yOu. tell me the channel
number of the PUBLIC. BROADCASTING STATION in your
area/. (PROBE FOR CHANNEL NUMBER.' j.

11. Do you think yo.- will be more likely or less
likely to watch this new show because it will be
on the PUBLIC BROADCASTING STATION, channel "

IF "LESS LIKELY" ON Q. 11, ASK:

12. Is that because you don't get a goodpictute
on that channel, or is it for some other
reason? (DO NOT READ ANSWERS; JUST CIRCLE
IF APPROPRIATE.)

These last questions are just for statistical prposes,

13. INTERVIEWER: RECORD SEX: 1 MAN 2 WOMAN

14. Are you: 1 Age 18-34
2 Age 35-49
3 Older than 49.
4 NOT GIVEN

15. What was the highest grade that you
completed in school? (DO NOT READ
ANSWERS.)

1

16. Hpw.many children are there in your
household who are 17 years old or
younger?

IF ANY CHILDREN 17 OR YOUNGER ON Q.

17. What is the age of the
youngest child living
at home with you?

18. Counting yourself, how many people
altogether live in your household?

1 -YES, GIVES CORRECT CHANNEL
-1, NO, NOT SURE (DOESN'T mow i4

CORRECT CHANNEL)

1 _II LIKELY TO WATCH
2' LE SIIKELY TO WATCH
3"N -DIFFERENCE' 22

4 NO OPINION, NOT SURE

1 DON'T GET-GOOD PICT,RE
2 SOME OTHER REASON 23

3 NOT SURE, NO ANSW R

1 8TH GRADE OR LESS
2 SOME HIGH SCHOdt OR HIGH SCHOOL
3 SOME COLLEGE OR COLLEGE GRADUAT
4 MENTION OF SOME KIND OF VOCATI

TRAWING
5 STILL A COLLEGE STUDENT
6 STILL A HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT
7 NOT GIVEN

1 NO CHILDREN 17 OR YOUNGER
2 ONE OR TWO CHILDREN
3 THREE OR MORE CHILDREN
4 NOT GIVEN

16, ASK:

1 YOUNGER THAN SIX YEARS
2 SIX TO ELEVEN YEARS
3 TWELVE YEARS OR OtOER
4 NOT GIVEN

I JUST RESPONDENT
2 TWO OR THREE
3 FOUR OR FIVE
4 SIX OR MORE
5 NOT GIVEN

RADUATE

NAL SCHOOL

26

Thank you very much for your help. May I have your name and address to show that the inter-
view is completed. In a couple of weeks we are sending a dollar, along with a very short
questionnaire, to some of the people we interview. I would like to be sure that I have
your name and address spelled correctly.

RESPONDENT'S NAME (PRINT):

ADDRESS:.

CITY OR TOWN: STATE: ZIP CODE:

TELEPHONE 0:

INTERVIEWER: DATE OF INTERVIEW:

TOTAL INTERVIEW TIE: MINUTES TIME OF DAY: 1 10 AM - NOON
2 NOON ,,-. 5 PM 30-32
3 AFTER 5 PM

HO,

1,95



t.

o

B. Season A Baseline

Questionnaire

s' Follow-up postcard

Follow-up letter
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This dollar is just a.smali token .of Our appreciation.

Response Analysis
Park PUG

Prrnr Ptr 11 f+w 01;540
if,' .1 I .°!1.31

Please complete and return this questionnaire in the enclosed
postage-paid envelope. It isa genuine contribution that yo
can make to improving the health of the country.

°Starting soon on television there will be a new series pro-
grams on health, made possible by some large gifts to/the pro-
ducers of Sesame Street and the Eleqtric Company. T is new
show will be for everyone, adults as well as young upeople.

In order to plan the show prpperly, they have to/ now what
people do and don't do about health. That's wh t this ques-
tionnaire is for.

Our computer picked you as part of a careful y selected /cross-
section. .Thp you were interv.iewed by tele ikne, and this is
a follow-up"to that interview.

The questionnaire is easy and you will e joy it. Please do it
today -- right now iflou can -- and ma it back in the en-
closed envelope. Ifjlu have any ques ons, call me collect
at the.number at the top of this page.

Thank you.

Si cerely,

r. Herbert Abelson
President

99'7



THIS QUESTIONNAIRE HAS THREE PARTS:
.4,

A SECTION FOR EVERYBODY, STARTING ON THE
Nal. PAGE

A LATER SECTION FOR HOUSEHOLDS THAT HAVE
CHILDREN

A SECTION JUST FOR WOMEN TO FILL OUT

ALL ANSWERS ARE COMPLETELY CONFIDENTIAL. THERE
IS 'A NUMBER ON THIS QUESTIONNAIRE SO WE CAN KEEP
OUR RECORDS STRAIGHT'. BUT NO ONE IS EVER CON-
NECTED WITH A PARTICULAR QUESTIONNAIRE. THE
QUESTIONNAIRES ARE PUNCHED ONTO IBM CARDS (THAT'S
WHAT THE LITTLE NUMBERS ARE FOR IN THE RIGHT-HAND
MARGINS), AND THEN THE ,QUESTIONNAIRES ARE DESTROYED.

PLEASE ANSWER THE QUESTIONS THAT FOLLOW BY DRAW-
ING A CIRCLE AROUND' THE NUMBER'NEXT TO THE ANSWER
THAT FITS YOU BEST.' FOR EXAMPLE:

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE
SEASON OF THE YEAR?

1 WINTER
2 SPRING

SUMMER
4 FALL

1 la



PleaSe circle one code number for each question.

1. QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR AND YOUR FAMILY'S HEALTH ,

!

a. All in all,:wOuld youfsay your 1 Better than most
health is .., 2 Just about average

3i Not as good as most
4 I'm not sure how I compare

b. At any time over the past year,
has your health or the health of
someone else in the household
caused you worry?

c. When was the last time you talked
to or visited a Aoctor about your
own health?

d. When you are sick, where-do you
usually go to see a doctor?

e. I's there one doctor whom you
consider your own personal
doctor for most purposes?

f. How about the children, if you
have any where do they
usually go to see*a doctor
when they are-sick?

1 Yes, a lot of worry
2 Yes, some worry
3,,Yes, a little worry
4 NO:worry-at all

1 9 9

107

108

1 Less than 3 months ago
2 Between 3 and 6 months ago
3 Between 6 months and a year ago
4 Between 1 and 2 years ago 109

5 More than 2 years ago
6 Never

1 A doctor's office or private
medical,group

2 A clinic -- not in a hospital
3 A hospital clinic 110

4 Some other place
5 Never went to a doctor

1 Yes

2 No

3 Not sure

A doctor's office or private
medical group

2 A clinic -- not in a hospital
3 A hospital clinic
4 Some other place
5 No usual doctor for the

children
6 No children in the house-

hold

111

112



2. PHYSICAL EXAMS

This question is about regular physical examinations which some people get. even
if nothing seems to be wrong with them.

a. Did you'everghave a routine physical'
examination because you had to have
it for yOur job, or-tqiget an insur-
ance policy, or something like, that?

. Did you ever have a routine physical
examination', other than one required
for a job or insurance policy, when
nothing was bothering you?

About how long ago did you have the
last physical examination when noth-
ing was bothering you, regardless of.
the. reason for having it?

3. BLOOD PRESSURE

1 Yes
2 No
3 I Not sure

1 Yes

2 No

3 Not sure

113

114

1 Never had one
2 Within the:last 3 months

,3 Between 3 and 6 months ago. 115

4 -Between '6 months and a year ago
5 'BetWeen l`sed 3 years ago
6 More than 3 yearS,ago
7 Not sure

1

a. When, if ever, was the last time you had your blood 'pressure checked?

1 Within the last 3 months
2 Between 3 and 6 months ago
3 Between 6 months and a year ago
4 Between 1 and 2 years ago
5 More than 2 years ago

. Were you told that your blood pres-
sure was ...

1 High
2 Low
3 Normal

4 Not told anything

c. Do you wish you knew more about
your blood pressure than you were
told at that time?

1 Yes

2 No

PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 3

6 Never had it cheCked
.7 Not sure

3e. Have you ever suggested to anyone
else that they should get their
blood preSsure checked?

200

. Have you thought about getting it
checked?

1 Yes, plan to get it checked
2. Yes, might get it checked
3 Yes, but don't plan to get it

checked,
4 No, have of thought about it

PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 3e

1 Yes

2 No

3 Not sure

11

11



4. TEETH AND GUMS

a. Have,you ever. gone to a dentist for a check-up when your teeth were not
bothering you?

IF YES:

1 Yes

2 No

b. When was the last time you went for
a dental check-up when your teeth.
were not bothering you?

1_ Within last 3 months
2 'Between 3 and 6 months ago
_3 Between 6 months and a year

ago

4 Between 1 and 2 years ago
5 Not sure

c. Usually, how often do you go for a-
Aental check-up?

1 About every 6 months
2 :About every year
3 About every 2 years
4 Less'than every 2 years
5 No regular time, go when I

need it

PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 4

IF NO:

d. Have you ever thought about getting
a dental-check-up when your teeth
were not bothering you ?.

1 Yes, plan to get a dental check-
up

2 Yes, might get a check-up
3 Yes, but don't plan to'get a

check-up
4 No, have not thought about it

,PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 4e

4e. Have you ever used a dental "disclosing 1 Yes'

tablet" a tablet that you chew to 2 No
see if your teeth are clean? 3 Not sure

4f. Before you saw Question 4e, had you 1 Yes
ever heard of a dental "disclosing 2 No r,

tablet"? 3 Not sure

5.- HEALTH HABITS

Thinking of yourself, which of these things do you do now, which do you try to d
and which do you not do?

FOR EACH ITEM BELOW, CIRCLE
THE NUMBER THAT BEST FITS YOU

DO IT
NOW

TRY TO. DO

IT NOW
DO NOT DO

IT NOW

a. Have fruit or fruit juice every day 1 2 3

b. Get some exercise every day 1 2

c. Limit the amount of beer, wine or liquor
you drink( 1 2

d. Eat foods that are low in saturated fat 1 2 3

e. Ask the doctor to explain when he.tells
you something you don't understand

4
2011

121

/22-
124

125

126

127
.0
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. OPINIONS ABOUT HEALTH

For each of the following ideas about sickness and health, please circle "1" if

yOu mostly agree with that ideal Circle "2" if you mostly disagree with that
idea, and circle "3" if you have no opinion.

CIRCLE ONE NUMBER
FOR EACH STATEMENT

a. Regular physical examinations are worthwhile
only if something is wrong with the person. 1

b. No matter how careful a person is, he has to
expect a good deal of illness in his lifetime. 1

c. 14ing healthy is mainly a matter of how well
you look after. yourself.

d. A person should visit the dentist every. six
months, even if nothing seems wrong.

e. There's not much a person can do to keep
from getting sic*.

f. A person can have high blood pressure and
not know it.

MOSTLY MOSTLY NO

AGREE DISAGREE OPINION

2

2

2

HEALTH INFORMATION

7. Are these telephone numbers written down and posted near your telephone?

YES NO' NOT SURE

a. The Poison Control Center in your area 1 2 3

b. Where to get medical help in an emergency 1 2 3

3 132

3

3

3

3

3 137

8. In the last six months, did you try to get information'on any of the following
subjects for yourself /or for someone else?

CIRCLE ONE NUMBER
FOR EACH ITEM

a. Where to get an examination for blood pres-
sure for yourself or anyone else

_/

b. Where to get a heart check-up, for yourseli
or someone else

c. Where to get `'dental care
1 ct

d.. Where to get help for a drinking problem --
ydurA.- own or someone else's

e. How to get a Pap test for women

f. How to do a breast examination for women

YES, I NO, I DID I ALREADY

TRIED NOT TRY KNEW IT

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

9. If breast cancer in women is detected early, do 1 Very good

you think that the chance of recovery is ... 2 Fair 14

3 Poor
4 I don't know

13

13

3 14

0
3

3

3

3

3
\

/

10. Have you ever suggested to a friend or relative
of yours.that she have a doctor examine her breasts?

202

1 Yes
2 No



IF YOU HAVE ANY C/kiLDREN LIV
WER THE QUESTIONS ON THIS PA

. YOU HAVE

MEN:

17777117.7

NG AT HOME WHO ARE UNDER 18 YEARS OF AGE, PLEASE ANS -'
E.

NO CHILDREN UNDER 18 LIVING AT HOME-7

WOMEN:

Please go to Question' 27 on rage 11. Please go to Question 22 on page 9.

Either pareot, Other or father, can answer pese questions. If you yourself' are not
sure of an answer, please ask the other parent..

11. Overall, would you say you family's
hfalth is ...

12. How many children are therg\living at
howq who are younger than TE1,?

13. How much do you, personally, think it
matters to a chiles health what he
eats for snacks?

14. Most children like sweet foods for
snacks. 'How much of the food your
children eat for snacks are sweet
foods -- things like sugared cereal,
ice cream, cookies, soda pop, 'candy
or cake?

15. Have you ever thought about trying
to change what your children eat
for snacks?

16. Have you ever tried to get your
children to change what they eat
for snacks?

.1

1 Better than .-most
2 aist about average '

3 Not as good as most
4 I'm not sure how we compare

1 One
2 Two
3 Three
4 Four or more

1 It matters a lot
2 It matters some
3 It matters'a little.
4 It doesn't matter at all
5 I don't 'know

1 All or almost all
2. Most are sweet foods, but they

eat some other things too.
3 About half are sweet foods
4 Only a little sweet foods
5 Eat no sweet foods at all
6 I don't.Vnow

348

149

150

162

1 Yes, and will try to change what
they eat for snacks

152
2 Yes, and might try
3 Yes, but probably wilt not try
4 No, have not. thought about it

1 Yes

2 No
153

IF YOU HAVE ANY CHILDREN WHO ARE UNDER SIX YEARS OF AGE, PLEASE GO 6N TO QUESTION 17
ON THE NEXT PAGE.,

YOU HAVE NO CHILDREN UNDER SIXt,y

MEN: 106MEN:

Please go to Question 27 on page 11. Please go_ to Questioli 22 on page

203



IF YOU HAVE ANY CHILDREN WHO ARE UNDER 6 YEARS 41F AGE., PLEASE ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS.k%

17. In your house, have you thought about
keeping medicines and household cleaners
out of the children's reach? 1

- 18. In your house, are the medicines and
household cleaners kept out of the
children't reach?

19. Please circle the age-of the oldest
child'who is under 6 years o147---7

Yet -154,
Nolihaven't thOught about it

Yes, all:of them are
2 Yes, some of them are

13 No 'none of them are.r

4 Not sure

.1 Ages
.2 Age 4

3 Age 3
.4 Age 2

5 Age 1
6. Younger than

155

158

PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS ONLY FOR THE OLDEST CHILD UNDER-6 WHOSE AGE IS
CIRCLED ABOVE.

20. EYESIGHT TEST AND HEARING TEST

a. Have you ever tried to get any
information on where to go to 'get
your child's vision or hearing
checked?

d

b. Has this child had a test yet to
see if his or her eyesight is
normal?

PLEASE RgAD CHOICES CAREFULLY'
AND THEN CIRCLE THE ONE THAT
BEST FITS YOU.

c. Has this child had a test to see
if his or her hearing is all right?

PLEASE READ CHOICES CAREFULLY
AND THEN CIRCLE THE. ONE THAT
BEST FITS YOU.

204

Its

1 .No, I have not tried
2 Yes, I have tried
3/ I already know where to go 157

4 Someone else in the family
takes care of these things

1 Yes, has had test
2 No, but I plan to have child's

eyesight checked
3 No, but I might have child's 15

. eyesight checked
4 No, because child is not old

enough
5 No, because child does hot

need/it
6 yt

1 Yes, has had test
0 No, but I plan to have child'3(

hearing checked ,

3 No, but'I might have,child't
hearing Checked ,15

4 No, because child is not old 0
enough

5 No, because child does not
ne0d it

6 jUkt sure

MORE ON THE NEXT PAGE ABOUT YOUR OLDEST CHILD WHOlp UNDER AGE 6.



21. SHOTS AND IMMUNIZATIONS

OPT Shots
; .

. a. Within the last six months, has he Or4she (your oldest
le

child under 6) had any
shots against diphtheria, tetanus and whooping cough (UPTqhots)?' . , .4

44

1 Yes, within laSt 6 months
2 Yes, but longer thah6 months agcj '

.

3 No, child has not, had any DPT shots
4 4 Not sure

IF YES:

b. About how many OPT shots has he or
she had altogether?

1 One shot
2 Two shots
3 Three shots
4 Four or more shots
4'5 Not sure how many

c. Have you thought about getting this
child any more shots?

1 Yes, and plan to do it
2 Yes, and might do it
3 No, have got thought

' about ggfting any more

PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 21

Rubella (German measles) shot

"2)e. Within the last.six months, has
this child had a shot against
rubella (German'measles)?

PLEASE READ CHOICES CAREFULLY
AND THEN CIRCLE THE ONE THAT
BEST FITS YOU.

Regular measles

21f. Within the last six months, has
this child had a shot against
reNar measlls?,

4

4

© IF NO OR NOT SURE:

. 260

. Have you thought 'about getting this
child any DPT shots?

4! Yes, and I prarito do it )
2 Yes, and I might do it
3 No, becayse this child

Vr is not old enough, ,.
4 No, because this child,

does net. need it

40
No, have no; thought

, 6boutjit
, , N. e,

a

PLEASE GO.TO QUESTION 21e

205

161-
163

....),.. -

'\.

1c Yes, within last 6 mon s

2 Yes, but longer than months ago
3 No, but plan to get t is shot,
4 No, but might get th s shot_
5 No, becauSe child is not. 164

old enough
6 No, because child does not

need it
Not sure

4 ,0

1 Yes, within last 6 mont
2 Yes, but 'diger than ntbs ago
3 No, but plan to get th shot
4 No, but might get this shot
5 No, becadie child is not 165

old 6hoogh '

6 No, because child does ndt
need it

7 Not sure
e



Polio r.

21'g. Within the last six months, has this child (your oldest child under age '6) h.li
.

any.oral vaccine for` polio (a isugar lump or a few drops of sweet syrt* with'
medicine in, it)? 2

withfalatt 6 months,
'but -- longer -.-than- 6 'months .,:ago..;

4 Nat-s0t7e

TF YES:

h.About how many times has this child
had ora.1 Vaccine for pcil'io?

1 One
2 Two

3 'Three
4 Four

5 'Five or more
6 I'm not sure

i. If your child has..had. oral vaccine
for polio less than four times, _

have you thoUght abaft getting him
or- her any more?

1 Yes,,, and
Yes, and might do it

3. No, have not thought
about getting any more

PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 21k

^

IF NO OR NOT SURE:

. Hhe you thought about getting your
child oral vaccine against polio?

1 Yes, and I plan to do it
2 Yes, and I might dolt

3 No, -because, child is, not
old enough

4 No, because child d
not need it

5 No, have not thought
about i t

.PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 21k

4.

21k. Have you ever tried to getany information on where to get immunization shots
of any kind for your child

166

16?
69

1 No I have not
2 Yesv, I have' tried

3 I already krnaWcwherei too 4
4 Someone else in the family takes careof

MEN: WOMEN:



THESE NEXT QUESTIONS ARE JUST FOR. WOMEN TO ANSWER.

22. Have you ever heard of a 'ap test"
(also called a Pap salear . ,

23. As far as you know, what is the Pap
test. for?

'

24. Hi'vk You ever had a Pap test?

Yes

2 No

IF YOU HAVE HAD A PAP TEST:

(o to. Question 25 on
the next page)

a. When was the last time you had
Pap test or smear?

1 :Within the last 3 months
,2 'Between 3 and 6 months ago
3 Between 6 months and a

year ago
L-4 Between 1 and -2 years ago

5. More than 2 years ago

b. How often do you usually have a Pap
test?

1 Every 3 months
2 Every 6 months
3 Every year
4j Every 2 years
5. Less than every 2 years
6 No regular time '

I'

1 Diabetes
2 Cancer

. 3 'Pregnancy
4 Tuberculosis
5 I'm not sure what it's for

IF Y

c. Have
a Pap

U HAVE NOT HAD A PAP TEST:

ou ever thought about getting
test or smear?

1 Yes, and plan to get one
2 Yes, and might get one
3 Yes, but probably will

not get. one
4 No, have not thought

about it

I
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d. Have you ever suggested to a friend,
or relative that she should get a
Pap test?

111 .207

1 V-es

2 No

212
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25; BREAST EXAMINATION BY A DOCTOR

Has a doctor ever examiried, your breasts for lumps?

1 Yes

2 No.

IF YES:'

;b. When was the last time a doctor ex-
amined your breasts for lumps?

1 Within last 3 months
2 Between 3 and 6 months ago
3 Between 6 months and a

Year ago
4 Between 1 and 2 years, ago
5 More than 2 years ago

U,sually,' how often does a doctor
examine your beeasts?

1 Every 3 months
2' Every 6 months.
-3 Every year
4 Every 2 years
5 Less than every 2 years
6 No regular time

PLEASE GO TOP QUESTION' 26

IF NO:

. Have. you ever thought About'havipg
a doctor examine your breasts for
lumps? -t

1 Yes, and plan to,go,.to doc-
tor for breast examination

'2. Yes, and might go to doc
tor for breastexamination

3 Yes, bUt probably will not
get breast examination

4 No, have not thought
about it

PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 26

214
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26. BREAST SELF-EXAMINATION.)

a. Do you know how to examine your own breasts for lumps, without the help of a
doctor or anyone else?

IF YES:

1 Yes
2 No

b. How did you learn to examine your
own breSsts for lumps?

1 No one showed me how, I just'
do it

2 Doctor or nurse showed iine how
3 Learned from a friend'
4 Learned from something I

read in a. magazine, news-
paper or leaflet

5 Learned from television
6 Don't remember how I

learned

c. If a doctor or nurse showed you how
to do it, did you ask them to show
you how, or did they suggest it to
you?

I asked. them
2 They 'suggested it to me S'

I'm not sure

IF NO:.

d. Have you ever thought about learn-
ing how to do a breast examination
by yourself?

1 Yes, and plan to learn how
2 Yes, and 'I might learn how
3 Yes, but don't plan to

learn how too,do it
4 No, never thought about

it

PLEASE GO ON TO Tie ,NEXT PAGE.

203
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THESE-QUESTIONS ARE FOR EVERYONE TO ANSWER.

)27. Do you, have a television set in
k workin order in your household?

28. Compared to six months or so ago,
do. you get, a different amount ol

health infOrmationifrom radio and
television than you used to?

29. In the last six months have you sent
for any health information that you
saw offered on television?

30. Are you ...

31. On your last birthday
were'you ..."

1 Yes
2 No

1 Get more information now
2 Get less information now
3 Get about the same amount
4 Get no information
5 Not sure

1 Yes
2 No

3 Not sure

1 Male
2 Female

1 18,- 24 . 5 55 - 64
2 25 - 34 6 65 or over
3 35 - 44 7 Prefer not to
4. 45 - 54 answer

32. What is the highest grade you comOeted
in school?

33. Are you ... (PLEASE CIRCLE ONE
NUMBER)

'34. Are you ...

222

223

-\°224'

225

226

I No formal schooling
2 8th grade or less
3 Some high school
4 High school graduate 227
5 Some,collup
6 College graduate
7 Technical or vocational

training

1 ,Employed full time
2 Employed part time
3 Unemployed, looking for work

2284 Student
5 Retired or disabled
6 Not employed

1 'Head of household
2 Wife or husband of head
3 Other relative of head
4 Not related to head

35. Which of these best fits the kind of work that the head ohousehold does?
(PLEASE CIRCLE ONE NUMBER)

1 Profession'al, technical
2 Small businessman
3 Sales or clerical
4 Craftsman or` mechanic
5 Unskilled or manual
6 Service worker (policeman,

nurse, janitor, etc.)

7 Farmer or-farm worker
8 Student

229

9 Member of Armed Forces 230,-
10 Housewife 331

11 Unemployed,looking for work
12 Retired-
13 Other

209.,
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36. Including yourself, how persons live in your household?

TOTAL NUMBER OF PERSONS 232 -33.

a. How many are age 18 or over? NUMBER 18 OR OVER 234

b. How many are ages 6 - 17? NUMBER 6 - 17. 236

c. How many are age 5 or under? NUMBER 5 OR UNDER 236

37. Please circle the one number which best describes the total combined income
in 1973 of all members of your household from all sources -- wages, rentals,
dividends.. social security, etc. -- before taxes and deductions.

PLEASE ANSWER
THIS QUESTION
ONLY IF YAU
DON'T MIND.
THE INFORMATION
IS FOR STATISTICAL
PURPOSES ONLY.

1 Under $2,000 (under $39'a week)
2 $2,000 to $4,999 ($39 to $96 a week)
3 $5,000 to $9,999 ($97 to $192 a week)
4 $10,000 to $14,999 ($193 to $288 a week)
5 $15,000 to $24,999 ($289 to.$480 a week)
6 $25,000 or over ($481 a week or over)
7 Prefer not to answer
8 Don't know

38. There is a medical assistance program called Medicaid, which is handled through
the Welfare Department. Have you or anyone else in the household been enrolled
in Medicaid any time in the last 12 months?

)1 'Yes

2 No

- 39. Are you the person in your household who was interviewed recently by
telephone?

1 Yes
2 No

3 I'm not sure

40. If you were not the person who was interviewed by telephone, would you pleate
circle the appropriate number below:

1 No one in my household was interviewed by telephone as far as I know
. 2 My wife or husband ivas interviewed by telephone

3 My mother or father was interviewed by telephone
4 Someone else in the household was interviewed by tel

-Please look back to make sure you have answered all the'questions. Fold and return
in the enclosed envelope. No postage is required.

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR HELP

YOURS FOR GOOD HEALTH

2 1 0

237-

238 1

239
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Dear Friend:

A few days ago we sent you a questipnnatre about your
health and your family's health. Sifice our health is
important to ell"of us, thissurvey and your part in it
are of vital importance. If you have hot yet had a.
chance to complete your questionnaire, please do so as
soon as possible.

Thanks for taking-part in our research.

YOURS

r. erber Abel:An
President (

P.S. -- If you didkrOt receive your questionnaire, please
tall me,colTbct at (609) 921-3333.A

4
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Response Analysis
Research Park,Route 206
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
(609)92f3333

November 1974

Dear Friend:.

We recently sent you A questionnaire on health in connection with
a television series on that subject beginning later-this month.
We have not yet received your completed questionnaire, and are
sending you another copy for your convenience.

This questionnaire represents a significan4contrtbution you can
make to this new show and to.health in this coury. Your response
is confidential; no one. is ever-connected with a particular ques-
tionnaire.

6

Please complete and return this questionnaire today -- right now,
if you can, A postage paid envelope is enclosed,. If you have any
questions, please call me collect at the number at the top of this
page-

Thanks tgain for-lour help.

Sincerely,

-Herbert I. Abelson
President

agp
Enclosures

P.S. -- We hope you will fill out this questionnaire even though
our budget does not allowirs to send another dollar:

,2 12

J



1

C. Season A

Interim I questionnaire

Interim II qUestionnaire

I. Interim III questionnaire

Panel control Interim III
questionnaire

213
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This dollar is just a small token of our appreciation.

Response Analysis
Research Park. Route 206
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
(609) 921-3333

Dear Friend:

We are starting to worry about bOthering you because you have
done so much for this health research already.

This questionnaire is much shorter than the other. one. After
this, you will not hear from us again until sometime in June,
if at 411..

Please complete and return this questionnaire in the enclosed
postage-pild envelope. Do it right away if you can. I think
that we had the best response from the latt questionnaire that
we have e'er gotten, because the people we sent it to realized
the valueof their assistance. We are very grateful forjour
help.

If you have any questions about filling out the questionnaire,
call me collect at the number at the top of this page.

Thank you, and best wishes for the holidays and for a healthy
1975.

S ncerely,

Dr. Herbert Abelson
President
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THIS QUESTIONNAIRE/IS IN. THREE SECTIONS:

FIRST, SOME THINGS YOU MIGHT HAVE 'DONE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH;

NEXT, SOME INFORMATION QUESTIONS. PLEASE ANSWER EACH

QUESTION, EVEN IF YOU ARE NOT SURE. WE ARE TRYING-TO

FIND OUT WHAT PEOPLE IN THIS 'COUNTRY KNOW ABOUT HEALTH,

AND NOT WHAT ANY ONE PERSON KNOWS,

THE LAST SECTION HAS SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR TELEVISION

'VIEWING OF A NEW HEALTH SHOW. IT DOES NOT MATTER.T6 US

IF YOU SEE THE SHOW OR DON' -T SEE THE SHOW, THAT-IS UP TO

YOU,

41'

PLEASE ANSWER THE QUESTIONS BY.DRAWING A CIRCLE AROUND. THE

NUMBER NEXT TO THE ANSWER THAT FITS YOU BEST. FOR EXAMPLE:

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE SEASON OF THE YEAR?

1 WINTER
2 SPRING
41, SUMMER

4 FALL

START HERE WITH SECTION 1.

SECTION 1: THINGS YOU MAY HAVE DONE

1. Please read each of the things on the list on this page,and the next page. We

are only interested in finding out about things you may have done in the past
two months. Even though you have done some of these things longer ago, please
bear with us and indicate only those thingt You-have done -1n the past two

months.
.,..,

Since the middle of October,. ..

have you ...
.

a. Looked at an article or pamphlet dbout health 1 2 3

you
215 ,

Please continue on nex page.
I

t-

2 3

11

b. -Had your blood pressure checked by ajdoctOr,
nurse, or someone else who knows how 3 2

c. Gone to a doctor or clinic for a physical ex-
amination, even though nothing was bothering

Not Sure or
Yes No Does Not Apply



continued .

Since the middle of October,
have. you

Gone to a dentist for, a check-up, even though your
teeth were not bothering you

e. Encouraged someone else to have a physical examina-
tion

f. Purposely cut down on eggs, meat, butter or milk
because they have a lot of cholesterol in them

Started a diet in order to lose weight

h. Made a special effort to have more fresh fruit
or fruit juice

i. Increased the amount of .exercise you do

J. Taken a self-quiz on drinking habits from news-
papers, TV, or a pamphlet

k Asked a doctor to explain.when he told you some-
thing you didn't understand

1. Encouraged someone who is pregnant to go to the
doctor early in her pregnancy

m. Used a steamer to cook your vegetables

n. Asked for some information about health that was
offered on television

o. Taken a pre-school child to get shots or immuni-
zations

Made an effort to cut down on the amount of cake,
cookies and candy, etc., your children eat

Taken a pre-school child for an eyesight or
hearing test

2. THE NEXT THREE ITEMS ARE JUST FOR WOMEN TO ANSWER

r.. Had a breast examination by a doctor

s. Examined your own breasts for lumps

-t. Had a Pap test

216

Yes No

2

2

Not Sure
Does Not-Apply:

110

///

3

2 112

2 3 113

2 3 124

2 3 115

116

117

1 2 118

2 119

1 2 3 120

2 3 121

1. 3 122

1 2 3 123

Not Sure or
Yes No Does Not Apply

1 2 3 174

2 3 125

1 2 3 126

.



SECTION 2:

I

HEALTH INFORMATION,

Please answer the questions in this section by yourself. Not many people know the riiht-
answers, so just do your best.

3. Blood Pressure

a. Do you mostly agree or mostly disagree with this statement: High'blood.pressure
occurs more frequently among black people thalikemong white people.

1 Mostly agree
Circle one number 2 Mostly disagree

3 I don't know .1:-;! -

b. How about this statement: You can have high blood pressure andnot know it.

Circle one number
1 Mostly agree
2 Mostly disagree
3 I donit know

c. High blood pressure ... (Please circle as many as.apply)

1 Is a nuisance, but causes few real medical problems
'2 Can lead to stroke, kidney disease and kidney problems

3 Can easily be controlled with the proper medication
1294 I the result of too little iron

5 None of theSe
6 L don't know

Heart Problems

a. Do you mostly agree et mostly disagree with this statement: If other people in
your family have heart disease, the chances of your having it are above average.

127

128

1 Mostly agree
-t Circle one number 4 2 .Mostly disagree

3 I don't know

b. How about this statement: Eating a lot of fried foods over the years can have a
bad effect on your heart.

1 Mostly agree
Circle one number 2 Mostly disagree

3 I don't know

c. Which of these things can be symptoms of heart problems ... (Please eircle.as
many as apply).

1 Shortness of breath
2 Pains in the lower back
3 Pains in the chest and stomach like heartburn
4 Sudden chest pains
5 None of these
6 I don't knoW

5. Weight and Exercise

).\ a. A good weight contrdl program is ...

1 To get more exercise and eat less
2 To eat less of eVerything
3 To eat less solid foods and drink more liquids
4 To buy diet pills and follow the instructions
5 None of these
6 I don't know

Circle one number

130

131

132

133

b. Do you mostly agree or mostly disagree with this statement:: As physical exercise,
walking is not much good.

1 Mostly agree
,Circle one number 2 Mostly disagree

3, I don't know217
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Nutrition Y Ar --
a. Do you mostly agree; or mostly disagree with this statement: Steamed vegetables -

are better for you than boiled vegetables.
i

.

. [

1 Mostly agree
Circle one number I 2 Mostly disagree

3 I don't Om

b. Cholesterol is foun .. 1 Leafy green vegetables
s (Circle one number) 2 Eggs and dairy products

3 Oranges and grapefruits
4 Cucumbers and lettuce
,5 None of these

6 I don't know
IP 1

c. Do you mostly agreeof mostly disagree with this statement: 'Meals that yoU.get
at fast-food eating places are high in fat and low'in vitamin content.

1 Mostly agrgp
Circle one number 2 Mostly Clagree

-
.

3 I don't know

7. Allied Health Personnel li

a. Over half the cases`-a doctor sees in a clinic can be Jeated by specially trakned
medical personnel who are not doctors -- do you mostly agree or mostly disagree
with this statement? \

1 Mostly agree
Circle one number 2 Mostly disagree

3 I don't know

135

136

1.37

8. Breast Cancer (Please answer these questions regardless. of your sex)'

a. Women should examine their-
breasts for lumps ...
(Circle one number)

1 Every six months
2 Every year
'3 Every month
4 Every week
5 I don't know

b. Do you mostly agree or mostly disagree with this: If discovered early, most
cases of breast ?incer can be controlled.

1 Most agree
Circle one number& 2 MostlYdisagree

3 I don't know

c. How,about thisjtatement: A lump in the breast almost always means a woman has
cancer.

1 Mostly agree
Circle one number 2 Mostly disagree

3 I don't know '

139

140

141

9. 'Alcoholism

a. 'DO you mostly agree or mostly disagree with this statement: Alcoholism is easier
to treat in its later stages when symptoMs are more definite.

Circle one number
1 Mostly agree
2 Mostly disagree
3 I don't know

218
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a. About one out of every six AmeriCans has '1... - 1 Diabetes ":

(Circle one number) , 2 Tubercdlosis .40 .,

0 3 Low blood saw
; 243

4 High bliikp pressure .

5 None of these
6 1 "don't know .

I

b. Do yoy,...mostly agree or mostly disagree with.thitibtatement: 'A woman who ha

ready had one healthy child only needs t6 see the doctor a couple of times
she becomes pregnant again.

Circle one number

c. When a woman

1 Mostly agree ',

2 Mostly disagree
3 I &nit know

al-

144

becomes pregnant, she should' .,:.,(Plea*,circle-as many as apply)

1 See a doctor early in her pregnanCy
2 Watch her diet more carefully
3 Eat more, because, she is eating .for two
4 None ofthese

d. Which of the following are things children.
under six should have shots or immunizations
for: (Circle as many.as apply)

The following are a few background questions ...
0

11. Do you haVe a television set in working order
in ybur household?

0

12. Are you...

4%!

13. On your last birthday, were you ...
.

DPT (diphtheria, whooping
. cough, tetanus)

2 Hepatitis
0

Pplio I 146

4 Malaria
5e Rubella (German measles)
6 None of these
7 I don't know

0

1 Y4es

2 No

Male
2 Female

1 18-24
2 25-34
-3 35,44
44 45,54

147

148

5 55-64' 149
6 65 br over
7 Prefe not

to answer

14. Are you the person:inyour household who recently Yes 150
crleted another questionnaire we sent you?

A15. If you were not the person who completed that questionnaire, would you please 6i r-.e

the appropriate number below:'

2 No .

. !
No one in ply household completed a questionnaire as far as I know

2 wife pr husband completed the questionnaire
3 Pry Motif& or. father completed the questionnaire

4 Someone else complqed the questionnaire

151 T,

16. NoW, talking about the questionnaire you ace now filling out, did you answer all the
questions yourself,-or did someone else answer some of them?'

Gr

1 I answered all the questions myself 4

2 My husband orwife answered some questions and I answer d some

3 My mother or father answered,somaquestions and I answered some

4 Someone else answered sew questions and 1 answered some

214
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SECTION TELEVdION VIEWING.OF "FEELING4000"

11, Before we go any further, plea ndicate whether-You remember watching ome P4t ofof any
first four shOwsof "Feeling )od,"'which began, on WedhelOOY, ACVOIQr 20.

1 Yes, I may have watchecrsOme part (or tOre),-OfhoW.or shows

N
2 NO, Iclon't remember watching any part. of. thes0hOWs

:

L )
'18. RegaMless of your answer, and juSt-as a check on the research, pleaseread doer the four things

: bel0W which-were part of the,sROwton the week of November 18-24: Circle the number in front of
each part that you remember seeing; circle "5" if you cl4 not remember any of them.

,! 0

Pre- natal care: Bill Cosby play an unborn'babOhside its Mother

2 "Mac," who runs the variety store, hurtS his back

3 A young auto mechanic nar4d Davey .has an emotiOnal problem '

4 B.B. King sings a. Song. and talkSabout cooking vegetables. There iq`also a make-
believe TV game show about "Bun 'n'Run;" a drive-in eating place.

5 Dp not remember' seeing any of these (Please go on to question 19)

a. Which parts of this program had information'
that you think will be useful to you?

(Cirele..as many as 'apply)

b.. Have you talked about anything in the
program with anyone else?

(Please circle as many as apply)

1 Pre-natal care
2 Need for seeing doctor I

'3 Depression or emotional problems
,4 NUterition

5 None of them

155

Yes, I talked with someone else about:

1 Pre-nataL care /
2 Need for seeing doctor a 156

3 Depression or emotional problems
4 Nutrition:

5 No, I didn'tlk with anyone
about the shoo

19. The show on the week of November 25-December 1 had these main parts. Please read then over and
circle the number, in front of each part -that you remember seeing; circle "6" if you do not remem-
ber any of,them.

j Weight control: Pearl Bailey sings a song about being fat and Anne Murray!sings a
song about ielking

Heart disease: a doctor discusses the heart, a self-test about heart disease risk
factoksp, and a cartoon about exercising the heart

Hearing and vision in children: Bill Cosby talks about what kids hear and Anne
Murray sings,a song about the joys of hearing

4 Allied health personnel: a woman in Colorado

2

3

R,

works with children

5 Communtpation: a married couple,.Jason and Melba, disagree about his working on
their jnniver.sary

6 Do not remember seeing., any of these (Please go onto question 20:)

a. Which parts of this program had informat
that you think will be useful to yol?

(Circle as Ty as apply)

b. Ha ve you talked about anything in the
progrpm with anyone else?

. ,

(Please circle as many as apply)

PLEASE GO ON TO THE LAST PAGE

2 20 *

1 Weight control
2 Heart disease
3 Hearing and visiorr
4 Allied health personnel
5 Communication
6 None of them

0
1,5?

158

Yes, I talked with, someone else about:

1 Weight control
2 Heart disease '

3 Hearing and yision
4 Allied health personnel
5 COmmunication

6 No, I didn't tail( with anyone
about the show

159



Trishaw on the.week,of December 2-8, had these main parti: Pleaie readtheiii s i re,

nuMber in front of each*part that yoU'remember seeing;Oircle*"6",-if YOu dO net rem
them y ,

0 4,

.
1 Exercise: :a song abOUt Waikihg with a band marching in the:rain;.. an

trying to lose thetUlge around his mbist

Breast cancer: ardocumentary about one woman's experience

3 Shots and immuni.zations Bill CoSby; Howard Cosell, Ord young children talk about:.
immunizations , -

4 High blood pressure: Joe- Williams sings-"Something to Live For" and Dr. Timothy
Johnson talks about what blood presSute is

5 Dental care: comedians Bob and Ray in "Toothbrush Hall of Fame"

6 Do not remember seeing any of these (Please* goon to question 21)

a. Which parts of this program had information(`'
that you think will be useful to you?

(Circle as many as apply)

b. Hive you talked about anything in the
program with anyone else?

(Please circle as many as. apply)

1 Exercise
2 Breast cancer
3 Shots and immunizations
4 High blood pressure
5 DentaLcare
6 None of them

Yes, I talked with sMeont else about:

1. Exercise

2 Breast cancer
3 Shots and immunizations 162

4 High blood pressure .

5 Dental *care

6 Ne, I didn't talk with anyone
about-the show

21. The most recent show, on the week of December 9-15, had thete parts: Please read theM over and
circle the number in front of each part that you remember seeing; circle "5" if you.do.not remem-
ber any of them.

1 Diet and saturated fats.: a man on "death row" has his last meal

1 eo

161

1.,

2 Borderline 'alcoholism: a man gets drunk on foods cooked in wine
Grimes sings "Time for a Little Pick-Me-Up;" and a self-test for

,m,,,

3 New baby: Bill Cosby talks about the Attention he got when
nant woman talks with her little girl about the baby on the
"Not the Only Baby.in Town"

4 Patient's rights: Bess Myerson talks about "A Patient's Bill of ilights"and
frOm the movie "Hospital"

and liquor; Tammy
alcoholism

he. was a baby; a preg-
way; B.B. King sings

.5 Do not remember seeing any of these

a. Which parts of this program had information
that you think will be useful to you?

(Circle as many as apply) -

Have you talked about anything, in the
program with anyone else?

(Please, circle as many as-apply)

PLEASE LOOK SAW If/ MAKE SURE
CLOSED ENVELOPE -- NO POSTAGE

'THANK 'YOU

YOU HAVE ANSWERED
IS REQUIRED.

VERY MUCH FOR

4

a scene

1 Diet and saturated fats
2 Borderline alcoholism
3 New baby
4 Patient rights

5 None of lie

Yes. I'talked wi som one else about:

1 .Diet and satu ted fats
2 Borderline alcohortsm

3: New baby
4 Patient's rights

5' No,), didn't talk with anyone
about the show

164

165

ALL Ai QUESTIONS. RETURN IN THE EN-

221
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Dear Friend:6

Research Park. Route 206
"PrincetOn. New Jersey 08540
(609)921-3333

We are sorry to bother you again; but we have not received the
questionnaire we sent you a few weeks ago. We are now inothe,
next phase of our research and would very much like your parti-
cipation.

This questionnaire is very brief and should only
minutes to fill out. Please complete and 'return
if you can. We are very grateful for your help.

If you have any questions about' filling out the
Please call me collect at the number at the top

Thank you, and best wishes for the New,,Year.

S'ncerely,

take a few
it right away

questionnaire,
of this page.

r.. Herbert
Pretident

I
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THIS QUESTIONNAIRE IS IN THREE SECTIONS:-

FIRST., SOME THINGS'YOU:MIGHT HAVE DONE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH.;

NEXT, SOME INFORMATION QUESTIONS, PLEASE ANSWER EACH

QUESTION, EVEN IF YOU ARE NOT SURE, WE ARE TRYING TO

FIND OUT WHAT PEOPLE IN THIS COUNTRY KNOW ABOUT HEALTH,

AND NOT WHAT ANY ONE PERSON. KNOWS,

THE LAST:SECTION HAS SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR TELEVISION

VIEWING OF A NEW HEALTH SHOW," IT DOES NOT MATTER TO US

IF YOU SEE THE SHOW OR DoN'' SEE THE SHOW, THAT IS UP TO

PLEASE ANSWER THE QUESTIONS BY DRAWING A CIRCLE AROUND THE

NUMBER NEXT TO.i1E:ANiWER:TNAT FITS YOU BEST. FOR ExAmpLil-

.

WHAT IS YOUR :FAVORITE' SEASON 0 THE YEAR?

1 WINTER
2 ' SPRING
er> SUM

4 FA

START HERE -WITH ,SECTION

SECTION 1: THINGS YOU MAY MAVE DONE

1 Please read each of the things on the list on thb next page.. We are only .in-

terested in finding out about. things. you, may have done in the past two months.
Even thOugh you .have done some of :theSe'.ihing$ lohgbr ago please bear with
us and indicate only thOSe things yoUhave done in .the,P0t. two months.



1. Since the middle of November have you'

a. Looked at an article or pamphlet about health

b. Had your blood pressure checked by a doctor, nurse
or someone else who knows how

c.. Gone to a doctor or clinic for a physical examination,
even though nothing was bothering you

d. Gone to a dentist for a' check-up, even though your
teeth were not bothering you

e. Placed %he number of the local poison control center
near your phone

f. Purposely cut down on eggs, mea t, butter or milk
because they have a lot of cholesterol in than

Started a diet in order to lose weight

h. Made a special effort to have more fresh frUit or,
fruit juice

Increased the amount of exercise you do

Moved poisonous and other harmful materials out of
young childrens' reach

k. Asked a doctor to explain when he told you some-
thing you didn't understand

1. Encouraged someone who is pregnant to go to the
doctor early in her pregnancy

Not Sur
'Yes No Does Not Apolx

1 2 ,

2

2

2

2

3.

3

107

108

109

110

111

112

113

114

115 .

m. Asked for information on hospitalization or
medical insurance 1

n. Asked for some information about health that was
offered on television 1

o. Made an effort to cut down on the amount of cake.
cookies and candy, etc., your children eat °.

120

121

2. THE NEXT THREE ITEMS ARE JUST FOR WOMEN TO ANSWER:

. Yes, No
Not Sure or

Does Not Apply' ,

Had a breast examination by a doctor 1 2 3 1g2

Examined your own breasts for lumps 1 2 3 123

c. Had a Pap test 1 2 3 124'

Please dcintinue on next page.
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SECTION 2: 41EALTH INFORMATION

3. BLOOD PRESSURE.

a. High blood pressure-4.. (Please arcle'as many as apply)

1 Is a nuisance; but causes few real medical problems 125.
2 Can lead to stroke, kidney. disease and.kidney,problems
3, Can usually be controlled with proper medication
4 Is the result of not enough iron in the blood
5 None of: these
6 I don't,know

b.. Do yoU mostly agree or mostly disagree with this statement: You can have high'
blood pressure and not know it.

1 Mostly agree
Circle one number 2 Mostly disagree 126

3 I don't know

c. Which of these things almost always goes along With high blood pressure ... (Please
many as apply)

1 Getting red in the face
2 Losin our temper
3 Being ervous and tense

Havi g headaches 127

5 None of these
6 I don't know

. DENTAL CARE

Do you mostly agree or mostly dftagree with this statement: Almost any snack between

meals is bad for childrens' teeth.

1 Mostly agree
Circle one number 2 Mostly disagree

3 I don't kniowil

';

-5. NUTRITION

a. Fruit . (Please circle as many as lopply),,

1 Helps clean.your teeth
2-Contains vitamins and minerals
3.. Is not a good snack for children
4 Is high. in calories and not good for your teeth
5 .Is not ,good for digestion
6 I don't know

. Which of these is the most balanced meal .4. (Circle one number)

1 HambUrger, French fries and a soft drink

2 Meat loaf, mashed potatoes; spinach, roll and_butter, and milk

3 Spaghetti and Meat ba ls,.talad, and tea

4, Hot .dOgs and ,beans, cookies, and milk

5 Roast beef sandwich on rye bread, apple, and iced tea

6. I don't `know

128

12q
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4, When a woman becomes pregnant; she should ... (Please circle as many as a011y)' '',

See a-doctor early in her pregnancy
2 Wi'tch tier diet more carefully'
3 Eat more.' because she is eating for two
4 None of tp.p4e

.

Do you mostly agree or mostly disagree with this statement: If she.feels all
a pregnantwaman Only needs to set,a dottOr'once or twice-befOre she has her by:

Mostly-agree
Circle one number- ',,.2.'Mostly disagree

3 I don't knovi

131

.1/4=

7. MEDICAL EMERGENCY
. ,

a. Do you, mostly agree or mostly disagreewith this StateMent:, Not much.5,an be done
outside-a hospital for a'person who has a heartattack..

.
ct

1 MoStly agree
Circle one number _Mostly disagree

.30 I don't know-

132

v

133

.` What is the best way to control bleeding from a cut ... (Please circle one_nuMber)

1 Raise cut above head and apply iodine-or other antiseptic
2 Tie a torniqUet or tight bandage between cut and heart
3. Apply presture, with clean cloth for 10 minutes.
4 Wash out cut with water and let bleed to prevent infection,:
5" None of these,
6 I don't know

8. LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

134

Do you Mostly' agree or mostly disagree with this statement: Babies5hould be talked -to
as grown-ups instead Ofin baby-talk to stimulate language development.

1 Mostly agree .

Cirtle one number 2 Mostly'disagree
3 I don't know

9. DR:NKING PROBLEMS

Which'of the following types of teenagers are"more likely to drink more,thanOther
teenagers ... (Please circle as many as apply)

1 Children' of problem drinkers
2 Children of people who...don't drink-at all

t 3 Childreq of people who drink'only occasionally
'4 ChildrEn who do poorly in school

5 None of these
6 I don't know

10. CIGARETTE SMOKING

a. Cigarette smoking ... (Please circle asAiany as apply)

1 Increases chance of heart attack
2 Causes the heart to beat faster
3 'Cuts down on the oxygen breathed
4 Causes the heart to sloW down
6 None of these
6 I don't know

b., Do you mostly agree or mostly disagree-with this statement: The effects of cigar-
, ette smoking on the body can,be revesed when aperson quits.

1 Mostly agree 138
Circle one number 2 Mostly disagree

3 I don't know

2
Please continue on next page.26
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IL.- HEART DISEASE
.. !'. .

.
i'e

Do.,you mostly agree Or 'mostly disagree with this statement: Besides watching Y',

therOs not much you:can do to prevent heart attacks. .

' Circle one number
1 .,,

2 Mostl disagre.
3 I don t know

12. PAP TEST

a.. As far as you know, what is a
Pap test for?

Circle one number

139

1 Diabetes
2 Breast cancer

, . 3 Pregnancy 140
4- Cervical cancer
5 I'm not sure what it's for

b. Do you mostly agree or mostly diSagree with this statement:, All women, regardless
of their age or number of children, should have a Pap. test regularly.

1 Mostly agree
Circle one number 2' Mottly disagree

3 I don't know
1411

c. Now about this statement: Cervical cancer caught early has a cure rate of nearly
100%.

1 Mostly agree
Circle one number 2 Mostly disagree 142

3 I don't know

The following are a few background questions ...

13. Do yOu haVe a television set in working order in
your household?

14. Are you ...

16. On your last birthday, were you

1 Yes'
'2 No

1 'Male

2 Female

143

144

1 18-24 5 55-64 145
2 .25-34 6 65 or over
3 35-44' 7 .Prefer not
4 45-54 to answer

16. Are you the person in your'household who recently 1 Yes
completed. another questionnaire we sent'you7 2 No

146

17. If you were not the person who completed that questionnaire, would you please circle
the appropriate nuMber*below:

1 No one in my household completed a questionnaire as far as I know
2 My wife or husband completed the questionnaire
3 My mother or father completed the questionnaire
4 Someone else comp' the questiorinaire

147

Now, talking about the questionnaire you are now filling out, did you answer all the
questions yourself, or did someone else answer some of them?

,1 'I answered all the questions myself
2 My husband or wife answeredisome questions and I answered some
3' My mother or father answered some questions and I answered some 141

4 Someone else answered some questions and I, answered some
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19. Before we go any further, please indicate whether you remember watching some part of any of the
last four shows of 'Feeling Good,." or those shown since the middle of December?

1 Yes, I may have watched some part (or more) of a show orshOws
2 No, I don't remember watching any part of these shows

20. Regardless of your answer, and just.as a check on our research, please read over the four things
below which were part of the show on the week of December 16-22. Circle the number in front of

. each part'that you remember seeing; circle "5" if you do not remember seeing any of them.

1 Nutrition: Bill Cosby lectures about fruit, Ken Berry'sings "Wouldn't You Rather Have
a Piece of Fruit?," and a song about eating fruit and truck driving

2 Doctor-Patient Relationship: A- short documentary of medical patients talking. and
Charlie Pride sings "Talk to Me"

k

3 Pap Smear: Documentary about Pap smears for women, and a song "I Don't Have

4 Accident Prevention (what to do when): Dr. Johnson tells what to do in a minor medical
emergeiicy.,. Rita, the waitress of Mac's place, sings "Darling Be Careful," ana a young
boy is rushed to the hospital for treatment

5 Do not remember seeing any of these (Please go on to question 21)

149

150

a. Which parts of this program had information
that you think will b useful to you?

(Circle as many as apply)

b. Have you talked about anything in the program
with anyone else?

(Please circle as many as apply)

1 Nutrition
2 Doctor-Patient Relationship
3 Pap Smear 151

4 Accident Prevention
5 None of them

Yes, I talked with someone else about:

1 Nutrition
2 Doctor-Patient Relationship
3 Pap Smear

152
4 Accident Prevention

5 No, I didn't talk with anyone
about the show

21 The show on the week of December 23-29 had these main parts. Please read them over and circle the
number in front of each part that you, remember seeing; circle "5" if you do not remember any of
them.

1 Dental Care: Pearl Bailey sings "Don't Call Me Sugar," a game show "To Tell the Tooth"

2 Medical Insurance: A skit where a man is told his health insurance does not fully cover
his hospital bills

3 Prenatal Care: Bill Cosby plays an expectant father, Helen Reddy sings "I'm Alive" 153

4 Loneliness: Mrs. Stebbins tells her granddaughter she will be spending Christmas alone,
Mel Tillis sings "Someone To Talk To"

5 Do not remember seeing any of these (Please go on to question 22)

a. Which parts of this program had information
that you think will be useful to you?

(Circle as many as apply)

b. Have you talked about'anything in the program
with anyone else?

(Please circle as many as apply)

1 Dental Care
2 Medical Insurance
3 Prenatal Care
4 Loneliness
5 None of them

154

Yes, I talked with someone else about:
1 Dental Care
2 Medical Insurance

165.
3 Prenatal Care
4 Loneliness

5 No, I didn't talk with anyone
about the show

PLEASE GO ON TO THE LAST PAGE
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22. The show on the week of December 30-January 5 had these'main parts. Plea* read them over and''
,

circle the number in front of'each part that you reMemberseeing; circle "5" if you do not rememL
bet any of.them. -.. , .

, .
.

.

.

1 Alcoholism: Mac has problems with his brother, an.alcoholic; Sally Kellerman sings 156
"I See Your Future"; a short documentary about drinking and the family

2 Heart Disease: Ken Berry does a song-and-dance routine about heart disease; Bill Cosby
in "The Tell-Tale Heart," a fable with a message'for heart care

3 Nutrition: A game show called "The,Eating Game;" a skit about Morris Katz, a finicky
eater

4, Smoking: Dr. Lathan talks about smoking and health

5 Do not remember seeing any of theie (Please go on to cuestion 23)

a. Which parts of this program had information
that you think will be useful'to you?

(Circle as Miny as apply)

b. Have you talked about anything' in the program
with anyone else?

(Please circle as many as apply)

1 Altoholism
2 Heart Disease
'3 Nutrition

4 Smoking
5 None of them

157'

Yes, I talked with someone else about:
1 Alcoholism
2 Heart Disease
3 Nutrition
4 Smoking

5 No, I didn't talk with anyone
about the show

158.

23. The most recent show, on the week of January 6-12, had these parts. Please read them over pnd
circle the number in front ()fetch part that you remember seeing;circle "4" if you.do not remem-
ber any of them.

1 Medical Emergencies: A men has a heart attack and is saved by'a mobile coronary7care.
unit; Arte Johnson sings-"Good Stout" about getting' medical help in an emergency

2 Blood Pressure: People at Mac's, the variety store,, get their blood pressure checked;
0 comedians Bob and Ray in a skit about a newook, "KeepDOwn Your Blood Pressure;"

Withers sings "When Rosie Died" 159

3 Language Development: Bill Cosby tells why you should talk to your baby; a brief film;
a father reads to his child; Trini Lopez sings "Sing to Your Baby"

4 Do not remember any of these

a. Which parts of this program had information
that you think will be useful to you?

4)
(Circle as many as apply)

b. Nave you talked about anything in the program
with anyone else?

(Please circle as many as apply)

Medical Emergencies
*2 Blood Pressure

3 Language Development
4 None ,of them

Yes, I talkect with someone else about:
1 Medical EMergencies
2 Blood Pressure
3 Language Development

4 No, I didn't talk with anyone w
about the show

180

a

PLEASE LOOK BACK TO MAKE SURE YOU HAVE ANSWERED ALL THE QUESTIONS, RETURN IN THE'EN-
CptED ENVELOPE NO POSTAGE IS REQUIRED,

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR HELP

229



This dollar. is just a small token of our appreciation.

Response Analysis
Research Perk, Route 208
Princeton. New Jersey 08540
(809)921-3333

Dear Friend:

This questionnaire about health is a follow-up to one
you filled out last November. We worry about bother-
ing you again, because you have done so much for this
health'research already.

Thfs questionnaire is vertbrief and should only take
a few minutes to fill out. Please complete and return
it right away if you can. We are very grateful for
your help.

If you have any questions about filling out the ques-
tionnaire, please call me collect at the number at
the top of this page.

Thank you for your 41p.

III

Sincerely,

Dr. Herbert Abelson
President
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I

is

THIS QUESTIONNAIRE IS IN FOUR SECTIONS:

FIRST, SOME THINGS YOU MIGHT HAVE DONE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH;

NEXT. SOME INFORMATION QUESTIONS, PLEASE ANSWER EACH

QUESTION, EVEN IF'YOU ARE NOT SURE. WE ARE TRYING TO

FIND OUT MHAT PEOPLE IN THIS COUNTRY.,KNOWABOUT HEALTH,

AND NOT WHATANY ONE PERSON KNOWS.

THE NEXT SECTION HAS4SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT" YOUR. TELEVISION

VIEWING OF A NEW HEALTH SHOW. IT DOES NOT MATTER TO US

IF YOU SEE THE SHOW OR DON'T SEE THE SHOW. THAT IS UP

TO YOU.

THE LAST SECTION IS-A FEW BACKGROUND QUESTIONS.

PLEASE ANSWER THE QUESTIONS BY DRAWING A CIRCLE AROUND THE

NUMBER NEXT TO THE ANSWER THAT FITS YOU BEST, FOR EXAMPLE:

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE SEASON OF THE YEAR?-

1 WINTER
2 SPRING
a> SUMMER

4 FALL
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SECTION f: THINGS YOU MAY HAVE'DONE

1. Please read each of the things on the list. We are only interested in finding out about
things youMay haVe done in the, past two months. Even though you have dovie some Of '

these things.ionger 00, please bear with us and indicate only those things you have

a.

c.

d.

e.

f.

9.

h.

1.

j.

k.

1.

m.

n.

o.

a.

b.

c.

done in the past two months..

Since the middle of December, have. you

Looked at an article or smphlet about health-,

Had your blood-pressure c ecked by a 40ctor,'.nurte or

Gone to a'doctOr or clinic for a physiial examination,'.
even though nothing was bothering you

someone else who knows h

Gone to a dentist for a the k.,rup, evep thoUgh your
teeth were not bothering yogi

Written down your symptoms bes ore visiting your doctOr

Purposely cut dOwn on eggs,-me t, butter or milk be-
cause they have a lot of chole terol in them

Started a diet in order to lose weight

Made a special effort to have more fresh fruit or
fruit juice

Increased the amount of exercise PAdo

Asked for information on hospital zation of medical
insurance.

Asked a doctor to explain when he told you something
you didn't understand

Encouraged someone who is pregnant to go to the
doctor' early tn her pregnancy

Started using dental floss

Asked for some information about health.that was
offered on teleyision

Taken a pre-school child for a hearing or eyesight test

2. THE NEXT THREE ITEMS ARE JUST1FOR WOMENTO ANSWER:

Not Sure or
Yes No Does Not Apply

1 2 / 3 20?

1 2

1

1

3

3

2 3.

2

3

3

3

1 2 3

1 2

1 2

1 2

Yes No

3

3

Not Sure or
Does Not Apply

.

Had, a breast examination by a doctOr 1 * 2

Examined your own breasts for lumps 1. i

Had a Pap test 1 2.

232

3

3

3

Please continue on next page.
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SECTION HEALTH *INFORMATION

3 Blood Pressure

1-
a. High blood pressure (Please circle as many as apply)

1 is 'a nuisance, but causes-fewlval medical problems
(-2 Can lead to stroke, kidney disease and kidney proble

3 Can usually.be controlled with proper medication
4 .Is the result of not enough iron,in the blood
5 e of these
'6 I on" t know

Do you mostly agree or mstly disagree with this statement:' High blood pressu
occurs more freOuently among black people than among white people.

Mostly agree.
.2 Mostly disagree

3 I don't know

b.

Circle one number

c. How about this statement:. It's sometimes hard to tell when you haye highblood
pressure. Do you ...

Circle one number

.

4. Dental Care

1 .Mostly agree
2 Mostly disagree
3 I don't know

a. Which of these is more important:

1 How many tithes a day you brush mt. teeth
2 How ood a job you do when you brush

(Circle one number) your eth
3 Both e ally important.
4 I dOn' know. 'J28

b. Do you mostly agree o mostly disagree with this statement: Adult teeth should last
a lifetime.

126

126

'127

(Circle one number).

,

1

.

flcmtly agree

2 Mostly disagree
3 I.don't know

-

The proper way to brush your teeth is. ,

(Circle one:number)

128

Brush side tiiside vigorously
2 Brush back and forth lightly afteevery

meal

3 Vibrate, brush while brushing uvand'dOwnt
4 rbon't know

130
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5. Diet and Saturated Fat

a. Do you mostly agree or mostly disagree with this statement: Egg whites contain

a lot of cholesterol.

Circle one' number

Which of the following foods are high

1 Mostly agree .

2 'Mostly diSagree
.3 I don't-know

ti

in cholesterol?

1 Lean meat
2 Chocolate

3 Fish
4 Ice cream
5 Organ meats (heart

6 None of these
I don't know

c. ,Do you
eat hicken

Circle as many as apply
o

.44 1 i v.er, kidney

ly agree or mostly disagree with this statement: It is not healthy to

Wile one number
1, Mostly. agree

2 Mostly disagree
3 I don't know.

131

"132.

.133

6. Children and Operations
:

a. Do you mostly agree or mostly disagree \th this statement: Children who need an
operation should be told as little as possible about,what is going, to happen in
the hospital.

.

1 Mostly agree
Circle one numbtr I 2 Mostly disagree 134

P -. 3 I don't know

otis

Colon-Rectum Cancer

a. t,16s t colon-rectum cancers can be diagnosed by .

1 A blood test
-2 A'Pap smear
3 A proctoscopic exarOn

Circle one number
4 A Wasserman test
'5 None of these

6 I-don't know:
/ T .. .

b. Do you mostly alee or mostly disagree with this ,4ateMent: Nearly 75% of all
deaths from colowectum canCersould be prevented with early detection.

- .

Circle. one number

234.

1 Mostly agree
2 Mostly disagree
3 I don't know

-7
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Over.half the cases a doctor sees in a clinic.con be treated by sPecially trained°
medical Personnel who are not doCtors -- do you mOstlY a9ree or mostly disagree
with this statement?

Circle one number
I Mostly- ,agree

2 lbstly, disagree
3 I don't know

. b. Do you mostly agree or mostly disagree with this: Allied health professionals
(such as medical technicians, health associates, and operating room technicians)
must have a college degree to qualify for this type of job.

Circle one number
1 Mostly agree
2 Mostly disagree
3 I don't know

9. Prenatal Care 46

a. Do you mostly.agree or mostly disagree with this statement:
should limit the amount of salt in the food she eats. 4

CtKie. one number
1 Mostly agree
2 Mostly disagree
3 I don't know Ikr.

138

A4pregnant woman

139

10. Hearing Problemsyn.Children

a. Do you mostly agree or mostly disagree: Nearly one in every five pre-school child-
(

ren has lesi than normal hearing. - - t
1 Mostly agree

Circle one number 2 Mostly disagree ' 140
3 I don't know,

11: Medical Emergency-Burns

a. Do you mostly agree or mostly disagree with this statement: The worst thing you
can do for a burn -is to apply cold water or cloth soak* in cold water%

Circle one number
1 Mostly agree
2 MoStly disagree
3 I don't know

b. When c othing sticks to a burn, the proper procedure'is ... (Please circle as many
as a -

1 Apply cold'water and gently pat until the pain goes away

2 Soak burn with a clean cloth soaked in cold water and
cover with a thick'clean cloth or plastic bag

3 Do not soak with water, just cover with clean dry cloth.

4 None of these

5 I don't know

2 3 5
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SECTION,3: TELEVISION VIEWING'OF "FEELING GOOD"

12. Before we go any further, please indicate whether you, remember watching'some part of the
last three shows of "Feeling Good," or those shown since the middle of January.

1 Yes, I may have watched some part (or more) of a show or shows 143
2 No I don't remember watching any part of these shows

13. Regardless of your answer to question 12, and just as a check on our research, please
read over the three things beloW which were part of the show on the week of January
13-19. Circle the number in front of each part that you remember seeing;. circle "4"
if you do not remember seeing any of. them.

144'6

1 Dental Care: Bill Cosby talks about the tooth fairy; John Davidson sings "I
Like Your Smile"

2 Prenatal Care: A film about nurse-midwives in Kentucky; Arte Johnson plays a
Norwegian lecturer in a skit about prenatal care

3 Diet and Saturated Fat: Demomtration of how to prepare chicken for hooking;
a self-quiz about cholesterol; a comedy skit with Groucho Marx as a judge

4 Do not remember seeing any of these (Please go on to question 14)

a. Which parts of this program had information
that you think will be useful to you?

(Circle as many as apply)

b Have you talked about anything in the pro-
gram with anyone else?

(Please circle as many as apply)

1 Dental Care.
2 Prenatal Care
3 Diet and Saturated Fat
4 None of them

14.5

4

Yes, I talked with someone else about:

1 Dental Care
2 Prenatal Care ,
3 Diet and Saturated Fat
4 .No, I didn't talk with anyone

About the show

146

14. The show on the week of January 20-26 had these main parts.---Please read them. over and
circle the number in front of each part that you remember seeing; circle "5" if you do-
not remember any -of theM:

147

.1 High Blood Pressure: Bill Cosby talks about high blood pressure;
sings "Hush My Baby"

2 Drinking and Driving: Documentary film about drinking and driving relat dto
accidents *s

Linda Hopkins

3 Hearing Problems in Children: Film about a young girl, Patricia, who as a
fearing problem; Johnny Mathis sings "The World Is Music"

4 Children and Opehtions: Film about a young girl having an operation and how
her family helps prepare her; Shari Lewis sings "I'll Stay. With You"

5\ Do not remember seeing any of these (Please go on to question 15).

a. Which parts of this program had infor-
mation that you think will be useful
to you?

(Circle as many as apply)

b. Have you talked about anything in the
program with anyone else?

(Please circle as many as apply)

236

1 High. Blood Pressure '

148
2 Drinking and Driving
3 Hearing Problems in Children
4 Children and Operations
5 None of them

Yes, I talked with someone else about:

1 High Blood Pressure
2 Drinking and Driving
3 Hearing Problems in Children
4 Children. and Operations
5 No, I didn't talk with anyone

about the show

149

r`
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'15. The show on the week of January 7-February 2 had,these main parts. Please read them
over and circle the number in f nt of each part,that you remember seeing; circle "6"
if you do not remember any of them. 250

1

2

3

4

Medical Emergency-Burns:/ What to do when someone burns himself; Martin Mull
sings about a nosy neighbor

Talkirt to Your Doctor: Skit about learning to write down the symptoms of wPiat's
wrong w you before seeing a doctor

Death of Children'slfets: Scene from television show "The Waltons"; Bill Cosby
remembers how he felt when his dog died; Charlie Rich' sings "Changes"

Col-on-Rectum Cancer: Dr. Lathan discusses colon-rectum cancer and how to find
out if you have it

5 Allied Health Professionals: Documentary about an operating room technician in
a Baltimore inner-city hospital; Melba and Jason talk with cousin about becom-
ing an operating room technician

6 'Do not remember seeing any of these (Please go on to question 16)

a. Which parts of this program had infor-
mation that you think will be useful.:
to you?

b.

SECTION

16, Do

17,

(Circle as many as apply)

Have you talked about anything in the
program with anyone else?

(Please circle as many as apply)

rr

4: BACKGROUND QUESTIONS

1 Medical Emergency-Burns
2 Talking to Your Doctor

11, 3 Death of Children's Pets
'4' Colon-Rectum Cancer

5 Allied Health Professionals
6 None of them

151

Yes, I talked with someone else about:

1 Medical ;Emergency -Burns

2 Talk1010,to YourDoctor 152
3 Death of Children's Pets
4 Colon-RectumCancer
5 Allied Health Professionals
6 No, I didn't talk with anyone

about the show

you have a television set in working order in yolUr household?' 1 Yes.

2 No
Are you. . 1 Male

2 Female

18. On your last birthday, were you. . . 1 18-24
2 25-34
3 35-44
4 45-54

19. Are you the person in our household who recently
completed another stionnaire we sent you?

. 1 Yes
2 No

153

154

5 55-64
6 65 or over
7 Prefer not to

answer
'155

156

20. If you were not the person who completed that questionnaire,mould yoU please circle
the appropriate number below:

1 No one iffnly household completed a questionnaire as fir as I know
'2 My wife or husband completed.the questionnaire 157
3 My mother or father completed the questionnaire
4 Someone else completed the questionnaire

21. Now, talking about the questionnaire you, are now filling out, did you
quettions yourself, or did someone else answer-some of them?

1 I answered all the questions myself
2 My husband or wife answered some questions and I answered'some 158
3 My mother or father, answered some questions and I answered some
4 Someone else answered some questions and I answered some

answer all the

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR HELP. PLEASE LOOK. BACK TO MAKE SURE YOU HAVE ANSWERED ALL THE
QUESTIONS. RETURN IN THE ENCLOSED ENVELOPE -- NO POSTAGE IS REQUIRED.



This dollar is just a small token of our appreciation.

Response Analysis
Research Park, Ro Lila 208
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
(809) 921-3333

.Please complete and return this questionnaire in the enclosed
postage-paid envelope. It is a genuine contribution that you
can make to tmproving the health of the country.

,.

Last November a pew series of programs on healih, made posst-q-4
ble by some large gifts to the producers of Sesame Street and
the Electric Company, began on the public broadcasting channel.

In order to plan new shows properly, they have to kdow what
people do and don't do about health. That's what this ques-
tionnaire is for.

Our computer picked yOu as part of a carefully selected cross-
section. Then, in October, you were interviewed by telephone,
and thi%is a follow-up to that interview.

The questionnaire is easy and you will enjoy it. Please do it
today -- right now if you can -- and mail it back in the en-
closed envelope. If you have any questions, call me collect

4at the number at the top of this page.

Thank you.

Sin erely,

r. Her e t Abelson
President
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THIS QUESTIONNAIRE IS IN FOUR SECTIONS:

FIRST, SOME THINGS YOU MIGHT HAVf,DONE:ABOUT YOUR HEALTH: 411

NEXT, SOME INFORMATION QUESTIONS. PLEASE ANSWER EACH

QUESTION, EVEN IF YOU ARE NOT SURE' WE. ARE TRYING TO,

FIND OUT WHAT PEOPLE IN THIS COUNTRY KNOW.ABOUTHEALTH,:

AND NOT WHAT ANY ONE PERSON KNOWS..

.THE NEXT SECTION HAS SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR TELEVISION
VIEWING OF A NEW HEALTH SHOW. IT DOES NOT:MATTERTO US.

IF YOU SEE THE SHOW OR DON'T SEE THE SHOW. THAT IS UP
TO YOUR

THE LAST SECTION IS A FEW BACKGROUND QUESTION'S.

PLEASE ANSWER THE QUESTIONS BY DRAWING-A CIRCLE, AROUND THE,

NUMBER NEXT TO THE ANSWER THAT FITS YOU AEsT, FOR EXAMPLET

WH4%T IS YOUR FAVORITE SEASON OF THE YEAR?

1 WINTER
2 SPRING
eP,qummER

4 ,FALL



SECTION 1: THINGS YOU MAY HAVE DONE

-1. Please read each of the things on the list. We are only interested iftlindingrOU
things you may have done in the past two Months. Even though you have done some of
these things longer ago, please bear with us and indicate only those things.you have
done in the past two months.

Since the middle of December, have you ...

a. Looked at an article or pamphlet about health

b. Had your blood pr6sure checked by a doctor, nurse or
someone else-who knows how .

c. Gone to a doctor or clinic for a physical examination,
even though nothing was bothering you

Not Sure or
YeS No. Does Not Apply.

2, 3 1071.

d. Gone to a dentist fora check -up, even though your
'teeth were not bothering you 1 2. 3'

e. Written down your symptoms before visiting your doCtor 2 3 :

f. Purposely down on eggs; meat, butter or milk be-.cut

,- 'cause they have a lot of cholesterol fn them

g. Started a diet in order to lose weight

h. Made, a special effort to have more fresh fruit or
frUit juice 1 2 3

i. Increated.the amount of exercise you do 2 3

Asked for information on hospitalization.or medical
insurance

1
,

k, Asketa doctor to explain when he told you,something
,you didn't understand 1 3

1.. Encouraged someone who As pregnant to go to the
doctor early in her pregnancy 1 2 3

m. Started usihgAental flpss 4 2 3
,

;, ti's : .

n. Asked for some inforMation about health that was
offered on television

e
1 2 3

(:$ 'Taken a pre-school child for a hearing or eyesight test 1 2 3

2. THE NEXT THREE ITEMS ARE JUST FOR WOMEN TO ANSWER: Not Sure or
Yes No Does Not Apply

a.. Had a breast examination by a doctor

b. Examined your own breasts for lumps

c. Had a Pap .test

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3
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SECTION 2: HEALTH INFORMATION

3. Blood Pressure

a. High blood pressure ..., (Please circle as many as apply)

1 Is a nuisance, but causes few real medical problems
2 Can lead to stroke, kidney disease and kidney problems

Can Usually be controlled with proper medication
4 Is the,result of not enough iron in the blood
5 None of these
,6 I don't know

b. Do you mostly agree or mostly disagree with this statement: High blood pressure
occurs more frequently,among black people than among white people.,

1 Mostly agree
2 Mostly disagree
3 I don't know

Circle one number

c. How about this statement: It's sometimes hard to tell when you have high blood

pressure. Do you ,..

Circle one number

4. Dental Care

a. Which of these is more' important:

(Circle one nu r)

b. Do you mostly agree
a lifetime.

or mostly disagree

-(Circle one number)

1_ Mostly agree
2 Mostly-disagree
3 I don't know

125.

127

I Mow many times a day you brUsh your teeth
`2' How good a job you do when you brush

your teeth
3 Both equally important
4 Ldon't know 128

with this statement: Adult teeth shoul ast

c. The proper way to brush your teeth is. .

(Circle cne number)

241,

1 Mostly agree
2 Mostly disagree
3 I don't know

128

1 .Brush side to side vigorously
2 Brush back and forth lightly after every

meal
3 Vibrate brush while brushing up and down:
4 I don't know

130



5. Diet and Saturated Fat

a. DO you mostly agree or mostly disagree with this statement: Egg-whites contain

a lot of cholesterol.

Circle one number
1 Mostly agree
2 Mostly disagree
3 I don't know

b. Which of the following foods are high in cholesterol?

I

Cir'cle as many. As apply

'I Lean meat
2 Chocolate
3 Fish
4 Ice cream
, 5 Organ meats7(heart, liver, kidney)

.6 None of these
7 I don't know

c. Do you mostly agree or mostly disagree with this statement: It is not healthy to
eat chicken skin.

1 Mostly agree
Circle one number 2 Mostly disagree

3 I don't'knoW

6. Children and Operations

131 I

132

133

a. Do you mostly agree or mostly disagree with tiis statement: Children who need an
operation should be told as little as possible about what is going to happen in
the hospital.

1 Mostly agree
Circle one number 2 Mostly disagree 134

3 I don't know
: A

7. Colon-Rectum Cancer

a. Most colon-rectum cancers can be diagnosed by ...

Circle one number

1 A blood test
2 A Pap smear
3 A proctoscopic examination
4 A Wasserman test
5 None of these
6 I don't know

b. Do you mostly agree or mostly disagree w4fh this statement: Nearly 75% of all
deaths from colon-rectum cancer could be prevented with early detecflon.

Circle one number

is

1 Mostly agree
2 Mostly disagree
3 I donit know
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8. Allied Healtblersonnel

a. Over half the cases a doctor sees,in a
medical personnel who are not doctors -
with this statement?

Cirtle one number

clinic can be,treated by specially trained
- do you mostly agree or mostly disagree

1 MOstly agree
2 .Mostly disagree
3 I don't know

137,

b. Do you mostly agree or mostly disagree with this: Allied health professionals
(such as medical technicians, health associates, and operating room technicians)
must have a college degree to qualify foi. trs type of job.

1 Mostly agree
Circle one number 2 Mostly disagree

3 I don't know

9. Prenatal Care

138;

a. Do you mostly agree or mostly disagree with this statement: A pregnant woman
should limit the amount of'salt in the food she eats.

Circle one number
1 Mostly agree
2 Mostly disagree
3 I don't know

1,39

10. Hearing Problems in Children

a. Do you mostly agree or mostly disagree: Nearly one in every five pre-school child-

ren has less than ,pormal hearing.
I Mostly agree

'tircle one number 2 Mostly,disagree 140
3 I don't know

11:. Medical Emergency-Burns

a. Do you mostly agree or mostly disagree with tthis statement: The worst tpiog you
can do for a burn is to apply cold water or cloth soaked in cold wapar:

Circle one number

1 Mostly agree
2 Mostly disagree
3 I don't know

141

b. When clothing sticks to a burn, the proper procedure is ... (Please circle as many

as apply).

1 Apply cold water and gently pat until the pain goes away

2 Soak burn with a cleail cloth soaked ih cold water and
cover with a thick clean cloth or plastic bag

3 Do not soak with water, just cover with clean dry cloth

4 None of these

5 I don't know

243
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SECTION 3: TELEVISION VIEWING OF "FEELING GOOD"

12. Before we go any,furtheri- please indicate whether you remember-Watching-some part of the::
last three shows of "Feeling Good," or those shown since the nifddle,Of_JanuarY.1

1 Yes, Iy may have watched some Part,(-or more) of a show or shows
2. No, I don't remember watching any part of these:_shOws

13. Regardless of your answer to question: 12, and just as a check on our research, please
read over the three things below, which were part of the shOwon the week of January
13-19. Circle the number in front of each part that you remember seeing; circle "4"
if you do not remember seeing any of

144

1 Dental Care: Bill Cosby talks about the tooth fairy; John.DavidSOn sings "I
Like Your Smile"

2 Prenatal Care: A film about nurse-midwives in Kentucky; Arte Johnson plays'a
Norwegian lecturer in a skit about prenatal care

3 Diet and Saturated Fat': 'Demonstration of how to prepare chicken for cooking;
a self -quiz about,cfiolesterol; a comedy skit with Groucho Mari as a judge

4 Do not rememberseein6..any of these (Please go on to question 14)

a. Which parts of this program had information
that youpthink will, be useful to you?

(Circle as many as apply)

b. Have you talked about anything in the pro-
gram with anyone else?

(Please circle as many as apply) ,f

1 Dental Care
2 Cate
3 Diet nd Saturated Fat
4 None of them

145

Yes, I talked with someone else aboUt:

1 Dental.Care
146

2 Prenatal Care
3 Diet and Saturated Fat
4 No; I didn't talk with anyone

about the show

14. The show on the week of January 20 -26, had these main'parts. Please read them over and
circle the number in front of each part that you remember seeing; circle "5" if you do
not remember any of them.

147.

1 High Blood Pressure: Bill-. Cosby talks about hi h blood pressure; Linda Hopkins
sings "Hush My Baby"

2 Drinking and Driving: Documentary film about drinking and driving related to
accidents

3 Hearing Problems in Children: Film about a young girl, Patricia, who has a
hearing problem; Johnny Mathis sings "The World Is Music"

4 Children and Operations: Film about a young girl having an operation and how
her family helps prepare her; Shari Lewis sings "I'll.Stay With You

5 Do not remember seeing any of these (Please go on to question 15)

a. Which parts of this program had infor-
mation that you think will be useful
to you?

(Circle as many as apply)

b. Have you talked about anything tn the
program with anyone else?

(Please circle as many as apply)

244
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1 High Blood Pressure
148

2 Drinking and Driving
3 Hearing Problems in Children
4 Children and Operations
5 None of theM

Yes, I talked with someone else about:

1 High Blood Pressure
2 Drinking and Driving 149

3 Hea'ring Problems in Children
4 Children and Operations
5 Nd, I didn't talk with anyone

aboutthe show
r



15. The show on:the week of January 27- February 2 had these main parts. Please Teed theii
over and circle the number in frOnt of each part that you remember seeing; circle "66
if you,do not remember any of them.

150

1 Medical Emergency- Burns: What to do when someone burns himself; Martin Mull
singS about a nosylneighb r%;

2 Talkinglto Your. Doctor: Skit about learning to write down theisymptoms of whit's
wrong wilh you before seeing a doctor

3 ibeath.of Children's Pets: Scene, from. show "The WaltOns"; BilT-Cosby
.remembert how he felt when his dog died; Charlie Rich sings "Changes"

4 Colon-ReCtum Cancer: Dr. Lathan discusAes coon- rectum cancer and howto_ find
Out if you .have it

5 Allied Health Professionals: DocUmentary about an operating room technic-1On in
a Baltimore inner-city hospital; Melba and Jason talk with cousin about becom
ing an operating room technician

.6 'Do not remember seeing any.of these (Please go on to question 16).

a. Which parts of this program had infor-
Motion that you think will be useful
to you?

(Circle-as many as apply)

1- Medical Emergency -Burns
2 Talking to Your Doctor
3 Death of Children'S Pets
4 Colon-RectUm Oaocer
5 Allied Health Professionals
6 None of them

151

b. Have you talked about anything.in the Yes, I talked with someone else about:
program with anyone else?

(Please circle as many as apply)

SECTION 4: BACKGROUND QUESTIONS__!
xi

16. Do you have a television set in working order in yoyr household? '1, Yes
153

'2 No

1 154

1 Medical Emergency-Burns
2 Talking to Your'Doctor 152
3 De'ath Of Children's Pets
4 Colon-Rectum Cancer
'5 All ,d Health Professionals

6 .NoT-I didn't talk with anyone
about the show

17. Are you. . . 1 Male,

2 Female

18.. On your last birthday, were you. . 1 18-24
2 25-34
3 35-44
4 45-54

19. Are you the person in your household who recently 1 Yes
complet6d another questionnaire we sent you? 2

or
No

5 55-64
6 65 or over
7 'Prefer not to

. answer
155

156

20. If you were'not the person who completed that questionnaire, would you ple'ase circle
the appropriate number below:

1 No one in my household completed a questionnaire as far as I know
2 My wife or husband completed the questionnaire 157
3 My mother or father completed the questionnaire
4 Someone else completed the questionnaire

21. Mow, talking about the questionnaire you are now filling_out, did you answer all the
questions yoursetf, or did someone else answer some of them?

1 I answered all the questions myself
2 My husband or wife answered some questions and I answered some 158
3 My mother or father answered some questions andl answered dome
4 Someone else answered some questions and I answered some

THANK JOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR HELP:. PLEASE ,LOOK BACK TO MAKE SURE YOU HAVE ANSWERED ALL THE
QUEST TONS, RETURN IN THE ENCLOSED ENVELOPE -- NO POSTAGE IS REQUIRED.

5
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This dollar bill is just a small-token of our appreciation.

i4

Dearjriend:.

Response Analysis
Research Park, Route 206
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
(609) 921-3333

You may remember completing
about your own and your fam

,bthis questionnaire in orde
which we did not ask you th

a uestionnaire' last November
y s health. Please complete

to give Us some information
last time.

ale are trying to findout w t people know about the areas
df health covered in this q naire, so that television
programs can be planned to answer thege kinds of questions.

The Auestionnaire is easy and we think you will enjoy it.
Please do it today -- right now if you can -- and mail it
back in the enclos ostage-paid envelope. Your opinions

ideasdeas will b tal contribution to the success of
our on-going r e rch study.

IT you have any questl bout filling out the quesApn-
mire, please call me collect at the number at the top,of
thi1 page.

Thank you for your help.

Si ncyfl y,

Herbert elson
Preiident

"247



THIS QUEITI NNA I RE HAS THREE\ PARTS :

FIRST, SOME QUESTIONS Asciui SEVERAL` AREAS OF HEALTH

NEXT, SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT SOME I NGS YOU
DONE ABOUT, YOUR HEALTH'.

THE LAST SECTION,, IS A. FEW- BACKGROUND QUESTIONS.

PLEASE ANSWER THMUESTIONS THAT FOLLOW BY DRAW-
ING A CIRCLE AROUND .:THE NUMBER NEXT TO THE ANSWER
THAT FITS YOU BEST FOR EXAMPLE: ,

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE
SEASON OF' THE YEAR?

WINTER
-SPRING

CIRCLE ONE. NUMBER

3 SUMMER
4 FALL

243 4



*/ 47A'%:

Many of the questions are hard ones, some are easy. As long-es you thin
knew,an answer, feel free to guess even if,yow are not positive about It.

Please don't worry about not knowing sbme answers. This Is for research 0111,Y,
so just relax and" do.you'r best.

First are some questitins about cOmMOpicationsbetweena doctor And, a patient.'

a.. Which of-the f011Owing statements is
clOter to the way you feel?

It

L

Whitt of these two statements is closer
to the way you feel?

c: 'Which of tpesewo statements is closer
to the way you feel?

Which of these two statement is closer
to the way you feel?

e. 'How do you feel about this statement:
"If a patient requests 'a second opinion,
a doctor is duty bound to get one."

249.

Circle one number

1 A doctor should tell you what his
services cost even if you don't ask

It is up to the patient to ask the
doctqr what the cost is going to be

3 I can't choose.

4 No opinion

2

Circle one number

l' A doctor should tell you what is
wrong even if you don't want to know

2 A doctor should withhold bad news if
he feels you are not ready for it

10'7

-3 I can't choose

4 No opinion

Circle one nuMber

1 A patient has a 'right to get full
and satisfactory answers to all

4L questions'he asks his doctor

14,) A doctor has a right to refuse to
answers questions which, in his
opinion, would upset his patient

3 I can't choose

4 No opinion

Circle one number

1 A patient should follow
instructions even if he

2 A patient should follow
instructions' only if he
will do him some good

I can't choose

4. No opinion

108

109

the doctor's
doesn't agree

the doctor's*

thinks they

Circle one-number

1 Strongly-agree
2 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
4 Disagree

5 Strongly disagree
6 Ao opinion

110



STRESS

These next. questions are about stress and how people react to stress:

How do You feel'about this'statement:
"Whenever a person is subjected to
change, he is under stress."

, MOst 0001eHfaCaitressful situations
daily. Do youllostly- agree or:mostly
disagree that.stresstan be helpful
as well. ai-birmful?,

,.

t
,

/

Which of the following situations do
not/cause,stress

1

d.. No matter how many small stressful situa-
tions happen to you at one time, they can .

never equal the stress caused by'one big

thing like losing your job. Is this

statement ...

e. Which of the following can be reactions
to continued exposure to stressful situa-

tions?

\
f. There are many things that people do to,

relieve stress. Which of the following
things are positive ways to deal with

stress?

2.5 0

Circle- one number

1 t4ostly agree
2 Mostl,y-disagree
3 .I don't know

CirCle one number

1 Mostly agree
2 Mostly disagree
3 I don't know

Clrcle as many as apply

1 Getting married
2 Getting divorced

3, Getting fired
4 Getting a big promotion
5 Having a new baby
6 They all cause stress
7 I don't know

Circle one number

I 'Mostly true
2 Mostly false
3 I don't knoi

Cirtle as many as apply

I Diabetes
2 Ulcers
3 High blood prTure
4 Asthma
5. Kidney problems
6 None of these.

7 I don't know

Circle asiLy_ranasaoply

Work it off
2 Take a tranquilizer
3 Drink or eat something ,

4 Talk about the problem with someo
5 Push the problem out of your min
6 None of these
7 1 don't know

112

113

11
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-PROBLEMS TEENAGERS HAVE

3. These next items are about some problems teenagers. Itawand how they and their paiiiitsreact to those problems.

Which of these statements do you think
be t describes alcohol use among teen-
agers?

a.

b. Which of these types of teenagers are
more likely to use alcohol?

s.

c. How do you feel about this statement:
"There is not much parents can do about
their, teenagers' use of alcohol."

-

III/

d. Some teenagers get "high" from drinking
and taking drugs. How do you feel about
this statement: "There are other, posi-
tive ways for teenagers to get "high"
which do not have bad physical effects."

Circle one number

1 Already a serious problem
2 Not a serious probleM yet, but

may become ond`\
3 Not a seriousroblem and not

likely,to become one
4 I don't knove

Circle as many-as apply

1 Children of problem drinkers
.2 Children of-parents who don't

drink at all
3 Children of parents who drinic

only occasionally
4 Children who do poorly in school
5 None of these,
6 I don't know

11.8

Circle one number

1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
,3 Neither agree nor disagree
4 Disagree
5 Strongly disagree

No opinio'n

Circle one number

1 Strongly agree
2. Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
4 Disagree
5 Strongly disagree
6 No opinion

119

120

Is there any comment you would like to make about. the last question? (Please use the space.below-to write in your comments.)

251



BREAST CANCER

4. The next questions about

'a. About what proportion of-
develop breast cancer at
during their lives?

breast cancer in

women will
some time

b.T The likelihood of breast cancer
increases with ...

c. Many women delay having their breasts
examined for lumps because they are
afraid of what they will find out.
Out of 100 women who discover a lump
in their breast, how many turn out
'to be cancer?

d. How often should women examine their
breasts for lumps?

Even with early'detection and treat-
ment, a large majority of women with
breast cancer die from it.-

f. In connection with breast cancer,
thermography and mammography are ...

g. What do you think about this statement:
"Oter a woman has had4a breast removed,
she is still capable of having a normal
sex life."

woven should be answered by everYon

,C1rcle one number

1 About 1 out of 15 (7%)
2 About 1 out of 30 (3%)
3 About 1 out of 60 (14)
4 I don't know

252

Circle one number

1 Weight
2 Age
3 Stress
4 None of them
5 I don't know

Circle one number

1 About 5
2- About 15
3 About 25
4' About 35
5 I don't- know

Circle One'nUMber

1 'Every Week
2 Every month
3 Every six months
4 Every year
57---1-`don't know

Circle one number

1 Mostly true
2 Mostly false
3 I don't know

122

123

124

12

Circle one number 12

1 TechniqUes for treating breast cancer

2 Two of the main causes, of breast
cancer

3 Ways of diagnosing breast Cancer;

4 I don't know

Circle one number

1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
4 Disagree

5 Strongly disagree
6' No opinion .

12



through them even if you know very little about the subject. Thbre
"I don't know" for each,question.

5. First, some general questions about children's eyesight.

a. What do you think about thiS statement:
"Children can haVe eye probleMS and
still behave in a way that seems normal
to their parents."

b. How do you feel about this statement:
"Most eye problems in children are cur-
able if they are discovered before
school age."'

. When should a child's eyes first be
checked?

Circle one number

1 Mostly true
2 Mostly false
3 I don't know

Circle one number

1 Mostly true
2 Mostly false
3 I don't know

128

129

Circle one number 130

1 Before the child lears to recognize
the alphabet.

2 After the child starts school
3 After the child learns to read
4 I don't know

6. Following are some questio6s about an'eye condition which develops in children, knownas amblyopia:

a. Amblyopia is the condition of ...

b. Amblyopia is most often caused by ...

c. WhiCh of these statements is closer
to the facts:

d. What do you think about this statement:
"It is important that a child be checked
for amblyopia by age four."

2453

Circle one number 131

1 Color. blindness
2 Near-sightedness
3 Under -use. of one eye
4 A film which forms over the eye
5 I don't know

Circle as many as apply 132
1 An optfcal imperfection in one eye
2 Heredity
3 Faulty alignment of the eyes
4 Childhood disease
5 I dbn't know

Circle one number. 133

1. A child with amblyopia may see well
. with only one eye and appear to have

normal, visiion -

2 A child with amblyopia usually has
problems seeing that are obvious to
his parents

3 I, don't know

Circle one number

1 Mostly true
2 Mostly false
3 I don't know

134



7. These next -questions' are about .a condition of the e,yo icriotlis'rg

a. Glaucoma is an eye-icondition caused by

b. How often should people over 35 have
their,eyes checked for glaucoma?

c. What do you think about this statement:
"A person'can have glaucoma and not
know it."

d. Glaucoma is more common among ...

e. Glaucoma is a progressive disease which
can eventually result in blindness. If
it is diagnosed before a person becomes
blind ...

f. Which of the following can be one result
of glaucoma?

g. What is the Most common form of treat-
ment for glaucoma?

254,

Circle ganuiber

1 Ginwdisease'
2 Unrelieved fluid pressure in the exe
3.1locked tear ducts:
4 Swimming in Chlorinated water
5 I don't know

Circle one number

1 Every'six months
2 Every year
3' Every two years
4 'I don't know

Circle one number

1 Mostly.trise
2 Mostly false
3 I don't know

Circle one number

1 Black people
2 White people
3 Both about the same

4 I don't know

138

137

Circle one number

1 Full sight can be restored
2 .70e condition can be arrested
3 Nothing can be.done about it
4 I don't know

'Circle one number

1 Double vision
2 Loss of side vision
3 Sivelling of the eyelids
4 Color blindness
5 I don't know.

Circle one number

1 Medicated eyedrops
2 Eye surgery
3 Exercising the eye
4 None of the above
5 I don't know

139

140
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8. Please read each of the following items. We are interested in fifidimg out 4,
you may have done in, the past TWO'MONTHS. Even though you may have done s tartil

things longer ago, please bear w t us and indicate4MLY those things you have done in
the past -TWO MONTHS.

SINCE THE MIDDLE OF FEBRUARY, have you ...

a. Looked at an article or pamphlet about
health?

b. Encouraged someone to seek help for an
emotional problem?

c. Asked a doctor to explain when he told
you something you didn't understand?

d. Written down your symptoms before
visiting a doctor?

. Had your own eyesight checked?

f. Taken a pre-school child for an.eye-
sight or vision test?

Circle one number for each item

THESE NEXT TWO ITEMS ARE JUST FOR WOMEN TO ANSWER.

SINCE THE MIDDLE OF FEBRUARY, have you ...

g., Had a breast examination by a doctor?

h. Examined your own breasts for lumps?

255

1 Yes
2 No
3 I'm not sure

142

1 Yes," have
143

2 No, because I haven't known anyone
with an emotional problem recently

3 No, even though I know someone who
needs help for an emotional problem

4 I'm not sure:

Yes 144
2 No, b use I underitood what'the

doctor old me
3 No, because I haven't been to

the doctor
4 I'm not sure

1 Yes
2 No, because I haven't been to

a doctor
3 No, even though I have seen a do'ctor
4 I'm not sure

145

1 Yes

2 No
3 I'm not sure

1 Yes
2 No
3 No, because I don't have any

pre-school children
4 I'm not sure

146

147

1 Yes 148
2 No, not within the last two months
3 I'm not sure

1 Yes
2 No
3 I'm not sure

PLEASE CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE...

149



The following are a few background questions foe everyone' to compl

9. 0o-you have a teleVition set. in working' 1 -Yes
order in your household? 2 No

10.. In the last tix.months, have you sent for. . 1 Yes
any health informationthat you saw 2 No .

offered.oh television?. 3 Not sure

11. Are you ...

12. On your last birthday, were you ...

13. What is the highest grade you completed
in school?

14. Are there any children age 18 or
younger in your household? (Please
circle as many as apply)

15. Do you remember completing another ques-
tionnaire we sent you last November?

16. If someone else in your household com-
pleted that questionnaire, would you
please circle the appropriate number.

17. Now, talking about the questionnaire
you are now filling out, did you
answer all the questions yourself,
or did someone else answer some of
them?

1 Male'
2 Female

1 18-24
2 .044
3 35-44
4 45 -54

5 5544
6 65 or over
7 Prefer not

to answer

1 No formal schooling
2 8th grade or less
3 Some high school
4 High, school graduate
,5 Some college
6 College graduate
7 Technical or vocational training

160

161

. 152

15

15

1 Yes, younger than 13
2 Yes, age 13-14

,/ 3 Yes, age 15-16
4 Yes, age 17-18
5 No children age"18 or younger

1 Yes

2 No

15

15

1 No one in my household completed it as
far as I know

"15
2 my wife or husband completed it

3 My mother or father completed it

4 Someone else completed the questionnair

1 I answered all the questions myself

2 my husband or wife answered some and
I answered some 15

3 My mother or father answered some and
I answered some

4 Someone else answered some questions"
and I answered some

Please look back to make sure you Have answered all the questions, and then return'
this questionnaire in the enclosed envelope. No postage is required.

THANK,,YOU FOR YOUR HELP

5



E. Posttest

Questionnaire -- main sample

. Follow-up poitcard

Follow-up letter

Pre sendout postcard --

panel control group

Questionnaire -- panel control group

4
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This dollar is just a small token of our appreciation.

Response Analysis
Research Park, Route 206
Prtricelon.New Jersey 08540
(609)921-3333

Dear Friend:

Your patience and cooperation have made the results of this
health research program both meaningful and valuable.

This questionnaire will complete thii phase of our research
and provide valuable information for..the future. The ques-
tionnaire is easy and we think you will enjoy it. Please do
it today -- right now if you can -- and mail it back in.the
enclosed postage-paid envelope.

If you have any questions about filling out this question-
naire, call me collect at the number at the top'of this page.

Thank you again for your help.

Sinc

Herbe t A son
President

agp
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IS`QtESTIONNAIRE HAS THREE PARTS:

A SECTION FOR EVERYBODY, STARTING ON THE NEXT.PAGE

.A LATER-SECTIQN FOR HOUSEHOLDS THAT HAVE CHILDREN
UNDER SIX

A SECTION JUST FOR WOMEN TO FILL OUT

PLEASE ANSWER THE QUESTIONS THAT FOLLOW BY DRAWING
A CIRCLE AROUND THE NUMBER NEXT TO THE ANSWER THAT
FITS YOU BEST. FOR EXAMPLE:

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE CIRCLE ONE NUMBER
SEASON OF THE YEAR?

1 Winter
LSpring
(3) Summer

4 Fall

ci
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Please circle one code number for each question.

1. QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR HEALTH AND YOUR FAMILY'S HEALTH

. All in all,.would you say your
health is . . .

b. At any time over the past year,
has your health or the health of
someone else in the household
caused you worry?

I Better than most
2 Just about average
'3 Not as good as most
4 I'm not sure how I compare

1 Yes, :a lot of worry
2 Yes, some worry
3 YeS, a little worry
4 No worry at all

2. OPINIONS ABOUT HEALTH

For each of the following ideas about sickness and health, please circle "1" if
you mostly agree with that idea. Circle "2" if you mostly disagree with that
idea, and circle "3" if you have no opinion.

CIRCLE ONE NUMBER MOSTLY MOSTLY NO
FOR EACITTTEM AGREE DISAGREE OPINION

a. .Regular physical examinations are
worthwhile only if something is wrong
with the person.

b. No matter how careful a person is, he
has to expect a good deal of illness in
his lifetime.

c. Being healthy is mainly a matter of
how well you look after yourself.

d. A person should visit the dentist every
six months, even if nothing seems wrong.

e. There's not much a person can do to keep
from getting sick.

f. A person can have high blood pressure
and not know it.

HEALTH INFORMATION

Compared to Six months or so ago, do you get
a different amount of health information from

, radio and tflevision than you used to?

?60

1 2

1 2 3

2 3

1 3

1 2 3

1 2

I Get more information now
2 Get less information now
3 Get about the same amount
4 Get no Wormation
5 Not sure

107

08

09

11

13

14

15



0
In the last six

It
s have you asked for any

that you saw offered On
1 Yes
2 No
3 Not, sure

5. In the LAST SIX MONTHS, did you try to get information on any of the following
subjects for yourseTf or for someone else?

CIRCLE ONE.NUMBER
FOR,EACH 11T

a. Where to
pressure

get an examination for blood
for yourself or anyone else

b. Where to get a heart check-up, for
ydurself or someone else

Where to get dental care

Where to get help for a drinking problem,
your own or someone else's

c.

d.

YES, I NO, I DID 1, ALREADY
' TRIED NOT TRY KNEW IT

2

2

1 2

2

e. How to get a Pap test for women . 1 2

0
f. How to do a breast examination for women 1 2

'3

3
`1

3

.
,,i,

6. Please read each'of the things on this list. are interested in finding
out, about things you may have done in the past 0 MONTHS.

Even though you may have done some of these t ngs longer ago, please bear
with us and indicate ONLY those things you have done in the past TWO MONTHS.

CIRCLE ONE NUMBER
FOR EACH ITE

NOT SURE OR
Since the LAST WEEK OF MARCH, have you . . Y,ES, NO ODES NOT APPLY

a. Encouraged someone to seek help for an
emotional problem

b. Written'down your symptoms before visiting
a doctor

c. Had your own eyesight checked

d. Taken a pre-school child for an eyesight
or vision test

e. Suggested to a friend or relative of yours
that she have a doctor examine her breasts

f. Asked the doctor to explain when he told
you something you didn't understand

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

3 .

3

3 sn 28



PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS

About hoW long ago did you have the
fast physical examination when nothing
was bothering yoti/'

1 Never 'had one.
, 2 Within the last 3 months'

-Y 3 Between 3 and 6 month's ago ." 29

4 Betiveen/6 months and a year ago
%5 Between 1 and 3. years ago
6 More than 3 Years ago
7 Not sure

1

BLOOD PESSURE

fly
When, if ever, was the last t me
you had your blood pressure
checked?

b. Have you ever' suggested to anyone
else that they should get their

a blood pressure checked?

9- DENTAL EXAMINATION

a. 'When was the last till* you went for
a dental check-up when your-teeth
were not bothering you?

. Have you ever used a dental
"disclosing tablet" -- a tablet
that you chew to see if' your
teeth' are ,clean?

10. POISON CONTROL

Do you have the telephone*Mberof the
poison control center for-your area

:

posted near your telephone?

Within the lait 3 months
2 - Between 3 and 6 months ago 30
3 Between 6 months and a year ago
4 Between 1 and .2 years ago

5 'More than 2 Years ago
6 Never had it checked
7 Not sure

1 Yes
2 -. No

3 Not sure

1 W4thin last 3 months.
2 Between 3 and 6 months:ago 32,

3 Between 6 months and.' year ago
4 Between 1 and 2 years ago
5 More -than 2 years ago
6 Never had one
7 Not sure
8 I have dentures

1 Yes
2 6 No

3 It sure
33



"
Many of the next questions are hard ones, some are easy. As loPg as you thiRk yoU
know an answer,.feel free to guess even if you are not posittve about it.77Tiase
don't worry about not knowing some answers .% This is for researchionly, so just
relax and do your best.

This section is about diseases and problems of vision and eyesight. Please circle one
,number for each question.

11. When should a child's eyes first be
checked?

12. These next questions are about glaucoma.

a. HOw often should people over 35
hark their eyes cheeked for
glaucoma?

b. What do you think about this statement:
"A person can have glaucoma and not
know it."

c. If glaucoma is diagnosed before a
person becomes blind ...

d. What is the most common form of
treatment for glaucoma?

13. Foll8iing are some questions about amblyopia.

a. Have you ever heard of amblyopia?

b. As far as you know, amblyopia,is
the condition of ...

rcpt of 'th'ese statements is
oser to the facts .

I

263

1 Before the .child learns, to recognize
' the alphabet
2 After the child starts school m
3 After the child learns to read
4 I don't know

1 Every sfx months
2 Every year
3 Every two years
4 I don't know

1 Mostly true
2 Mostly falte
3 I doh't know'

1 Full sight can be restored
2 The condition can be arrested'
3 Nothing can bedone about it
4 I don't know

1 Meditated eyedrIbps
2 Eye surgery
3 Exercising the eye
4 None of the above
i 5' 1 don't know

1 Yes
2 No
3 Not sure

1 Color-blindness
2 Near- s'ightedness
3 Under-use of one eye,
4 A film which form over
5 I don't know

37

38

40

'4/

the eye

1 A child with amblyopia may see well-
with only one eye and appear to
have normal vision" ' - 42

'2 A child with amblyopia-usually has-
, .problems seeing that are obvious

to his.parents
3 I don't know



14. BREAST CANCER

The next questions about breast cancer in women should be answered by everyone.

a. About what pr ortion of women will Circle one number
'develop breast incer1t some time

1 About 1 out of 15 (7%)during their lives?
2 About 1 out of 30 "(3%)
3 About 1 out of 60 (about 14%)
4 I' -don't know

b. Many women delay having their breasts 'Circle one number
examined for lumpsbecause they are

1 About 5afraid of what they, will find out
2 About 15Out of 100 women who discover a lump
3 About 25in their breast, how many turn out

'to be cancer? 4 About 35
5 I don't know

Th4 likelihood of breast cancer
increases with . .

,

Circle one number

1 Weight
2 Age
3' Stress NI

4 None of them
5 I don't know

d. How often should women'examine 'their Circle one number
breasts for lumps?

Even with earlPdetection'and
treatment, a large majority of women
with breast cancer never recover from
it.

f. What do you think about this
statement: '"After a woman has had
a breast removed, she can still
have a normal sex life."

5. STRESS

1 Every week
2 Every month
3 Every six months
4- - Every year

5 I don't know

Circle one number
.

1 Mostly true
2 Mostly false
3 I don't know
e

Circle one number

1 Strongly agree
a' Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
4 Disagree
5 Strongly diiagree
6 No opinion.

These next questions are about stress and how people react to stress.

a. Most people face stressful situa-
tions daily Do,Do you mostly agree
or mostly artagree that stress
can e-helpful as well as harmful?

Circle one number.

1 Mostly agree
2 Mostly disagree

.

3 I don't know
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44

45

46

47

48

49



No matter how many small stressful
situations happen to you at one
time, they can never equal the
stress caused by one big thing,
like losing your job.

There are many things that people
do to relieve stress. Which of
the following things are good ways
to deal with stress?

16. DOCTOR-PATIENT RELATIONSHIPS

CirCle-one numbee

'1 Mostly true-
2 ,MoStly faise
3 I don't know

Circle as many as apply

I Work it off
2 Take.a tranquilizer
3 Drink or eat something
4 Talk about the problem with

someone
5 Push the problem out of your mind
6 None of these
7 I don't know,

5.7'

Following are some questions about doctor-patient colmu nications.

a. Which of the,following statements is closer to.the way you feel about doctor-
patient relationships?

1 A doctor should tell you what his services cost even
if you don't ask

2 It is up to the patient to ask the doctor what the
cost is going to be

3 No opinion

Cirtle
one number

Which of these two statements is closer to the way you feel about doctor-
patient relationships?

Circle
one number

1 A doctor should tell you what is wrong even if you
don't want to know

2 A doctor should withhold bad news if he feels you
are not ready for it

3 No opinion

c. Of the following two statements, which is closer to your opinion?

1 A patient should follow his doctor's instructions

Circle
even if 110 doesn't agree

.

one ,number
2 A patient should follow his doctor's instructions

only if he thinks they will do him, some good.
3 No opinion

52

. 53

d. 'How do you feel about this statement: "A doctor should call in .a second opinion
if his patient requests one:"

1. Strongly agree
2 Agree

Circle 3 Neither,agree n sagree
one number 4 Disagree

5 Strongly disagree
6 No opinion

205
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THE NEXT QUESTIONS ARE ABOUT SOMEJELEVISION PROGRAMS YOU MAY HAVE WATCHED.

Last Nolmber,-a new series of television programs about health began on he.edwational
station in your area. The program was called Feeling Good arid, during April and May; was
shown each week for one-half hour with Dick cavett'as the host. The next few questions

. are about your viewing of Feeling Good. Even if you don't remember watching any of the
shows, please answer questions 17-24 just as a reminder.

Please read over each description below and indicate if you remember watching this show.

17. Show broadcast between April 2 and Apri1.8 -- AGING
This show is mainly about how one family cares for their elderly grandfather in their

° home. Both favorable and unfavorable aspects of home care for the elderly are dis-
cussed.

Do you remember watching this show
about aging?

1 Watched all of it
2 Watched part of,it
3 Did not watchrany of it
4 Not sure . )

18. Show broadcast between April 9 and April 15 -- ALCOHOLISM
Host aick, Cavett talks about drinking and alcoholism while sitting at a bar There
is a drama about a day in thelife of a housewife who is an alcoholic, and other
alcoholics discuss their drinking problems..

Do you remember` this show
about alcoholism?

1 Watched all of it
2 Watched part of it
3 Did not watch any of it
4 Not sure

19. Show broadcast between April 16 and April 22 -- HEART ATTACK RECOVERY
Most of this.show is about helping people who have had a heart attack re-adjust
normal lives. Wives of heart attack victims talk about re-adjustment to norm
life

Do you remember watching this show
about heart attack recovery?

1 Watched all of it
2 Watched part of it
3 Did not watch any of it
4 Not sure

20. -Show broadcast between April 23 and April 29 -- VISION PROBLEMS
The show takes place mainly in the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York. Dick
Cavett talks to two people about some problems they have had with their eyesight.
One is a middle-aged. woman and another is a young boy. Discussion of two
vision problems.

Do you remember watching this
show about vision problems?

21, Show broadcast between April 30 and May 6
In this show, Dick Cavett talks with Julia

1, the chance of a woman having breast cancer
shown how to examine their breasts for lum

Do you remember watching this
show about breast cancer?

1 Watched all of it
2 Watched part of it-
3 Did not watch any of it
4 Not sure

-- BREAST CANCER. IN WOMEN
Child about breast cancer. They discuss
and her chance of recovery. Women are

ps.
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1 Watched all of it
2 Watched part of it
3 Did not watch any of it
-4 Not sure

56
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22. Show broadcast between May 7 and.May 13 -- STRESS
This show concerns the causes of stress andiTTifects stress has on the human body.
Bill, Cosby talks about a stressful experience he had as a boy -- a fight with a bully.
Dr. Herbert Benson talks with host Dick Cavett about relaxation therapy.

Do you remember watching this show 1 Witched all of it
about stress? 2 Watched part of it

/' 3 Did not watch any of it
4 Not sure

23. Show broadcast between May 14 and May 20 -- DOCTOR-PATIENT COMMUNICATION
Most of this show takes place in a doctor's office and waiting room. Some of the
people waiting have problems communicating what is wrong with them to their doctor,
while others are afraid to find out what is wrong. There is a skit about doctors who
use medical terms their patients can't understand.

Do you remember iitching this show
.about doctor-patAdt communication?

1 Watched all of it
2 Watched part of it
3 Did not watch any of it
4 Not sure

24. Show broadcast between May 21 and May 27 -- DEPRESSION
This show features Dick Cavett as host and singer Johnny Cash as guest star. In one
dramatic segment, a businessman's depression causes problems for him and his family.
In another, a young auto mechanic and his co-workers discuss his emotional problem.

Do you remember watching this show 1 Watched all of it
about depression? 2 Watched part of it

3 Did not watch any of it
4 Not sure

FEELIAG GOOD DURING NOVEMBER, DECEMBER AND JANUARY

Feeling Good was also shown during
November, December and January.
This is a picture of the cast at
"Mac's Place" which was the setting
for the show during those early
months.

25. About how many shows during
November, December and January
do you remember watching[ill
or part of?

1 One shoW
2' Two shows

Three shows
4 Four shows
5 Five shows
6 Six or more shows
7 Did not watch any

65
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The next quOstioh is about all the Feeling Good shows, the ones that were on dUring
November, December and January and also the ones on'cluringApril and May.

26a. If you remember watching. -any episodes
of Feeling Good frpi November through
May, please answer the queitions in
the boxat the left.

FollOWing are some comments about Feeling
Good.-, Circle "1" if yoffimostly agree,
circle "2" if you mostly disagree, circle
"3" if you are not sure.

. MOSTLY MOSTLY NOT
AGREE DISAGREE. SURE

a. It was entertaining

b. Dick Cavett was a good
host

c. "Mac's Place" was
entertaining

d. I found the health in-
formation useful

e. The guest stars were
enjoyable

f. The show was geared
more to children

g. I learned some things
I didn't know before

h. I preferred Feeling
Good with "Mac's Place"
more than with Dick
Cavett

i. Feeling Good was better
with one topic per
show than it was with
several topics

1 2

1 2

3

3

1 2 3

1. 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

2 3
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09

11

13

15

26b. If you do not remember waiching any
episodes of Feeling Good,,please
answer the questions in the box at
the right.

Illowing are some reasons for not view-
g Feeling Good at all. Please read

each it& below and circle'as many as
apply to you.

1 I don't watch much TV at all

2 I don't get a good picture on the
public TV channel

3 I don't watch the public TV channel

4 I didn't know it was on the air,

5 'I watch a different program at the
same time Feeling Good is on

6 I am not at'home when it is on

7 The show didn't sound interesting

8 I'm not interested in'health things

9 None of these

PLEASE GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
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THESE QUESTIONS ARE FOR EVERYONE TO ANSWER -1

12

1

27. Do you have a television set in.
working order in your household?

1

28. Are you ... 1

29. On your last.birthday; were you ... 1

30. What it the highest grade you complAed
in school?-

1

31. Are you ... 1

32a. Do you remember receiving another ques-
tionnaire we sent?

32b. Are you the person in your household who
completed the other questionnaire we sent?

Yes
2 No

Male
2 Female

18-24
2 25-34
3 35-44
4 45-54
5 55-64
6' 65 or over
7 Prefer not to answer

No formal education

2 8th grade or less
3 Some high school
4 High school graduate
5 Some college

21

6 College graduate
7 Technical or vocational training'

White/Caucasian
2 Black/Negro/Afro-American
3 American Indian
4 Spanish-American/Mexican-American
5 Puerto Rican
6 Oriental
7 Prefer not to answer
8 None of these

1 Yes
2 No

1 Yes

2 No

32c. If you were not the person who completed that questionnaire, would you please circle
the appropriate number below:,

1 No one in my household completed a questionnaire as far as I know
2 my wife or husband completed the questionnaire
3 My mother or father completed the questionnaire r

4 Someone else completed the questionnaire

32d. Now, talking about.the questionnaire you at now filling out, did You answer all the
questions yoUrself,-or did someone else anher some of them?

4 1 I answered all the questions myself
2 My husband or wife answered some questions and I answered some
3 My mother or father answered some questions and I answered some
4 Someone elie answered some questions and I answered some

. 239 ,



THE NEXT QUESTIONS ARE FOR PEOPLE WITH CHILDREN UNDER SiX YEARS OF AGE.

MEN:,

IF YOU HAVE NO-CHIORENUNOER SIX

: WOMEN:

PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 35 ON
PAGE 14.

PLEASE GO TO'0UESTION 39.0N
PAGE 15.

IF YOU HAVE ANY CHILDREN UNDER SIX.YEARS OF AGE, PLEASE CONTINUE:

33. Please circle the age of the oldest
child who is under 6 years old, and
answer the fo lowing questions about
that child.

34. EYESIGHT TEST AND HEARING TEST

a. Have you ever tried to get any
information on where to. go to
get your child's vision or
hearing checked?

b. Has this child had a test to
see if his or her eyesight
is normal?

Please read choices caifiAjly
and then circle the on that
best fits you.

c. Has this child had a test to
see if his or her hearing is
all right?

Please read choices carefully
and thin circle "the one that
best fits you.

1 Age 5
Age 4

3 Age.3
4 Age 2
5 Age 1
6 Younger than I

1 No, I have no tried 416

2 Yes, I have t ied
3' I already k where to gi)
4 Someone else in the family takes

scare of these things

1 Yes, has had test
2 No, but I plan to have child's eyesight

checked
3 No, but I might, have child's eyesigt

checked
4 No, because child is not old enough
5 No, because child does not need it
6 Not sure

1 Yes, has had test .

2 No, but I plan to have child's hearir
checked

3 No, but I might have child's hearing
checked

4 No, because child is not °lig enough
5 No, because child does not need it
6 Not sure

MEN:

PLEASE GO ON TO QUESTION 39.
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WOMEN:

PLEASE GO ON TO QUESTION 35. I

r-

26
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THESE NEXT QUE4IONS ARE JUST FOR WOMEN TO ANSWER. Please circle one number to answer
each question.

35. When was the last time you had a
Pap test or smear?

36. When was the last time a doctor
examined your breasts for lumps?

37. When was the last time you examined
your own breasts for lumps?

I
1 Within the last 3 months
2 Between 3 and 6 months ho
3 Between 6 months anda year ago
4 Between 1 and 2 years ago
5 More than 2 years ago
6 Never had one
7 Not sure

1 Within the last 3 montht
2 Between 3 and 6 months ago
3 'Between 6 months and a year ago
4 Between 1 and 2 years ago
5 More than 2'years ago
6 Never
7 Not sure

1 Within the last month
2 Within the last 2 months-
3 Within the 14st 4 months
4 Within the last:6 months
5 More than 6 months ago
6 NeVer
7 Not sure

38. Have you ever suggested to a friend ono 1 Yes
relative that she should get a Pap test? 2 No

0

PLEASE GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
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THESE QUESTIONS ARE FOR EVERYONE TO ANSWER

39. Was there anything you learned from watching Feeling Good that you didn't know be-
fore?

1 I didn't watch any programs
2 I watched Feeling Good but didn't learn anything new
3 I did learn something new from watching Feeling Good: Please use

the space below to give examples of what you learned.

40. Is there anything related to you own or your family's health that you or someone
in your family did as a'result of watching Feeling Good?

1 I didn't watch any programs
2 Haven't done anything as a result of watching Feeling,Good
3 Yes, watching Feeling Good caused me to ... (Please describe below)

Please look back to make sure you pave answered all the questions, and then return this
questionnaire in the enclosed envelope.' No postage is required.

THANK YOU FOR°YOUR HELP!

272
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Dear Friend:

A few days ago we sent you a questionnaire about your
health and your family's health. Since our health is
important to all of us this survey and your part in it
are of vital importance. If you haye not yet had a
chance to complete your questionnaire, please do so as
soon as possible.t.

Thanks for taking part in our research.

.YOURS TH

e-a

Or. erber Abelsnn
President

P.S. If you did not receive your questionnaire, please
call me collect at (609) 921-3333.

.14

I
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Iftsponee Analysis
Research Perk, Route 208
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
(809)92.1-3333

June 17, 1975

Dear Friend:

We recently sent you a. questionnaire about a television health
program called Feeling Good. We have not yet, received your
completed questionnaire, and are sending you another copy for
your convenience.

This questionnaire represents a genuine effort you can make
toward improving health in this country. Your response is con-
fidential; no one is ever connected with a particular question-
naire.

Please complete and return this questionnaire today -- right
now, if you can. A postage-paid envelope is enclosed. If you.,,

ch have any questions, please call me collect at the number at the
top of this page.

Thanks again for your help.

Sincerely,

e.°

ti

Dr. Herbert I. Abelson
President

agp
Enclosures

P.S. We'hopelou will fill out-this questionnaire even though .

our budget-does not allow us to send another dollar.
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Response Analysis
Research Park. Route 20b
Princeton. Ncw Jersey 08540
16091 921-3333

r

Dear FrieN:

You may remember being interviewed by telephone last Fall
about a new television health series. In a few days, you
will receive a follow-up- to that would
appreciate your cooperation in completi and returning
the questionnaire when you receive it.

Pd"*. %

Thank you in advance for your help in this important health
research prograti::-...

Si rely,

Herbert son

-4,
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This dollar is just a' small token of our appreciation.

Research Park. Route 206
Princeton. New Jersey 08540
(609) 92,1-3333

Dear Friend:'

Please complete and return this questionnaire in the enclosed
postage -paid envelope. It is a genuine contribution that you
can make to improving the health of the country.

. Last November a new '.series of progr#ms on health, made possi-
ble by some arge gifts to the prodicers of Sesame Street and
the Electric Coi'npany, began on the publis broadcasting channel.

In order to plan new shows properly, they have to know what
people Ao and don't do about health. That's what this ques:
tionnaire is for.

r.

Our computer. picked you as part a carefully selected cross-
section. Then, in October, you were interviewed by telephone,
and this is.a follow-pp to that interview.

The questionnaire is easy and you will enjoy it. Please do it
today -- right now if you can -- and mail it badk in the -en-
closed envelope. If you have any cidestions, cal me collect -

at

1\

the number at the top of this ,page.

Thank you. 4...

Si ce ly-,
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THIS QUESTIONNAIRE HAS THREE PARTS: \

'A SECTION FOR EVERYBODYb STARTING ON _THE-NEXT vpAGE

A LATER SECTION TOR HOUSEHOLDS THAT `HAVE CHILDREN-
ER.SIX ,

t

.

ECTIONjUST FOR WOMEN TO FILL OUT

_r

PLEASE ANSWER THE QUESTIONS THAT FOLLOW BY DRAWING
A CIRCLE AROUND THE NUMBER NEXT TO THE ANSWER THAT
FITS YOU BEST. JFOR EXAMPLE:

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE CIRCLE ONE NUMBER
SEASON OF THE YEAR?

1 Winter
2, Spring
(3) Summer

4. Fall

f.

V
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wa ONE NUMBER
FOR EAgCWITEM

a. Regular physical examinatio re
worthwhile only 14 something WWs wrong
with the person.

Please circieone code number for each question.

. QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR HEALTH AND YOUR FAMILY'S HEALTH

a. All in -all,'would you say your
Aealth is . .

. At any time over the past year,
has yout4'health.or :the health of
someone else in-the household
caused you worry?

. OPINIONS ABOUT HEALTH

1 Better than most
2 :just about average
3 Not as good as most
4 ,I'm not sure how I compere

1 Yes a lot of worry
2 Yes, some ',Orr,
3 ,Yes, a little worry
4 No worry at all .

For each of the following ideas about sickness and health, please circle "1" if
y..pu mostly agree with that idea. ,Circle "2" if you mostly disagree with that
idea, and circle "3" if you have no opinion.

4

b. No matter how careful a person is, he
has to expect a good deal of illness in
his lifetime. A-N

*
.

c. Being healthyds-ma-inly a matter of
how well you look after yourself.

d. A person should visit the dentist every
six months, even if-nothing seems-wrong.

2A . li

-e. There's not much a person cin do to keep
from getting sick. ,

f. 'A person can have high blood prese

MOSTLY MOSTLY NO
:AGREE -DISAGREE OPINION

ind not know it

INFORMATION

o

3. HE T

1 2

1 2 3

2 3

2 3\

1 3

1 2

x107

08

09

13

14

Compared to six months or so ago, do you get 1 Get more information now
a different amount of health information from '2 Get less informetion now
radio and television than you used to? 3 Get about the same amount 15.

4 Get no information
5 Not sure
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4. /In the last-six months have you asked for'any
health information that you saw offered on
television? .

1 Yes'

2 No '

3- Not sure

5. In the LAST SIX MONTHS, did you try to get information on any of the following
subjects for yourself or for Someone else?

CIRCLE ONE NUMBER
FOR EACWITE

a. Where to get an examination-for blood
pressure for yourself or anyone else

b. Where to get a heart check-up, for
yourself or someone else

c. Where to 4get dental care

d. Where to get help fora drinking problem,
your own or someone else's

e. How to get a Pap test for women

f. How to do a breast examination for women

YES, I NO, I DID I ALREADY
TRIED NOT TRY KNEW IT

2

1 3

1 2

2

1 2 3

1 2 3

6. Please read each of the things on thirlist. We are interested in finding
out about things you may have done in the past TWO MONTHS.

Even' though you may have done some of these things longer ago, please bear
with us and indicate ONLY those things you have done in the past TWO MONTHS.

CIRCLE ONE NUMBER
FOR EACH ITEM

NOT SURE OR
Since the LAST WEEK OF MARCH,) ave you . . . .YES NO 00ESNOT APPLY

a. Encouraged someone to seep for an
emotional problem 1 2

'Written down you's symptoms before visiting
a doctor 1 2,

c.

d.

Had your own eyesight checked,

Taken a pre-school child for aneyesight

2

e.

or vision

Suggested to a friend or relative of yours

1 2

f.

that she have a doctor examine her breasts

Asked the doctor to explain when he told
you something you didn't understand

1 2
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. PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS

About how long agoAid you have the
last physical examination when nothing
was bothering you?.

8. BLOOD PRESSURE

a. When, if ever, was the last time
you' had your. blood pressure
checked?

b. Have you ever suggested to anyone
else that they should get their
blood pressure chetked?

9. DENTAL EXAMINATION

a. When was the last time you went for
a dental check-up when your teeth

--were pat bothering you?

b. Have you ever used a dental
"disclosing tablet" -- a tablet
that you chew to see/if your
teeth are clean?

"41
10. POISON CONTROL

Da you have theAXelephone number of the
poison control center for your area
posted near your telephone?

a

rtti

280

1 Never had one
2 Within the last 3 months.
3 Between 3. and 6.. months ago 20
4 Between 6 months ant_a\-year ago
5 Between. 1 and 3 yeaiPago
.6 More than 3. yearslgo
7 Not Sure,

1 Within the last 3 months
2. Setweeft 3 and 6 months ago 30
3 Bitween 6 months and a year ago
4 Between 1 and 2 years ago
5 More than 2 years ago
6 Never had it checked
7 Notsure-

1 Yes
2 No
3 Not sure

31

1 Within last 3 months
%2 Between 3. and 6 months ago 32'

3 Between 6 months and a year ago
4 Between 1 and 2 years ago
5 More than 2 years ago
6 Never had one
7 Not sure
8 I have dentures

1 Yes
2 No
3 Not sure

1 Yes
2 No

o

4

33

34



Many of the next questions are hard ones, some are easy. As long as you think you
know an answer, feel free to guess even if you are not positive about it.Phase
don't worry about not knowing some answers. This is for research only, so just
relax and do your best.

This section is about diseases and problems,Qf vision and eyesight. Please circle one
number for each question. 0

11. When should a child's eyes first be
checked?

12. These next questions are about glaucoma.

a. How often should people over 35
have their eyes checked for
glaucoma?

8

b. What do you think about this statement:
"A person can have glaucoma and not
know it."

c. ,If glaucoma is diagnosed before a
person becomes blind ...

d. What the most common form of
treatment for glaucoma? _

13. Following are some questigns,about amblyopia.

a. Have you ever heard of amblyopia?

b. As far as you know, amblyopia is
the condition of ...

c. Which of these statements is
closer to the facts ....

a 281

1 Before the.childlearns to recognize
the.- alphabet

2 After the child starts school
3 After the child learns to read
4 I don't know

1 Every sfx months
2 Every year
3 Every two years
4 I don't know

1 Mostly true
2 Mostly false

doWt know

1 Full sight can be restored -

2 The condition can be arrested
3 Nothing can be done about it
4 don't know

I Medicated eyedrops
2 Eye surgery
3 Exercising the eye
4 None of the above
5 I don't know

1 Yes

2, No
3 Not sure

1 Color blindness
2 Near - sightedness

3. Under-use of one eye
4 A film which form over the eye
5 . I don't-know

1 'A child with amblyopia may see well
with only one eye and appear to
have normal144sion

2 A child with. amblyopia usually has
problems seeing that are obvious
to his parents

3 I don't know



BREW CANCER

The next questions about breast cancer in women should be answered by everyone.

a. About what proportion of women will
develop breast cancer at some time
diming their lives?

Circle one number

1 About 1 out Of 15 (7%)
2 About 1 out of 30 (3%)-
3 AbOut 1 out of 60 (about 14%). 43
4 Idon't know

b. Many women-delay having their breasts Circle one number
examined for lumps because they are

.afraid of what they will find out. , .

1 About 5

Out of 100 women who discover a'lump 2 AboUt 15

in their breast, how many turn out 3 About 25

to be cancer? 4 About 35
5 I don't know

c. The likelihood of breest'cander
increases with . . .

d, How often should woven examine their
breasts for lumps?

e. Even with early detection and
treatment, a large 'majority of women
with breast cancer never recover from
it.

f. What do you think about this
statement: "After a woman has had
a breast removed, she can still
have a normal sex life."

``STRESS

These next questions are about stress and

a. Most people face-stressful' situa-
tions daily. Do you mostly agree
or mostly disagree that stress t

can be helpful as well as harmful?

Circle one number

1 Weight'
2 Age
'3 Stress
4 None of them
5 I don't know

Circle one number

1 Every week
2 Every month
3 Every six months
4 Dery year

. 5 I don't know

Circle one number'

w`l Mostly true
2 Mostly false
3 I don't know

Circle one number

:1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Neither agree nor disagree
4 Disagree
5 Strongly disagree
6 No opinion

411

how people react to stress.

Circle one number,

'1 Mostly agree
2 Mostly disagree )

3 I don't know

28.2
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44

45

48

4

48

49



b. No matter how many small stressful
situations happen to you at one
time, they can never equal tim
stress caused by one big thing,
like losing your job.

c. There are many things that people
do to relieve stress. Which of
the following things are good ways.
to deal with stress?

16. DOCTOR-PATIENT.RELATIONSHIPS

Following are ,some questions` about doctor-patient communications.

Circle one number

1 Mostly true
2 Mostly false

3 I don't know

Circle as many as apply

1 Work it off '.

2 Take a tranquilize
3 Drink or eat s thing

4 .:Talk about. t the problem with

someone
5 Push the problem out of your mind
6 None of thett:
7 I don't know

a. Which of the following statements is closer to the way you feel about doctor-
patient relationships?

1 A doctor should tell you what his-services colt even
if you don't ask,

Circle
one number

2 It is up to the patient to ask the doctor what the
4cost is going to be

3 No opinion

Which of these two statements 4s closer td the way you feel about doctor-
patient relationships? .

1 A ,doctor should tell you whatAis wrong even ,if -you,

b.

Circle don't wantto know

one number
' 2 A doctor should withhold bad new if he feels you

are not ready for it
3 No opinion

c. Of the following two statements, whicWis closer to your Opinion?

1 A patient should follow his doctor's instructions
even if he doesn't'agree

one
Circnumberle

2 A patient should follow'his doctor's ...instructions.
.only if he thinks thty will.do him some' good

.3 No opinion
-

d. How do you feel about this.statement: "A doctor should call in a second opinion
if his patient reqmeits one." ,

O

Circle
one number

1 /

I Strongly agree
2 Agree 6

3 Neither agree nor disagree -'
.4 Disagree c.

5 -Strongly disagree
6 No opinion

za3
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THE NEXT QUESTIONS ARE ABOUT SOME TELEVISION, PROGRAMS YOU MAY HAVE WATCHED.

Last November, a new series of television programs about health began on the educational
station to your area. The program was called Feeling Good and, during April and May, was
shown each week for one-half hour with Dick Cavett as the host. The next few questions
are about your viewing of Feeling Good. Even if you don't remember watching any of the
shows, please answer questions 17-24 just as a reminder.

Please read over each description below and indicate if you remember watching this show.

17. Show broadcast between April 2 and April 8 -- AGING
This show is mainly about how one family cares for their elderly grandfather in their
home. Both favorable and unfavorable aspects of home care for the elderly are dis-
cussed

Do you remember watching this show 1 Watched all of it
about aging? 2 Watched part of it

3 ,Eqd not watch any of. it
4 `Pot sure

18. Show broadcast between April 9 and April 15 -- ALCOHOLISM
Host Dick Cavett talks about drinking and alcoholism while sitting at a bar. There
is a drama about a day in 'the life of a housewife who is an alcoholic, and other
alcoholics discuss their drinking problems.

Do you remember watching this show
about alcoholism?

56

1 Watched all of it
2 Watched part of it
3 Did not watch 'any of it
4 .blot sure

19 Shbw broadcast between April 16 and April 22 -- HEART ATTACK RECOVERY
Most of this show is about helping people who have had a heart attack re-adjust to
normal lives. ,Wives of heart attack victims talk about re-adjustment to normal
life

Do you remember watching this show 1 Watched all of it
about heart attack 'recovery? 2 Watched part of'it

3 Did not watch any of it
4 Not sure

20 Show broadcast between April .23 and April 29 -- VISION PROBLEMS'
The show takes place mainly in the Metropolitan Muse9 of Art in New York. Dick
Cavett talks to two people about some problems they have had with their eyesight.
One is a middle-aged woman and another is a young boy. Discussion of two common
vision problems,.

Do you remember watching this 1 Watched a31 of it
show about vision problems? 2 Watched part of it

3 Did not watch any of it
4 Not sure

57

58

59

'21. Show broadcast between April 30 and May 6 BREAST CANCER IN WOMEN
In this show, Dick Cavett t lks with Julia Child about breast cancer. They discuss
the chance of a woman havin breast cancer and her chance'of recovery. Women are
shown how to examine their easts for lumps.

Do you remember watchin this 1 Watched all of it
show about breast cancer 2 Watched part of it

3 Did not watch any of it 60
. 4 Not, sure
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22. ShoW broadcast between May 7 and May 13 -- STRESS
This show concerns the causes of stress andWeiffects stress has on the human body.
Bill Cosby talks about a stressful experience he'had as a boy -- a fight with i4bully.

Dr. Herbert Benson talks with host Dick Cavett about relaxation therapy.

Do you remember watching this show 1 Witched all of it

about stress? 2 Watched part of
3 Did not watch any of it
4 Not sure

23. Show broadcast between May 14 and May 20 -- DOCTOR-PATIENT COMMUNICATION
Most of this show takes place in adoctor'S office and waiting room, Some of the
people waittrig. have problems bOmmynicating what 4s wrong with tiPm to their doctor,
while others are afraid to find out what is wrong. There is a kit about doctors who

use medi.cal terms their patients can't understand. 4.

Do you remember watching this show
about doctor-patient communication?

1 Watched all of it
2 Watched part of it
3 Did not watch any of it
4 Not sure

24. Show broadcast between May 21 and May 27 -- DEPRESSION
This show features Dick Cavett as host and singer Johnny Cash as guest star. In one

dramatic segment, a businessman's depression causesprOblems for him and his family.
In another, a young auto mechanic and his co-workers discuss his emotional problem.

Do you remember watching this show 1. Watched all of it

about depression? 2 Watched part 9f it
3 'Did not watch any of it
4 Not sure

FEELING GOOD DURING NOVEMBER; DECEMBER A D JANUARY

Feeling Good was also shown during
November, December and January.
This is a picture of the cast at
"Mac's Place" which was the setting
for the show during thoSe early
months.

25. About how many shows during
November, December and January
do you remember watching all
or part of?

1 One show
2 Two shows
3 Three shows
4 Four silaws

5 -Five s

6 Si**lor more shows
7 Did not watch any

65
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The next question is about all the Feeling Good shows, the ones that were on during
November, DeceMber and January and also the ones on during April and May.

26a. If you remember watching any episodes
of Feeling Good from November through
May, please answer the questions in-
.the box at re left.

if

Following are some comments about Feeling
Good. Circle "1" if you mostly agree,
circle "2" if you mostly disagree, circle
"3" if you are not sure.

It was entertaining

b. Dick Cavett was a good
hos t

c. "Mac's Place" was
entertaining

d. I found the health in-
formation useful

e. The guest stars were
enjoyable

f. The show was geared
more to children

g. I learned some things
I didn't know before

h. I preferred Feeling

MOSTLY
AGREE

MOSTLY
DISAGREE

NOT
SURE

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

Good with "Mac's Place"
more than with Dick
Cavett

. Feeling Good was better
with one topic per
show than it was with
several tilpics

ti

207

Of

11

13

15

26b. If you do not remember watchin any
episodes of.Feeling Good, please
answer the questfOns in the box at
the right. --

Fallowing are some reasons for not view-
ing Feeling Good at all. Please read
each item below and circle as many as
apply to you.

1 I don't watch much TV at all

2 I don't get a good picture onAhe
public TV channel

3 I don't watch the-public TV channel

4 I didn't know it was on tpe air

5 I watch a different program at the
same time Feeling Good is on

6 I am not at home when it is on

7 The show didn't sound interesting

8 I'm not interested in health things

9 None of these

PLEASE GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE

286
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THESE QUESTIONS ARE FOR EVERYONE TO ANSWER

27. Do you have a television set in 1 Yes
working order in your household? 2 No

28. Are you ... 1 Male
2 Female

29. On your last birthday, were you ... 18-24
2 25-34
3 35-44
4 45-54
5 55-64
6 65 or over
7 'Prefer not to answer

4:1

30. What is the highest grade you. completed 1 No formal education
in school? 2 8th grade or less

3 Some high school
4 High school graduate
5 SoMe college,
6 College graduate
7 Technical or Vocational training

31. Are you ... 1. White/Caucasian
2 Black/Negro/Afro-American
3 American Indian
4 Spanigh-American/Mexican-AMeriCen
5 Puerto Rican
6 Oriental
7 Prefer not to answer
8 None of these

32. Now, talking about the uestionnaire you are filling out, did you answer all the
questions yourself, or id someone else answer some of them ?'

1 I answered all the questions myself
2 My husband or wife answered some questions and 1 answered some
3 My mother or father answered some questions and I answered some
4 Someone else answered some questions and I answered some

22 7
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THE NEXT QUESTIONS AREFOR PEOPLE WITH CHILDREN UNDER SIX YEARS OF AGE.

IF YOU HAVE NO CHILDREN UNDER SIX

MEN:

PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 39 ON
PAGE 15.

WOMEN:

PLEASE.GO TO QUESTION 35 ON
PAGE 1,.

IF YOU HAVE ANY CHILDREN UNDER SIX YEARS OF AGE, PLEASE CONTINUE:

3. Please circle the age of the oldest
chtld who is under 6 years 0q7iFa
answer the following questions about
that child.

EYESIGHT TEST AND H 'ING TEST
r

a. Have you ever tried to get any
information on where to go to
get your child's vision or
hearing checked?

b. Has this child had a test to
see if his or her eyesight
is normal?

Please read choices carefully
and then circle the one that
best fits you.

.

c. Has this child had a test to
see if his or her Hearing is
all right?

Please bread choices carefully
and then circle the one that
best fits you.

1 Age 5
2 Age 4
3 Age 3
4 Age 2
5 .Age 1
6 Younger than 1

I No, I have not tried
2 Yes, I have "tried
3 I already know where to go
4 Someone else in the family takes

care of these thlOgs

1 Yes, has had test
2 No, but I plan to have child's eyesight

checked
3 No, but I might have child's eyesight

checked
4 No, because chlld is not old enough
5 No, because child does not need it
6 Not sure

1 Yes, has had test
2 No, but I plan to have child's hearing

checked
3 No, but I might have child's hearing

checked
4 No, because child is not old enough
5 No, because child does not need it
6 Not sure

MEN:

PLEASE GO ON TO QUESTION 39.
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*,WOMEN:

PLfhSE GO ON TO QUESTION 35.

O
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THESE NEXT QUESTIONS ARE JUST FOR WOMinTO ANSWER. Please circle one number to answer
each question.

35. When was'the last time you had a 1.,Within the last 3 months
Pap test or smear? 2 Between 3 and 6 month ago

i 3 Between 6 months and a yea'r ago
4 Between 1 and 2 years ago

/7/
. 5. Mori than 2 years ago

\_/ 6 Never had,
7 Not sure

36. When was the last time a doctor
examined your bPeasts. for lumps?

37. When was the last time -you examined
your own breasts for lumps?

1 Within the last 3 months
2 Between 3 and 6qmonths ago

6

3 Between 6 months and a year ago
4 Between 1 and 2 years ago
5 More than 2 ,years ago
6. Never .

7 blot sure

1 Within the last month
2 ,Within the last 2 months
3 Within the :last 4 months
4 Within 04 last 6 months
5 More than 6 months ago
6 Never
1'A Not sure

38. Have you ever suggested to a friend or,, 1 Yes
relative that she should get a Pap test? 2 No

r.

r-

Q

4

: PLEASE GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE

t
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THESE QUESTIONS AK FOR EVERYQPE TO ANSWER.

40.- Is there anything related to your own or your family's health th t you or someone
in your family did as a result of watching. Feeling Good? n.

1 I didn't watch'any programs
2 Haven't done anything as a result of watching Feeling Good
3 Yes, watching Feeling Good caused me to ... (Please describe belvw)

Please,look back to make sure you have answered all the quAtions, and then return this
questionnaire in the enclosed envelope. No postage is required.

THAIS YOU FOR YOUR HELP4,

( 290

39. Was there anything
fore?

1

2

3

-,.\

you learned from watching Feeling Good that you didn't
\

know be-

Please use 34

i

. % . !`o--
I didn't watch any programs
I watched Feeling Good but didn't learn anything new
I did learn something new from watching Feeling Good:
the space below to give examples of what you learned.

35


